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Tim Ford makes impact during his four years at UCF
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·· RafDe effort under way to resurrect lost language
History student seeks fo raise $5,000 needed to fund single.Latin class
VANESSA. FERNANDEZ
& KATE HOWELL
Staff Writer &Senior Staff Writer ·

As a history major Matt Kahn
knows the value offorgotten traditions. So when he learned that
UCF was canceling its Latin language classes, he was upset.
"Latin and all humanities .
courses say something about us
as a people," Kahn said. "It's not
ju~t a language, it's a culture."

fall semester.
But the group is racing
against time.
class running.
To do so, Kahn and a group of
·~ the classroom spaces for
others will be standing outside all the courses on Polaris are
the UCF Bookstore from 9 am. being filled up," Kahn said. ·~ct
to 5 p.m. today and tomorrow you can't get a space without the
selling $~ raffle tickets with a funds for the course." In other
goal of putting Latin back on words, if the raffle isn't held
·next fall's class schedule.
now, they could end up with
The prize will be a scholar- money for a cotirse and
ship that will cover all of the · nowhere to put the students.
Kahn's solution grew out of
winner's textbook costs for the
His response: Try to raise the

$5,000 necessary to keep the

conversations
with
Skip
Moedinger, a ·fellow student;
Alei Sigal, a member of the SGA
Senate; Paul Giordano, chairman of the Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures;
and Denise Berrios, general
manager of the UCF Bookstore,
which is donating the textbook
scholarship.
Moedinger, a physics and
economics major, was quick to
join Kahn's effort. "It's impor-

tant that we .not forget the language ofWestern civilization for
the last millennia That's Latin,"
he said.
"Students can purchase as
many tickets as they want, and
all the proceeds will go back to
the Foreign Languages Department," Kahn said.
The goal of $5,000 is enough
to open a single Latin I class.
"That's · our first goal,"
Moedinger said. "If we can raise
more than that, then we can
have more classes.1;

According to Giordanq, Latin
I and II are the only Latin courses that have ever been offered at
UCF, and the professor who
teaches them is only part time.
"Five thousand dollars would
bring back a class," he said. "I
assume if funds are there and •
the classroom is there, it shouldn't be a problem."
Giordano emphasized that
the raffle would only help to
revive a class; it would not allow
PLEASE SEE
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Fraternity
struggles
for Greek
identity ·
New brotherhood
awaits approval
for colonization

ADAM KRAUSE I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
)

Erin Mcintosh of'(}on't Skirt the Issue' sold skirts as
part of a campaign to raise awareness about
violence against women at SheFest on Monday.

Festival
highlights
hardships.

SEAN LAVIN
Contributing Writer

A newly-formed Greek fra·ternity awaits its fate on canipus
as fraternity council members
ponder whether to add the
brothe~hood to the list of recog-.
nized UCF fraternities.
Despite Zeta Beta Tau being
recognized by its national office
- which boasts more than
ll0,000 alumni - the university's Interfraternity Council,
which is responsible for overseeing most UCF fraternities,
has not approved the colony's
existence on campus.
As a result, ZBT president
Ariel Afek and his 15 brothers
were shut out of Greek Week
and face the possibility of missing out on future IFC events.
"I feel like we have a lot to .
offer to UCF due to our diversi: ty," Afek said, pointing eut that
the historically Jewish fraternity
members "are already leaders in
other organizations" on campus.
Though ZBT brothers are
unhappy that they face a struggle for recognition, IFC main-

of women
SheFest exhibited
gender bias through
Disney films, posters
VANESSA FERNANDEZ
Staff Writer

Students in the Psychology of
Women class demonstrated their
hard work throughout this semester
. at a poster session in the Student
Union on Monday.
Presented
by
Uncommon
Grounds, the self~proclaimed femi.nist organization on campus, the
event was suitably titled SheFest for
the focus it placed on women and
their past and current struggles in
society.
Students in the class spent the
entire semester working on their
projects. Topics included 'female
genital mutilation, women in sports,
women serial killers, makeup, body
art and even how Disney films show
gender bias.
Mar
Adjunct
professor
Rodriguez wanted students in her
class to become experts in a topic
they felt strongly about and to share
what they've learned with others.
These issues, according to
Rodriguez, are "real issues, and they
affect everyone in one way or another, at one level or another."
In the area of makeup, Rebecca
Holmes surveyed random female
college students and discovered
that "the lower the fear of negative
evaluation, the lower the makeup·
use." From her study, she-discovered
that an overwhelming 81 percent of ·
women try to look good for themselves, but 28 percent of women will
never be satisfied With their appear·
ance.
For body art, Jordan Mcveigh did
a study on a topic she qilled "Skin
Deep." She· discovered that most
women who get body art, such as
tattoos, do so in order "to obtain an
individual goal or to fit society,"
Mcveigh said.
Students Jennika Hatter and
Becca Wilkins focused on the more
sensitive topic of female genital
· mutilation. They focused on why
females alter their genitals, the
countries that require females to do
this and the tools that are commonPLEASE SEE
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Victoria's
Secrets
revealed

SGA and CAB bring
big-name bands for
Free Music Series

Critics protest
catalogs made from
ertdangered trees

ASHLEY BURNS
Managing Editor

T

1

onight and tomorrow the
UCF Arena will rock with
two concerts hosted by the
Student Government Association and Campus Activities Board
as a free party for UCF students.
At' 6:15 p.m. today the Free Music
Series presents the Roots and Virginia Coalition. Tomorrow night's
concert begins at ~e same time and
is headlined by Something Corporate. Also on the second bill are the
Format, David Melillo and local act
Big 10-4, which has two UCF alumni.
Students must present a valid ID
at the door to get in. Tickets for nonstudents are on sale through Ticketmaster for $15 per show.
Ryan O'Rourke, SGA's director of
Campus Life, teamed with Ricky
Huff of CAB to bring this event to
. life. Traditionally, both organizations
have put on separate concert events
throughout the year, but according

INTERFRATERNITV ON AB

COURTNEY SUTTON
Contrib~ting Writer

PHOTOS COURTESY STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIA N

SGA and CAB combined to create the UCF Free Music Series, which will host, fop to bottom, Something Corporate,
the Roots and Keller Williams among other musical acts performing in two separate concerts at the UCF Arena.

to O'Rourke, this time around they
figured it might be better to pool
resources and make one big splash.
"We basically decided that we'd
put all the money together and have

a couple. days of free music and put
on some really cool concerts for all
the students," O'Rourke said. "Based
PlEASE SEE
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What do sexy lingerie and
tree logging machines have in
common? A lot, if you ask Free
the Planet.
According to the environmental organization's Web site, the
well-known Victoria's Secret catalogs are printed on paper from
the endangered Canadian boreal ·
forest.
"They print over 1 million catalogs a day," said Tina Richards,
leader ofthe UCF chapter of Free
the Planet. "It's inexcusable."
So inexcusable that every Free
the Planet group in the country .
was encouraged last Thursday to
surprise focal Victoria's Secret
stores with a visit. The goal was
to inform employees and cusPLEASE SEE ONE ON A2

Around Campus

Nation & World

Rape suspect sought

News and notices for
the UCF community

Only two Future editions left
The Central Florida Future
will publish its last issue for the
spring term next Thursday.
After a brief break between the
spring and sumriier semesters,
the Future will return on May 11
to start its summer schedule,
w}len it will only be published
on Wednesdays for the duration of the summer term.

Escape an atta~ker
The Victim Services Program Outreach will teach techniques on how to escape from a
larger and more aggressive
attacker. The free class begins at 7 p.m. tpday in the Pegasus Landing Apartments Phase III
gym.
To learn more, contact Victim Services at-407-823-4502:

COURTESY UCF POLICE DEPARTMENT

· The UCF Police Department is looking for anyone who can identify the man seen in these video surveillance images. He is wanted in ·connection with the sexlial assault that ocrutred
on campus early Saturday morning. Anyone who has information identifying this man or leading to his whereabouts needs to call the Crime line at 407-423-TIPS. There is a $1,000
reward for any information that could lead to an arrest.

Music to my ears
_The UCF Trumpet Festival
features clinics and performances by guest artists, including Jon Lewis, a Los Angelesbased recording artist, and Bert
Truax, a soloist and master
teacher. The all-day festival
runs from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. Saturday at the Rehearsal Hall.
Admi_ssion is $20 for adults and
$10 for students with ID:
To learn more, contact John
Almeida at 407-823-2510.

Luck be a lady
The Frank Loesser musical

Guys and Dolls, which tells the
story of a Times Square gambler and the missionary worker
for whom he falls, is the latest
offering from the UCF Conservatory Theatre.
Performances are 8 p.m.
today through Saturday, with
matinees at 2 p.m. Saturday and
Sunday. Tickets are $7.50 for
students, $12.50 for non-stu. dents and $10 for senior citizens.
To learn more or to purchase tickets, contact the box
office at 407-823-1500.

Love the Earth
Join t4e UCF chapter of
Free the Planet, an environ~ental organization, for its
ongoing celebration of Earth
Week from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
today and tomorrow in front of
the Student Union.
Tomorrow, cell phone users
are invited to recycle their old
phones, and there will be live
music and 'a giveaway ofplants.
The day also includes a canoe
outing at Lake Claire at 3:30
p.m.
For more information, contact Jeremy Nelson at 321-2302386, or e-mail FreetheplailetUCF@gmail.com.

Graduation celebration fair
Those who have ordered
· caps and gowns for spring
commencement can collect
them, as well as pick up graduation tickets, from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. Monday in front of the
UCF Bookstore. ·
' To .learn more, contact
Denise Berrios at 407-823-2665.

Let us know·
The Future wants to hear
from you! _
I f you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to .
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

·Fliers portray lingerie model with
chainsaw, forests being cut.down
FROM

Al

tomers alike about their campaign to reveal ''Victoria's Dirty
Secret."
Before being escorted off the
Oviedo Marketplace's property
by security guards for soliciting,
the UCF chapter had the
chance to speak with the manager of Victoria's Secret about
their cause. The manager
declined to comment, but did
say that she would pass along
their fliers and post cards to her
employees.
·~s students, we have a lot of
push," Rich::trds said.
· Many of the Free the Planet
posters, fliers and postcards use
humor and sarcasm to convey
their message. One reads, "Hot
chainsaws" with a- winged lingerie model holding a chainsaw.
Another has a picture of a forest
that has been cut down with the
words "Sexy clear cuts."
However, not everyone was
amused
The mall security guards
were quick to inform the Free
the Planet club that the Oviedo
1

Marketplace is private property
and that soliciting of any kind is
not allowed in order to protect
the customers and businesses.
Richards wants to make sure
that their cause is not misunderstood
"We like Victoria's Secret.
We buy their products. We just
don't like that they're harvesting from the boreal forest," she
said.
UCF student Steven Shapiro
was outside of the mall on the
day of the event. "There's nothing wrong with what they're
[Free the Planet .members]
doing. I just think it's a waste of
time," he said. "I don't think
protesting in a !Dall gets anything done."
Surprisingly, some men have
joined in the protest against the
lingerie store. Josh Roosth, a
UCF Free the Planet member, ·
said he hopes to "make a dent in
what is going on." He added,
"With technology and shop- ·
ping on the Internet, they
should stop using paper from
endangered forests:•
Free the Planet has made

"With technology
and shopping on
'
the Internet, they
·Should stop using
paper from
endangered
forests."
- JOSH ROOSTCH
UCF FREE THE PLANET MEMBER

several demands of •Victoria's
Secret and its parent' company,
Limited Brands. They include
halting the purchase of paper
that comes from endangered
forests and achieving 50 percent post-consumer recycled
content of all catalogs within
five years.
Since the start of the campaign last fall, Victoria's Secret
has begun to print its clearance

catalogs ori 50 percent to 80
percent
recycled
paper.
Richards feels that is not good
enough.
·
"Clearlµlce catalogs are only
three percent to 10 percent of all
of their printed material," she
said. "We don't just want clearance catalogs, we want [everything]."
Because Free the Planet
does not give up on a campaign
until its goals are reached, the
group may be facing a long road
ahead
·
"Hopefully they [Victoria's
Secret] will comply," Richards
said "If not, you will probably
be seeing this campaign again
in the fall"
There is extra emphasis on
Victoria's Secret because Free
the Planet and Forest Ethics are
after a "chain reaction," according to their online press release.
When members targeted Home
Depot last year, they convinced
the corporation to stop selling
products from endangered
forests. Following that decision,
similar stores followed suit and
began doing the same.

Police Beat

Wrong way on one-way street leads to DUI
AMBER FOSTER

,~

UCF Police Officer Ryan
Clarke recognized Horton duri~~~\\ and turn test, the one- ing a traffic stop conducted by
A confused Clinton ;1Jir'1~~f1l' leg stand.and an eye test. · Officer Matthew Fazi at the
Mark Velie was charged \
Velie failed all three apartment community.
'with driving under the
oJ ,,.
tests and stumbled at
Horton, who received his
influence after going the wrong -least eight times during the trespassing order on March 1,
way on a one;way street on the directions of the walk and turn. was also found to have an outUCF main campus Sunday.
The suspect admitted that standing warrant in Osceola
Officer Clement Punter he should not have been driv- County.
stopped Velie at about 9:30 ing and was transported to the
He was arrested and transp.m. and immediately noticed a Orange County DUI testing ported to the Orange County
strong smell of alcohol ema- center. His BAC scores were central booking office to face
nating from the suspect. He .161 and .186.
both charges.
also noted that Velie seemed
disoriented and unclear on Read my lips, no trespassing .
Burnt-out light lands tail in jail
Kissimmee resident Guy
A burnt-out taillight will
what was taking place.
Velie told the·officer that he Thomas Horton was removed now cost Christopher John
· had between two and seven from the Pegasus Pointe apart- Zasa of Winter Park far more
ment community after violat- than the few dollars it normalbeers. earlier in the evening.
Punter admmistered the ing a trespassing order Friday.
ly costs to replace. He was
Staff Writer

standard _field sobriety

~~ tests, including the walk

l/(/j,Jlll

.

charged with driving under the
influence after being pulled '
over for the light malfunction
April 7.
Officer
Ryan
Clarke
stopped Zasa at 2:39 a.m. He
noted in his report that Zasa's
movements seemed very slow
and that Zasa was wearing two
wristbands from downtown
bars.
The suspect agreed to field
sobriety tests but failed all
three.
He was transported to the
Orange County DUI testing
center, but he refused to take
the breathalyzer test.
Zasa was then transported
to the Orange County central
booking office.

•

. Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

•

Dyer, three others cleared of
absentee ballot charges

•

ORLANDO - A special
prosecutor
dropped · all
charges Wednesday against
Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer
and three others who had
been indicted for allegedly
violating a state' law that prohibits payments for collection
of absentee ballots.
Dyer, a Democrat who had
been suspended by Republican Gov. Jeb Bush when the
charges were announced
March ll, will be automatically reinstated as mayor with
dismissal of the indictment.
The decision also means
there will be no May-3 special
_e lection to choose .a temporary replacement.
Charges
were
also
dropped against Circuit Judge
Alan Apte and Dyer's campaign manager, Patty Sharp,
who like Dyer had been
indicted for providing "pecuniary gain" for absentee ballot
possession or collection.Campaign consultant Ezzie
Thomas had been charged
with accepting pecuniary gain
for absentee ballot possession
or collection. The defendants
will pay $500 each to defray
the costs of the investigation.

Vote on Bolton U.N. nomination
postponed as GOP support wanes

•
'
•

•
•
•

•
•

WASHINGTON ~ Unexpected cracks in Republican
support threw into limbo
President Bush's high-profile
nomination of John R. Bolton
to be the country's representative at the United Nations.
The postponement Tuesday of a Senate committee •
vote on Bolton was a political '
defeat for Bush - at least in
the short term - and opened
the possibility that the nomination could fall.
The White House late
Tuesday continued to express
full support for the nomination, which hit a snag earlier
in the day when a few Republicans on the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee joined
Democrats in asking to delay
a vote in favor of a fresh look
at allegations of unbecoming
conduct.
Both Democrats and
Republicans had predicted
earlier the GOP-controlled •
committee would vote along
party lines to recommend
Bolton for the job.
The committee set no new •
date for a vote.

•

•

•
•

Pope Benedict XVI promises to
continue church reforms
VATICAN CITY - Pope
Benedict XVI on Wednesday
pledged to work to unify all
Christians, reach out to other
religions and continue implementing reforms from the
Second Vatican Council, as he
outlined his goals and made
clear his pontificate would
·closely follow the trajectory
of his predecessor, Pope John ·
Paul II.
.
Benedict, the former Card inal Joseph Ratzinger, said
his "primary task" would be
-to work without fail to reunify
all .Christians and that senti- ·
ment alon e was not enough.
The new pope said he
PLEASE SEE
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Higher Education
What's in the news at
: colleges around the country

- UCF Team Den.tist.serving Athletes, Coaches, Staffand Professors since 1987-

: University decries racial hate
' fliers spread on campus
CINCINNATI - The
University of Cincinnati and
the school's student newspaper are deploring fliers
left on campus that
declared, "Don't have sex
with blacks-Avoid AIDS!"
Campus police are trying
, to determine who posted
the fliers on information
' kiosks across campus.
Several dozen fliers were
posted overnight last Thursday. The administration
believes that outsiders were
responsible, partly because
: no fliers were found in
• buildings that students
: know are high-visibility
: posting areas.
, : The student newspaper,
: The News Record, published
• an opinion column on Mon; day deploring the handbills.
: The newspaper's decision
; to publish part of the flier to
: illustrate
the
column
• prompted angry calls to the
: university 1\1esday by peo: ple across the country who
• saw the Internet version of
: the newspaper and thought
• the flier was ,an advertise: ment.

; Man eretends to be professor
: at University of Oregon
• EUGENE; Ore. A
: Eugene man passed himself
: off as a psychology profes: sor, fooling dozens of stu• dents at the University of
: Oregon.
·
Checklin Vaifale, 35,
maintained the imperson. ation for more than a year
andahal£
Before pretending to be a
• professor, he had claimed to
, be a student and danced
with the Hawaiian Club for
• several years.
Vaifale posed as a profes. sor to gain the trust of students and to develop relationships with. niale and
' female students, investiga• tors said.
The relationships were
' believed to be mostly nonsexual.
He dressed professionally, carried a briefcase and
frequented the psychology
department.

Growin9 Minnesota online
university plans IPO
MINNEAPOLIS - The
parent company of Capella
University, one of the
nation's largest online universities, plans to raise $86.2
million in an initial public
offering of its stock.
Today, Capella University offers more than 675
onlin:e courses and 13 academic degrees including
business, information technology and psychology.
In its stock offering registration filed Monday with
the Securities and Exchange
Commission, Capella attributed its growth to expanded
· programs and degrees, contracts with large corj:>orations such as Wal-Mart and
a heightened acceptance of
online education.

Judge: Man charged in
school shooting to stand trial
CLEVELAND The
man. accused of a deadly
shooting rampage at Case
Western Reserve University
must go to trial because his
lawyers failed to prove he ·
was not mentally compe. tent.
The judge said the court
acknowledges Biswanath
' Halder's "severe personality
disorder" diagnosed by
three experts and that
Halder distrusts his defense
attorneys.
.
Halder, 64, is a former
student accused of killing
· c;me man and injuring two
others during a seven-hour
campus standoff two years
ago. Nearly 100 people hid in
offices, classrooms and closets on May 9, 2003, at Case's
business school building.
The standoff ehded when
police cornered Halder and
shot him.
Prosecutors·want to seek
the death penalty if Halder
is convicted of aggravated
murder. A trial date was not
immediately set because the
judge had to decide whether
H alder was competent to
understand the charges and
assist in his defense before
the trial began.
~

'·
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Awinegrower throws a stone at police officers Wednesday during a demonstration in
Southern France where winemakers hoped to press the government for economic relief.
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wanted to continue "an open
and sincere dialogue" with
other religions and would do
everything ·i n his power to
improve the ecumenical cause.

Bush to sign rewrite of
toughene<t bankruptcy code
WASHINGTON __,_ Americans weighed down by credit
card bills and other financial
obligations will have a harder
time wiping· out their debt
under a bankruptcy bill President Bush is poised to sign.
Many. debtors will have to ·
work out repayment plans
instead of having their obligations erased in bankru,Ptcy
court under the law, which will
go into effect six.months after
· Bush signs it Wednesday. The
legislation is the biggest
rewrite of the bankruptcy code
in a quarter-century and was
pushed for eight years by banks
and credit card companies.
The measure would require
people with incomes above a
certain level to pay some or all
of their credit-card charges,
medical bills and other obligations under a court-ordered
bankruptcy plan.

Study: Government overstated
risk of death from obesity
CHICAGO - Packing on
the pounds is not nearly as
deadly as the government
thought, according to a new
calculation from the CDC that
found people who are modestly overweight actually have a
lower risk of death than those
of normal weight.
The Centers for Disease

.Science Spotlight
NASEEM SOWTI
Senior StaffWriter

In response to Harvard University President Lawrence .H.
Summers' remarks on "innate"
differences between men and
women, yet another study tries to
prove him wrong.
Girls steer away from careers
in math, science and engineering
because they ''view science as a
s~litary rather than a social occupation,''. said a study published by
Jacquelynne Eccles, a University
of Michigan psychologist. In
addition, Eccles points out that
parents provide many types of
messages to daughters that
undermine their daughters' confidence in their math and science
abilities and their interest in pursuing careers in such fields.
Eccles, who studied about
1,200 subjects for a period of 20
years, found that "parents ofboys
rated talent and effort as equally
important, while parents of girls
said hard work was much more
important than math talent"
This is what Leslie Sue Lieberman, professor of anthropology
and the director of the Women's
Research Center at UCF, called
"gender schemas" - a term from
another psychologist - which
point to the "non-conscious ways
that we view boys and girls,'' she
said. In other words, boys and
girls face different expectations
and evaluations when it comes to
their work, especially in math
and science areas.
As.a result of the difference in
expectations, boys and gifls grow
up with contrasting views oftheir
capabilities. Eccles' study shows
that evea though female college
students had higher GPAs than
their male counterparts, young
men were more likely to· have a
higher opinion oftheir abilities in
math, science and 'in their _intellectual abilities. Eccles also found
that "sex differences in general
self-concepts and values at age 20
had a long-term influence on the
college courses and jobs young
men and women picked."

·

EAST
ORLANDO
DENTAL
personali:ed &co11?fortable

Control and Prevention reported that obesity accounts for
25,814 deaths a year in the United States. As recently as January, the CDC came up with an
estimate 14 times higher:
365,000 deaths.
According to the new calculation, obesity ranks No. 7
instead of No. 2 among the
nation's leading preventable
causes of death.
The new analysis found that
obesity - being extremely
overweight - is indisputably
lethal.
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Iraqi president says dozens of
bodies found in Tigris River
BAGHDAD, Iraq - The
bodies of more than 50 people
·have been recovered from the
Tigris River and have been
identified, President Jalal Talabani said We~esday. The bodies were believed to have been
those of hostages· seized in the
Madain region · earlier this
month.
Another 19 Iraqis were shot
to death and left lined up
against a bloodstained wall in a
soccer stadium
the town of
Haditha, about 140 miles northwest of Baghdad, an Iraqi
reporter and residents said.
At a n~ws briefing, Talabani
said more than 50 bodies were
pulled from the Tigris.
Shiite leaders and government officials claimed last
week that Sunni militants had
abducted ~s many as 100 Shiite
residents from the area, but
when Iraqi forces moved into
Maclain, they found no captives.

•
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There have been many studies that have tried to pinpoint the
reason behind the lack ofwomen
in science, technology, engineering and math.
"It's not [the case of] either
nature or nurture," said Eccles.
"There's a lot of variation, so it's
both genetic and environment."
Studies have shown that girls
and boys cognitively develop differently and play differently from
· the early years. But they can be
directed to develop in different
ways, points out Valerie Strauss,
in her article "Decoding Why
Few Girls Choose Science, Math"
in the Washington Post
And none of the developmental differences mean anything
about actual abilities, said a Harvard University professor in
interview with Strauss.
Lieberman believes another
feat to achieve is t6 reach a point
where "an average woman is the
same as an average man." She
said, "For a woman to be average
[today], she has to excel:'
Researchers, administrators,
teachers and students have
offered various solutions to fix
the shortage of women in science, engineering and math. .
"In order to increase the number of women in science, we
need to make young women
more interested in these fields,
and that means making them
aware that science is a social
endeavor that involves working
with and helping people,'' said
Eccles in a recent press release.
''We also have to change the
way we evaluate girls," Lieberman said
In addition, programs such as
the Society of Women Engineers
and Women in Science and Engineering at UCF plan many outreach programs geared toward
girls at elementary and middle
school levels, not only to encourage them to pursue math and science, but also to show them that
they can be fun subjects to study.
· Lieberman
and
other
researchers are optimistic about
closing this gap between the two
genders. '~d women are more
flexible t~ boys,'' Lieberman
said "That:g ives us hope."
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Charity, ATO big winners in poker
Delta Delta Delta raised more than $3,000.for St. Jude Children's Hospital

·Greek

Beat

JANESSA SMITH & LIZA LOWE
Contributing Writers

· The tension was heavy as
players competed for the ultimate prize, an all expense paid
trip to Las Vegas. One hundred
contestants, which included
both students and local citizens, participated in Delta
Delta Delta's Texas Hold 'Em
style poker tournament on
Tuesday. The tournament was
held at the Tri Delt house and
professional dealers were
hired to make sure the tournament was run fairly.
"It turned out great," Laura
Hinton said, "this was the first
JANESSA SMITH I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
time we've ever done some- Sammy Penaloza, left, racked up more than $77,000 in chips to win a trip for two to Las Vegas.
thing like this, but we plan on
doing it again in the future." he said. "The .only downfall kind of strategy to win," he
The event ended in a huge suc- was that there is a time limit on said, "But I would like to thank
cess; the turn-out was great the hands, so at the end of it the ladies of Delta Delta Delta
and the event raised more.than · the person with the most chips for giving me this opportunity,
$3,000 for St. Jude Children'!? wins." Over all Addison said my brothers of ATO, as well as
Hospital.
he had a great time playing and my little sister Karen Mattox."
"We had great cooperation plans on entering the tourna- Penaloza plans on taking his
from the local community and ment again next year.
girlfriend, Angela Yarbrough
the UCF community," Aniary
Sammy Penaloza's luck was with him on his trip. "I may not
Beltran, philanthropy chair for very different, however. It be going to Disney World," he
Delta Delta Delta, said. "There came down to three players said in the midst of excitewere alumni from UCF, other and the time ran out. Each ment, "But I am going to Las
, Greek organizations and from player sat and watched as the Vegas."
our o'wn chapter as well."
Penaloza was not the only
dealer counted up the chips to
Johnny Addison entered find out who would be going winner of the night. Jeremy
Delta Hold 'Em with hopes of to Las Vegas. In the end, Powers, a brother of Sigma
snagging the grand prize. "It Penaloza won with $77,200 in Chi, placed second in the.tourwas a great idea because chips.
nament and won a poker set
everyone loves to play poker,"
"I didn't really have any that included: poker chips, a
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·THE BARBER ZONE
FADES, FLATIOPS, & REGULAR HAIRCUTS
BEST PRICES IN THE AREA!

M-R 10-6
SAT 9-4:30

I FRI 9-5:30

Zetas fight breast cancer
Although there is only a little more than a week left in the
spring semester, the UCF
Greek community is still hard
at work, holding a variety of
events and raising money for
various charities. Zeta Tau
Alpha sorority is hosting Kiss
Away Breast Cancer, a two-day
event that began yesterday and
continues through today. This
event, to benefit the Susan G.
Komen Breast Cancer Foundation, will be located outside
the Student Union from 11 am.
to 2 p.m. each day. The Zeta
Tau Alpha sisters will be collecting donations in exchange
for a lipstick kiss on a large
banner, which will then be displayed in a local hospital. The
ladies of Zeta Tau Alpha soror··
ity invite you to come out and
support them in an effort to
"kiss away" breast cancer.
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travel poker video game, a
drink set, the DVD Rounders
and a book written by Phil
Gordon. Kody Stone, a brother •
of Alpha Tau Omega, placed
third and won a trip for two to
Sea World. He didn't play with
any strategy either, "I just
played like I always play,"
Stone said. "I play with my
brothers about once a week so
it was just another game."
The first annual Delt'a Hold
'Em was a huge success
. according to the ladies, of Tri
Delt. ·~n of our sisters were
here to support it," Karen
Coons said, "and we plan on
making this a Tri Delta Tradition."
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CAN'T MAKE IT TO THE· STORE?
LOOK FOR BUYBACK TENTS LOCATED ON AND OFF CAMPUS:,
RECREATION CENTER, EDUCATION GARAGE, ENGINEERING GARAGE, LIBRARY 7PM-2AM, AND PEGASUS LANDING.

4000 CE.N TRAL FLORIDA BOULEVARD ORLANDO, FLORIDA 32816 PHONE (407) 823-2665 FAX (407) 823-6282 www.ucf.bkstore.com

We all scream for Italian ice cream

l

Pretty pearls & a classy black bow
rate honors with a graduation cap
and Cla$S of 2005 pewter charm.
Accept your dipolma in style!

Jeremiah's Italian
Ice to open UCF
location in June

www.sillysandals.com

MEAGAN MATUSZAK
Contributing Writer

With summer fast approaching, ice cream shop owners all
ITlil,i.IAN ICI!
·over Orlando prepare for their
Ronn
busy season. But this summer
SOfT ICl!tllt!EAM
will feature a new contender.
(Vanilla, Clict:ol•t• twlrll
An Italian ice shop is opening
~:,:~~
iHi
n.u
by the end of June at the comer
~f.!:.;:"··
U:~~ ,,,,,.,....._, ..,,..
of Alafaya Trail and University
Boulevard. ·
"It's really· a ·niche market,''
owner Jeremy Litwack said.'
"Italian ice is popular in Jersey
- where I'm from. But it took a
while to catch on here. Once
word of mouth got around, it
really took off."
"Italian ice in this weather is
the best," said Danielle Guidi, a
UCF senior. 'We've been coming here for five years now."
MEAGAN MATUSZAK I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
The product has really Jeremiah's Italian Ice shop on Aloma Avenue offers about 20 different flavors on any given day. Favorite flavors include mango and pina colada. ,
caught on with many UCF students who make the short drive served at fairs, where little chips student said. "It is so good."
University of Delaware with a
to Litwack's Winter Park store of crushed ice are flavored with
In addition to serving a qual- marketing degree, he decided
off of Aloma Avenue. He has a squirt of syrup on top. This is ity product, Litwack prides his Florida needed a more refreshbeen operating there since 1996. the real-deal Italian ice.
business on friendly service. ing treat. He took a chance and
"When I have Jeremiah's
The flavorings are poured His slogan is ·~e you feeling opened his Winter Park store.
Italian ice, it makes me nostal- into a special Italian ice-making the love today?" Litwack makes
"The downfall is that not
gic of the small-town Jersey machine along with purified sure that everyone feels the everyone knows the product,"
summers I once had,'' said UCF water. The edges of the love, including customers' dogs. Litwack said. "Once they try it,
junior Courtney Lovinger. ''You machine are minus 40 degrees, He gives out free doggie-sized hopefully they will be back.
just can't get it anywhere here, which causes the water to crys- Italian ices to the furry friends.
That's why we offer samples.
whereas up north it is very pop- tallize when it touches the
The atmosphere of Jeremi- We want to make sure you find
ular."
sides. In the end, what is left are ah's Italian Ice is laid back. The the right flavor for you."
So why would Litwack very tiny flavored ice crystals colors are retro, and there is
Litwack has created about
choose the UCF area as the with a consistency as smooth as always upbeat classic rock play- 40 flavors with the help of cuslocation for his second store?
ice cream.
ing. Litwack's current store fea- tomer feedback.
"Well, first off, the demoItalian ice is a great altema- tures a drive-thru and a walk-up
"Some flavors didn't work,
graphics were there," Litwack tive to ice cream because most window. There are picnic tables others stuck,'' Litwack said.
said. "Like the number of flavors are fat free and choles- and benches outside where cusOn any given day, Jeremiah's
households in a three square- terol free.
tomers can enjoy their treats. offers about 20 different flavors.
mile radius. And we are getting
For those who are die-hard He plans for his new s.tore to According to Litwack, there is a
more and more UCF students, ice cream lovers, Jeremiah's follow the same walk-up win- five-way tie for customers'
. so the demand is there."
also offers gelati. This creation dow approach. However, the favorite flavor: mango, cookies
Another factor that makes it alternates layers of Italian ice new location has no room for a and cream, pina colada, strawpopular with the UCF crowd is and ice cream with a large gelati drive-thru.
berry-lemon and Key West
its low price. A large Italian ice costing $3.95.
Litwack has been in the Ital- tropical - which is a blend of
"In our ice cream, we use ian ice business almost his · mango, coconut, banana, pasis only $2.50. Also, Litwack
plans to accept credit cards at less air then most other soft- entire life. He started in high sion fruit and pineapple.
the new location to better serve serve places," Litwack said. school by buying the ice from
"I come here all the time,''
its college clientele.
"Most places will use close to another Italian ice vendor and Sean Duff, a senior at Seminole
Litwack's product has 100 percent air in their ice then selling it from a pushcart at Community College, said. "I
become so popular that on cream. We try to keep our air at events, games and in nearby always get the P-Nutty gelati
weekends during the summer 20 to 30 percent. That gives you parks. He also converted a mail when they have it. If not, then I
months he serves as many as a smoother ice cream."
truck into an Italian ice truck. get the Red Raspberry. I'd much
1,000 customers a day.
"We love this place. We He continued selling Italian ice rather a gelati over ice cream.
Don't be fooled into thinking come every week," Allie Mckee, as a side job throughout college. People who know about it rave
this product is similar to what is a Winter Springs High School When he graduated from the about it."
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As easy as 1 2 3...
1. Visit our website and enter the ISBNs
of the books you want to sell.
2. Ship us your books using our
prepaid mailing label.
3. Sit back and relax. Your check will be mailed
within 48 hours of receiving your books.
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We specialize in used college textbooks

www.webuytextbooks.com

Raffle winner will receive free textbooks
FROM
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Al

for any new classes that had not
been previously offered at UCF.
Berrios, a UCF alumna, was
in full support of the effort. "We
hate the idea that languages
classes are being cut,'' she said.
Berrios said Kahn came to
her asking for support. Because
the bookstore gives out 10 textbook scholarships annually, "I
have books, and I have a budg-

et that I can wiggle with," she
said.
At last Thursday's SGA Senate meeting, Sigal introduced a
resolution to create an ad hoc
committee to manage the
fundraiser and add "accountability and formality." However,
the resolution was slowed by
concerns that it was too narrowly focused.
Sen. Mark White, who led
the opposition to the resolu-

tion, argued that it represented
only one academic department, whereas the Senate is
charged with fairly representing all departments. He also felt
it was logistically impossible to
organize an oversight committee in such a short span of time.
"I am not against this cause,''
he said, "I am against making
this a committee."
The raffie nonetheless went
ahead, with tickets going on

sale for the first time yesterday
in front of the Student Union.
About 100 tickets were purchased on the first day.
"Everyone who bought the
tickets thought it was a great
idea," Kahn said. "I never found
anyone who thought it was bad.
Now I'm sunburned."
Anyone interested in volunteering for the continuing
effort should e-mail Matt Kahn
at XmattkahnX@yahoo.com.

(

buyback@bunchesofbooks.com
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Interfraternity Council to change colonization rules
FROM

Al

tains the fraternity's identity
crisis is a problem of its own
making. The council says that
ZBT failed to follow UCF policies on expansion, which
requires approval from IFC
member chapters before a new
group can colonize.
ZBT bypassed that system
by instead placing an advertisement in the Central Florida
Future seeking new members.
·ZBT spokesman Eric Brown
defended the decision to
expand ZBT to UCF without
an invitation. He says circumventing the UCF policy was
not a problem , because of
'standing agreements between
fraternities on the national
level. These agreements say
expansion of new groups cannot be deterred by withholding
membership from the IFC.
Brown believes public insti, tutions have no right to "tell
students they can't start a
group," but later conceded that
"it's up to IFC if we become a
' part of IFC." Brown openly
criticized IFC's policy at the
time, claiming "it took away the
idea of a free market." He reasoned that ii:istead of satisfying
a demand of students trying to
colonize a fraternity of their

choosing, the policy forces
them to settle for whichever
fraternity IFC invites to colonize on campus.
Director of Greek Affairs
GI'eg. Mason continued to
express concerns that new fraternities entering the system
without approval can cause
problems. He explained that if
students randomly begin colonizing chapters without consent, it will divert his office's
resources and. staff, which
would regularly be focused on
serving existing Greek organizations.
Despite knowing he would
have to go against the grain,
Afek proceeded with plans to
build a ZBT chapter at UCF. He
explained that "against all
odds, we put it together and got
initiated by our nationals as the
Beta Tau colony of Zeta Beta
Tau." Now that ZBT is officially recognized by its national
office, Afek is hoping IFC will
vote them into the council and
allow him and his brothers a
"chance to prove ourselves."
Before IFC President Trent
Scott called a special meeting
Monday and proposed changes
to IFC's constitution, ZBT had
little hope of ever being recognized by the council. Once the
changes were made bfficial
during an IFC meeting yester-

UNIVERSITY WRITING CENTER
Because Writers Need Readers
Undergraduates + Graduate Students +
Honors in the Major
Student Athletes + Pegasus Program +
Business Writers
Education
Creative Writers

+

got .

COURTESY ZETA BETA TAU FRATERNITY

Members of historically Jewish Zeta Beta Tau fraternity, seen here celebrating a birthday, are lobbying for indusion in the lnterfratemity Council.

day, ZBT may become eligible
for member status as early as
fall.
'
"The biggest change is the
invitation to colonize," Scott

said. The IFC president
explained there is no need to
invite a fraternity to come to
UCF, since there are so many
coming on their own volition.
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The council also voted in favor
of Scott's proposal to "limit the
number
[of fraternities]
allowed to colonize at a time"
and established policies that he

says "in the future will prevent
this from ever happening
again."
.
The limitation IFC imposed
on the number of fraternities
colonizing simultaneously is
the last major obstacle ZBT _ ,
must overcome. The moment
one of the three other fraternities currently colonizing meets
the requirements to become an
.official chapter, ZBT will
become eligible for IFC's vote
of approval.
Despite the controversy surrounding the arrival of ZBT on
campus, Afek wants nothing
more than to be "given the
opportunity to prove ourselves." Afek promises he leads
"an organization willing to give
its heart and soul into everything it does." And with confidence he said, "We're going to
work hard until they let us in."
Mason summarized the situation by saying, "Our goal is to
provide students with the best
Greek experience possible."
Now it's up to IFC to determine
if that .goal is best served by
voting.. to recognize Zeta Beta
Tau as an official part of the
community - a vote Afek
hopes will soon allow him and
his brothers to fully appreciate
the distinctive Greek experience he sees so many others
enjoying at UCF. ·
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Senior Jennika Hatter was one of the many in attendance at Monday's Shefest who stopped by to b·rowse at the 'Don't Skirt

the Issue' booth.

Study: Women make 76
ceJ)ts to every man's dollar
FROM A1

rely on the man to save her."
When Blihar and Begley
lyused.
silrveyed 3-year-old children
According to Wilkins, "It is to describe a princess, 100 pertypically done in Africa, and it , cent of them believed that a
is usually done as a right of princess could not save the
passage. Over 2 million prince if the roles · were
females still undergo FGM reversed.
today."
From their study, they have
Hatter said, "It was inter- come to the conclusion that if
esting ·to learn about this Disney films continue to use
because it's not really talked images reinforcing these
about."
stereotypes, the fight for
Rodriguez wanted her stu- equality will never end.
dents to cover a topic that was
Another struggle that
, v~ important to them. "I women encounter for equality
want it to mean something to in society comes by way of
them. People aren't aware of sports. Kim Halliday focused
the issues, ·and when they on·the women of Nascar in a
· come in here, they are sur- topic titled "Women in Racprised."
ing." According to her fact
For gender roles and Dis- sheet, "The Race is On," there
ney films, Alicia Blihar and have been a total ofl4 women
Helen Begley decided to focus from 1949-2002 who have
on how Disney films are gen- raced for Nascar.
der-biased in a topic titled
According to Halliday's
"Damsels
in
Distress." study, female fans at races
According to their study, "Dis- have grown 5 percent since
ney misrepresents women by 199~ and currently comprise
not giving them the power to . almost 40 percent of Nascar
help themselves but instead enthusiasts. "This is a greater

1

,,

percentage of women than in
any other sport," Halliday
said.
As for the search for equality in the workforce, Christen
Russell focused on the "Glass
Ceiling - The Invisible Barrier." According to her study, a
woman still makes 76 cents for
every dollar that a man makes.
"From 1950 to today, there
has been a 20 percent increase
in the number of women in
the workforce. The big turning point was in World War II
because women were empowered to go into the workforce,"
Russell said. "The glass ceiling
still exists, but now it's shattering."
Rodriguez, who has been
teaching the course since
spring 2003, said, "I think they
did a wonderful job and put a
lot of effort into their projects."
She added, "They had a lot
of deadlines, and I pushed
them really hard, but today it
clicked with them. Most of
them are very happy today."

To plan yo·ur Graduation Event contact
Jadyn Freehauf at (407) 383-5805
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Strong attendance could make

/J

music series an annual event
'

6'·

FROM A1

on the research we had and
what students want their
money to go toward, everyone talks about concerts."
O'Rourke said the process
of picking bands was somewhat tedious, as the groups
wanted to put together a
billing that would satisfy the
whole student body. But they
also had to work with the
bands' availability.
"We started running the
gambit of what bands were
available and who we could
get for certain dates, and that
kind of _brought us to where
we are," O'Rourke said. "We
wanted to get an eclectic
group, something that a lot of
students could go to. We didn't want to pigeonhole the
genres. We wanted something that could sell out the
Arena both nights. We wanted to definitely make it so
that it ·was something cool
and something everyone
could enjoy."
Roy Ender, bass player for
Big 10-4 and a UCF alumnus,
said, "Playing this kip.d of
venue is huge for us. Not only
do we get to play with s·o me
of the bands that we're big
fans of, but we get to play at
the UCF Arena in front of the
people we went to school
with and our friends."
While Big 10-4 might not
be a headlining act, the band
has quickly bec;ome one of
hhe most prorrnnent on the

based on the success of this,
they'll probably want to continue it. If we do really well
with this, it's something the
students will probably continue to want to have. I don't see
any reason why McClain .a nd
Willie wouldn't want to continue this."

local scene. That, coupled
with the fact that Ender and
Big 10-4 lead singer Dan Verduin are UCF grads, made the
choice easy to add them to
the bill.
If the growing attendance
of Knightstock is any indication of what the turnout
might be for the two events,
then SGA and CAB are confident with the potential attendance. The first Knightstock
attracted 1,000 people, but
Knightstock II last October
hauled in more than 2,900
people. O'Rourke believes
that it's a good sign of how
many people will be at the
Arena for these two concerts.
"We're hoping for a sellout
both nights," O'Rourke said.
"The
response
we've
received so far has been fairly
huge from everybody. Both
1Kzhts cover a lot of ground
as far as the type of music and
type of people that will come
out to the shows. I don't see
any reason why we couldn't
sellout both nights."
As for the future of the
event, attendance will be the
decisive factor. O'Rourke is
certain the event will successful and believes it could
become a staple of the spring
semester for years to come.
That scenario, however, lies
in the hands of the incoming
SGA administration.
"Essentially it would be up
to Willie [Bentley] and
McClain [Woolsey] next
year," O'R~urke said. "But
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UCF Graduation items will
be available in the UCF Bookstore
starting April 25, 2005. lndiyiduals who did not
pre-order graduations i~ems can purchase at this time.
Purchase on-campus· to ensure you have the proper
items for your commencement ceremony!
Graduation Celebration April 25, 2005
10:00am-2:00pm in the UCF Bookstore Breezway
Have your graduation photo taken by Bob Knight Photography,
join the Alumni Associa~ion, order your class ring and much more!
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Cap and Gown ·
Pick Up
April 25 -May 7

LJCF

~

4000 Central Florida Boulevard, Orlando, FL 32816
Monday-Thursday 8am-7pm Friday 8am-5pm
Saturday 1Oam-2pm
Bookstore
Phan (407) 8~3-2665 www.ucf. ~kstore.com 111111M1111;1111111;;11.11y

Is Anxiety Overpowering You?
If you are often worried or anxious,

you may qualify for a clinical research
. study for anxiety disorder with an
investigational medication. Interested
individuals must be 18 or older and be
in otherwise good health. If yo~
qualify to participate, study
medication and study-related exams
.will be provided to you at no cost.
24-hour high speed Internet

Compensation up to $250 will be
provided for tim.e & travel. For more
information, please call 407-644-1165
or 888-439-2673

Service in oll 4 bedrooms.
No other Internet service needed.

Cable TV Programming
with 68 channels plus HBO.
Unlimited local phone service

•

(4 private lines); electricity, water, sewer &pest ·
control induded (no utility deposits)

•

Free shutlle service ta and from UCF
'
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RESEARCH

•·

SUPER KITCHEN • FULLY FURNISHEP

!

Self-cleaning oven, Ice-maker refrigerator, microwave, dishwasher
:
& keyed deadbolts on all doors
Full-size bed, dresser with mirror and end table • 4 private full bathrooms
·
Computer desk and choir,_ _

IUtility room with full-size washer and dryer • Alarm system

2300 MAITLAND CENTER PARKWAY
SUITE 230
MAITLAND, FL 32751

i

I

www.coreresearch.com
Jario Nunez, M.D. Board Certified Psychiatrist

www.boardwalkapts.net

lnfo@boardwalkapts.net
fax 407-384-8094
l.o«tted 8/10 af a mile from UCF
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&·lEISE

Get $100 off your
sarily deposit
see offi~e · fQr details .

•Internet included - Fall 2005

• Large walk-in closets

• Free cable with 3 HBO's

·State-of-the-art fitness center

• Pdvate telephone line
• Fu II-size washer & dryer
·Private bedrooms and
bathrooms

I

.;

·• Basketball & sand volleyball
• Swimming pool with sun deck

Sl~p

• Less than one mile from UCF

THE

VILLAGE

401•482•9990
3100 Alafaya Club Drive

AT

ALAFAYA CLUB

by or call today!

Orlando, Florida 32817

_www.thevi/lageatalafay4club.com
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Baseball's Tim Ford has made quite an impact in his fotlr years as a Knight
ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

•

There is a player on every g~od team truit add.s something
special to the chemistry.
A member that brings something which can't be defined by
statistics or explained in terms of talent.
For the UCF baseball team Tim Ford is one of those special
players who provides the intangibles. .
A senior, Ford made the team nearly four years ago as a
freshman walk-on, and is now known as one of the hardest
working and most dependable players the Knights have.

A fan favorite, his name is regularly heard in chants· at Jay
Bergman Field, and his teammates and coaches speak of hlm in
the highe~t regard.
.
. At first. glance it isjhard to believe that the J?layer ~g ~
big of an rmpact on ~e UCF baseball team 1S the third stnng
catcher, but get to kriow him and that will quickly change.
How devoted is Ford to his teammates? In early May his
graduation date falls in the middle of the Knights three-game
series at Troy. At first there was talk that he would stay for the
· graduation and then catch a ride up to the game, but Ford
would have none ofthat. Being on the bus with his team is more
important to him than attending his own graduation.

"That's the way he is," Bob Ford1 Tim's father said "He's a
team player. He's going to graduate school in the fall, so he says
he can always go to graduate school graduation."
Ford, 21, is an accounting major, and will begin working on
his MBA at UCF this fall.
Despite the many hours he devotes to the baseball team,
Ford finds enough time to maintain his excellent academic
record, and spend time with his girlfriend, Becky Meale, a
member of the UCF rowing team.
,
"He's an all-around amazing persoil," Meale said "A driven
PLEASE SEE

DETERMINATION ON A12

Of all peoi)le to lose to quad fours, of course it had to be me
I love poker. It's the greatest game
ever invented
·
·
I play poker.at least four nights per
week, and I'm not talking like one game
per night. It's almost sick how much I
play. I have my nightly games, which
I've written about before, and I have :µiy
random games, mostly inspired by
competitive dart rampages at the
Deuce. Hell, even if I can't find a game,
I'll end up going heads-up with the
Panda Bear until 7 ·am.
However, for all the love I have for
poker, it certainly has its downside. It's
~

a game that features bad' beats and
downfalls that can make a man sick.
Poker has the ability to tear a confident
man apart and make a grown man cry
like he was kicked in the crotch by the
entire lineup of the Rockettes.
For instance, in Tuesday night's
inaugural Tri Delt Texas Hold 'Em
charity tournament, I found myself
with a nice chip lead at my table heading late into our game. The only problem was that blinds were raising like
my heart rate at the Playboy Mansion
and·I couldn't catch good cards to save
~·

MOUTHING OFF
ASHLEY BURNS
Managing Editor

my life. Finally, I had pocket lO's staring
at me-and a regular poker nemesis of
mine - my buddy Shim - raised all-in
with his Tootsie Roll-sized stack with a
measly pair of pocket fours. I had him
spanked ... until that qemonic flop
came: four, six, four. It felt like Lennox
Lewis punched me in the throat.
But that's how it goes in the fastpaced world of no-limit Hold 'Em. Bad
' beats are a staple of life like "He who
smelt it dealt it," and "I just want to be
friends."
So to my good buddy Shim an~ all of
,.

you pocket four-loving poker hopefuls,
I give you this installment of the Thursday tirade ...
The thing I hate about only being
able to write a column once a week is
that so often amazingly funny and horrible sports stories come about that I
can't get to make fun of in time. Case in
point A woman is alleging that Atlanta
Falcons quarterback Michael Vick gave
her herpes. By now every single joke
has been made. Even Orlando Sentinel
PLEASE SEE
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Baseball knocked in series finale
Bulls use long ball to kill
possibility of sweep and
Rodriguez's perfect season
JEFF SHARON
Staff Writer

Every once in a while, even the best teams
need to be taught a lesson.
Welcome to class, UCF. Your instructor is
.
the USF Bulls.
The Bulls used a grand slam by Joey
Angleberger and three-and-two-thirds
shutout innings from the bullpen to drop
UCF 9-2 at Red McEwan Field in Tampa on
Tuesday night. The loss snapped the Knights'
winning streak at six and prevente<;l. UCF
from sweeping the series with USF for the
first time in 10 years.
Ray Rodriguez took the defeat on the
mound for the Knights, his first of the season
after six victories. Blake Tillett picked up the
win, tossing five-and-one-third innings, giving up both UCF runs on six hits and striking

out two.
The biggest story in this game wa5 one big
inning by USF. The Bulls took a 1-0 lead in the
bottom of the seconq. on an Angleberger RBI
single, but it. wasn't until the bottom of the
third inning that the stampede started.
Brandin Daniel led off the frame by roping a
1-0 Rodriguez delivery deep over the fence in
center to double the Bulls' lead to 2-0. TWo
walks later, a throwing error by Matt Ray
enabled Jeremy Bellotti to trot home, making
it 3-0. Rodriguez then walked Jeff Baisley to
load the bases with one out. After striking out
Baisley's brother Brian, Angleberger stepped
into the box and promptly smacked the first
pitch ofthe at-bat over the fence in left-center
for a grand slam. The line in the inning: six
runs, only one of which was earned. on two
hits and one error, and the Bulls were up 7-0.
The Knights got on the board in the sixth
on RBI singles by Marshall Bernhard and
Drew Butera. but by then, the damage had
been done. USF reliever James Rowe stepped
in to quell the rally, and Davis Bilardello ·
threw three one-hit shutout innings to slam
the door. USF closed the scoring in the seventh on a Jeff Baisley RBI double and another

BRffi HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Mike Billek and the Knights' pitching staff have been a key to
UCF's success this season, but they struggled at USF Tuesday.

Ray error, marking the final tally at 9-2.
Angleberger finished the day two-for-four
with a single, a grand slam and five RBis. Jeff
Baisley also chipped in with a two-for-three
day, scoring three times. For the Knights, only
PLEASE SEE
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Enders
shines
on road
with win
MATT DUNAWAY
Senior StaffWriter

ANDY VASQUEZ I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Tim Ford was the only player to make the spring squad out of a field of75 walk-ons his freshman year. Now a senior, Ford is a backup catcher.

Determination is key
for four-year walk-on
FROM

All

person who wants to succeed.
He's very determined and
works very hard."
"He's a hard worker," Bob
Ford said of his son, "He's dedicated, he's a good leader and
he sets a good example. You
know, he's not a quitter, he just
keeps on going."
That determination is a big
reason why he has been able to
achieve things he dreamed of in
his younger years.
Ford is living out his childhood dream of playing collegiate baseball, but in order to
reach that he would have to
take a long and unconventional
road.
"He's loved baseball from
day one," Bob Ford said. "From
as far back as we could remember, he's been holding a bat."
A catcher throughout his
time in little league and middle
school ball, Ford found himself
· changing positions in ninth
grade. As a freshman at Oak
Hill ai.gh School in Gainesville,
Ford was moved to the outfield
because they already ha~ a
starting catcher. For four years
Scouting Jacksonville and Troy
at OHHS, Ford was a solid playUCF will honor seven sener, earning FHSAA Class 2A
iors, including program corfirst team and.all-area honors as
nerstones Stephanie Best and
a senior. He also earned OHSS
J~a Shinhoster, who were
most valu,able player honors,
members of the first recruiting
but college programs weren't
class signed by Coach Renee
rtoticing.
Luers-Gillispie
back
in
"I never received a letter, an
November 2000. The duo have
email, or a phone call from any
played in every game of the
college," Ford said. "Division I
program's existence, and both
through NAIA to Junior Colhave more than 225 career hits.
lege, nobody wanted me until I
UCF is 4-0 all-time against · , came to camp [at UCF]."
the Dolphins (27-26, 6-7 A-Sun)
Ford decided to come to
UQF, with one of the major fac~,I
PLEASE SEE SENIOR DAY ON A13
to~ being that he would have a
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BCS officials to make changes
next week during meetings
NEW YORK Bowl
Championship Series officials
are set to meet in Phoenix
next week, again faced with
the task of coming up with a
new way to determine which
teams will play for a national
title.
The BCS reworked its
standings formula last year,
simplifying the equation and
putting more emphasis on
The Associated Press Top 25
and the coaches poll. But the
increased scrutiny on poll voters and the importance of
every vote spawned new controversies and criticism.
The AP asked the BCS to
stop using its poll after last
season, leaving the BCS in
need of another component to
insert into its calculations.
The AP media poll and coaches poll each counted for onethird of a team's points in the
BCS standings last year. A
compilation of computer
rankings made up the final
third.
BCS officials were generally pleased with the scaleddown formula and would prefer not straying far from it this
year.
"There was a comfort level
with nature of the formula,"
BCS coordinator and Big 12
commissioner Kevin Weiberg
said Tuesday in a phone interview.
But that would mean creating another poll to take the
spot occupied by the AP, and
where that poll would come
from is one of the items on the
agenda next week.
"We know we have a
coaches poll and computer
poll folks who have worked
with us in the past, but we
have not eliminated any
options," Weiberg said.
Introducing a selection
committee made up of former
college football administrators and coaches - possibly
even some media members into the process has also been
discussed.
"How you populate a committee or a poll for that matter
is an important issue,"
Weiberg said. "Under a committee approach, you probably need fewer participants
than you do in a poll structure."
It's unlikely the BCS would
convert to a sysfem. solely
reliant on a selection committee.
"There could be a hybrid I
suppose,'' Weiberg said.
''What I mean by a hybrid, you
could still use elements of the
old structure - coaches polls,
computers, perhaps a :n ew
poll - and couple that with a
committee approach and have
that standings piece be out
there on a weekly basis with a
committee providing oversight. Maybe a committee's
function would be voting on a
1-2 matchup at the end.
The next week's meetings
will include commissioners
from all 11 Division I-A confer-.
ences and will run from Monday though Thursday.
Weiberg said there's no
urgency for the BCS to complete its work by the end of
those meetings.
"I do believe it's an important meeting, though in a
sense that we need to have
some direction as we go forward so we can move toward
trying to finalize something
in, ideally, 60 to 75 days,'' he
said.
Last year, the BCS unveiled
its new formula in mid-July.
The -BCS was faced with
something of a wors·t -case
scenario last yeat when
Southern California, Oklahoma and Auburn all finished
the regular season unbeaten.
The system, which was implemented in 1998 and has been
tinkered with almost every
year since, is devised.to match
the consensus top two teams
in the nation. USC and Oklahoma earned those spots and
played in the Orange Bowl for
the BCS title last .season. The
Trojans beat the Sooners to
finish No. 1, and Auburn,
which completed a 13-0 season in the Sugar Bowl, ended
upNo.2.
Only expanding the BCS
system to make it more like a
playoff would have given
Auburn a chance to play for a
national title, and there
appears to be no chance of
that happening in the near
future.
The other BCS controversy involved Texas and California. The Longjb.orns passed
Cal in the finaftcs standings
0

Softball destroys
Bears in game two

For the second consecutive
Sunday, the UCF softball team
dismantled a conference foe
on the road. This time Mercer
was the victim, as the Knights
cruised to 3-1 and 15-4 victories
over the Bears.
UCF (38-22-1, 10-4 A-Sun)
got on the scoreboard in the
third inning of the opening
game with RBI singles by
Stephanie Best and Crystle
Krafft to take a 2-0 advantage.
The Knights tacked on a
third run in the sixth when
Jania Shinhoster doubled to
left-center, bringing home
Ashley Van Ryn.
Lindsay Enders had a nohitter going through five
innings until Kerri Ryskamp
stepped up to the plate in the
bottom of the sixth. Ryskamp
sent Enders' offering over the
right-center field wall to break
up the no-hitter and cut the
UCF lead to 3-1 at the end of
six. The Knights held on for
the two-run victory.
In the second game, the
UCF attack gave plenty of run
support for Jennifer Tomasett~
scoring four runs in the top of
the first before Tomasetti even
set foot in the circle.
The four-run inning was
highlighted by a Brytanni Lindheim RBI single and a two-run
homer by Krafft.
The Knights continued
their offensive assault, adding
to the lead in the second with a
pair of two-run blasts bt Shinhoster and Best. The homer for
Best was her NCAA-leading
22nd of the season.
Nikki Green contributed
with an RBI single and Kacie
Feaster scored two on a single
to center field, extending th~
advantage to 11-0 after two
innings.
UCF tacked on the final
four runs over the next three
innings, as the game was called
after five innings, 15-4.
On their II-game road trip
the Knights are 7-3, so far. UCF
wrapped up the trip yesterday
at USF. A result of the single
'g ame against the Bulls wasn't
available at press time.
Here is a look ahead at this
· weekend's action, as the
Knights return home for pair
of double dips in league play.
First pitch against JU is slated
for 2 p.m. Saturday.

STATE & NATION

chance to make the baseball
team.
That process of making the
team began in the fall of 2001,
when Ford attended camp for
the first time.
"Oh it was· nerve racking,"
Ford said "I was so scared,
because I've just had my sights
on college baseball my entire
life."
In order for Ford to attain his
goal, there would be long odds
to overcome. There were nearly 80 players trying out for an
extremely limited amount of
spots, and to add to the difficulty, the Knights weren't taking
any outfielders. But, there. was
an open position as catcher.
With only a month separating fall camp and walk-on tryouts, a motivated Ford hit the
practice field, trying to remember everything ~ possibly
could about his original position.
·
After a month of hard work,
a poised Ford went to tryouts,_1
with his goal right in front of
him. In what he called "about
the most nervous two hours of
[his] life," Ford impressed the
UCF coaching staff and made
the team.
"There were about 75 guys
that day," Ford said. ''.And they
kept two of us for the fall, and I
was the only one who made it
through the spring."
Even afte,r making the team,
Ford faced a great deal of uncertainty. As a freshman he was
unsure of what his role would
be to the team. By the end of the
year he realized that as a backup catcher and a walk-on athlete, there would be plenty of
extra ho~.
"My freshman year I didn't

know what to expect," Ford
sai~ "I was more along for the
ride. It's just made it easier
throughout the years knowing
what's expected of me."
Those expectations have
developed over the years and
Ford continues to enjoy his role,
despite the frustration his lack
of playing time brings.
In his four years on the team
Ford has only made appearances in 26 games, including
five this season.
"It does get to me .sometimes," Ford said."Especially
when we play [smaller] schools,
because I could have gone
there. But I have so much going
for me here that I was kind of
meant to be here."
"He brings a lot to that
team." Bob Ford said. "He doesn't get as much playing time as
everybody would like, but he
brings a lot of heart, a lot of
energy, a lot Qf good positive
attitude. Everybody's always
said that."
That positive attitude has
been a key to Ford's success and
helped him to get through the
times of uncertainty. .
''All the long hours and just
sitting there," Ford said. "You
-ask yourself 'Is it worth it?' And
then you think about that day,
and that you were the only guy
out of 75 guys that made it this
far, and ·it's rewarding and that
motivates you."
On the way to realizing his
childhood dream, Tim Ford had
to take a long and imp,robable
route, but it most certainly is a
journey he will remember and
be proud of for the rest ofhis life.
"I love every minute of it
here," Ford said~d I wouldn't
change it for the world."

after gaining ground for several weeks even though the
Bears were winning their
games.

•
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Vicic named startin9 quarterback
for Hokies after spnng practice
BLACKSBURG, Va. Marcus Vick has won the Virginia Tech starting quarterback job after sitting out all of
2004 because of off-the-field
' problems.
Vick, younger brother of
NFL superstar Michael Vick,
started spring practice at No. 3
on the depth chart but moved
up and beat out Sean Glennon
and Cory Holt, Coach Frank
Beamer said.
'Mer evaluating the spring
game, .as well as our whole
spring practic-e, we feel that it
is appropriate to name Marcus the starter for our football
team,'' Beanier said. "I think
Marcus had an excellent •
spring."
Vick went 9-for-17 and 107
yards in the spring game Saturday.
''.As always, evaluations will
continue into preseason, but
as of now, these are our plans
for the fall," Beamer said.
Vick was suspended from
the university for the 2004 fall
semester after he was arrested
following a night of drinking
with underage girls. He also_
later pleaded guilty to reckless
driving and no contest to marijuana possession after a traffi~ stop last summer.
Vick was cleared to reenroll in school in January and
seems to be making the most
of his. opportunities. He
played in 11 games in 2003,
going 30-of-57 for 475 yards
with two touchdowns and five
interceptions. He also rushed . •
37 times for 102 yards and
caught four passes for 82
yards and a score.

..

•

•

Late night ·swim turns into atrip
to jail fur Arkansas football player
WEST FORK, Ark. Arkansas tight end Jared
Hicks and two others were
apparently going for a swim
on the White.River when they
were stopped by an officer
and arrested on alcohol-related misdemeanors, West Fork
Police Chief Michael Nelson
said Wednesday.
All three were scheduled
for a court appearance April
26 in West Fork District Court.
The police chief said the
officer stopped their car in a
local park after observing it
moving erratically. The driver,
Steve Sprick ofWest Fork, was
issued a driving-while-intoxicated citation. Hicks, 21, and
the other passenger were
cited on public drunkenness
charges. All three were taken
to the Washington County jail
in Fayetteville, the chief said.
The arrest was made at
11:24 am. Monday. Hicks was
released at 12:11 p.m. the same
day.
Additional ·details will be
available when the police
report is filed later this week,
the chief said. He said the
arresting officer has been out
since the incident.
Arkansas Coach Houston
Nutt wasn't available for comment. He was with his ailing
father, who was hospitalized
in Little Rock.
Hicks, who is from
Bartlesville, Okla., played 10
games last season, despite dislocating his .shoulder in the
opener. He caught eight passes for 98 yards and two touchdowns in 2004.
Hicks had off-season surgery for his shoulder injury,
but was hurt again during
Arkansas' first S£rimmage this
spring. He was held out oflast
Saturday's Red and White
scrimmage. In his three-year
career, Hicks has made 13
catches for 154 yards and has
scored two touchdowns.
Hicks' arrest comes ·just
more than a month after
Arkansas senior linebacker
Clarke Moore was arrested
and charged with dtiving
under the influence in Farmington on March 12.
It is the program's 15th
alcohol-related arrest in coach
Houston Nutt's eight years ; ~·
with Arkansas. Hicks is the
30th player to have a run-in
with the law during Nutt's
tenure.
Less than 24 hours after
Hicks' arrest, former Arkansas
basketball player Michael
Jones, 22, was arrested on a
misdemeanor charge for failure to appear in a Bentonville
court two years ago to settle a
traffic violation.
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Vick's troubling situation has
raised every joke imaginable
FROM
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Joel Allen clinched the winning point for the Knights in the A-Sun championship. UCF is now preparing for the NCAA regional in ear1y May.

· Championships earn national
praise for men's tennis team .
.~ Senior chemistry propelled
men to A-Sun prominence
BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

It has been four days since the UCF men's
tennis team won its third consecutive A-Sun
championship, and other tennis programs
around the country have been taking n,otice of
the Knights' remarkable accomplishment.
"I have been getting calls from coaches in
the ACC and the SEC," Coach Bobby Cashman
said. "They told me how difficult it is to win
three in a row, especially in a mid-major conference. We played very well, and I am just
excited for our guys. Three is a gre'at feat."
Last Sunday was one of the brightest
moments in the history of men's terlnis at UCF.
Emotions ran high when the team clinched the
final point over Troy, as the Knights mobbed
·• the court. The team doused Coach Cashman
with two barrels of water and hoisted up on
their shoulders senior Joel Allen, who clinched
that final point.
But one thing you won't be hearing from any
of those Knights: "We're going to Disney
Worlc;l!" There i§ still more tennis to play.
Winning the conference title earned UCF a

trip back to the NCAA Men's Tennis Regional.
While some members of the team have admitted that they are still recovering from Sunday's
exhilaration, they return to the courts today for
their first practice.
Judging from their two previous NCAA
appearances, the Knights will need plenty of
practice. In the 2003 and 2004 regionals, UCF
got blanked by the University of Florida, 4-0.
Though Gators' Coach Andy Jack~on said
UCF really pushed his team last year, the
Knights couldn't even take a set from UF. Yet
six current Knights knew how it felt to be shut
out that day. Four of the 2005 squad also dealt
with the 2003 NCAA loss. Now with the experience of five seniors leading this group of
eight, this may·very well be UCF's best chance
to pull the elusive first-round upset.
"The team chemistry is so g'ood," Cashman
said.."The five seniors get along so well. I am
really happy for them."
.
Team seeding, along with first and second
round opponents and match sites, will be
announced on May 2. But those are largely
irrelevant to the Knights. They just want to
compete. "I don't really care who we play,"
Cashman said. "We can play well against anyone as long as we play the right way. I am looking forward to it."
The 12lst Division I Men's Tennis Championships begins May 13.

All

columnist Mike Bianchi made
the exact same comment in
one of his columns that I was
going to make in this column.
So instead of beating a dead
horse, I've decided to offer
Vick a few new nicknames~ ,
The_Thrashing Rash? Valtrex
Kid? The Soaring Open Sore?
Any of these would bt: acceptable ...
The UCF men's soccer
team added one more championship to its portfolio last Saturday. The Knights took on a
field of competitors and
walked away as the 2005 Intramural Sports kickban champions. Jaime Planells told me it
was one of the greatest
moments of his life. OK, I'm
kidding. But even when they
try out a different sport, they
still pick one in which they
barely use their hands. Baseball
rules ...

The New York Mets must
have picked .up last week's
tirade because they went from
0-5 to 6-5 in one week. However, the Mets are still so bad that
the state of New Jersey issued a
statement blaming them for
the smell. The Mets are so bad
that Michael Vick blamed
them for allegedly ... ~·m not
going there ...
Did anyone know there
used to be a sport in which
guys would skate on ice with
blades attached to their sho~
and slap a small rubber circle
around with wooden sticks? I'll
tell you, I wish that sport had
panned out...
·
After a slow start, the St.
Louis Cardinals are finally
starting to come alive and have
captured first . place in the
National League Central. In a
related story, the Cubs blow ...
I'm a little confused as to
why Britney Spears and her
husband Kevin Federline, who

a

apparently wouldn't know
razor if it were slicing up his
fedoras, got a reality show on
UPN of all networks. Wouldn't
Country Music Television
been a much better fit? Better
yet, couldn't they show it on a
cable network so we can watch
her beat him with a coffee pot
every week? I'm disappointed
in their planning ...
Finally, I want to give a very
warm thanks to all of my con- •
cerned friends for their support Friday night. I .won't go
into details, but I will offer two
bits of advice to my readers: r
Always keep an eye on your ,
drink when you're at a bar ,
because there are sick people
out there and never, under any •
circumstances at all, believe
that a parking garage floor is a ,
good place to fall asleep. Just ,
trust me.
Ashley Bums can be reached at
editor@UCFnews.com

Senior Day looms for team's standouts
FROM A12

and has outscored JU 27-9 in
those previous meetings. In
only its third season of softball
itself, Jacksonville is hoping to
continue its climb up the A-Sun
. ladder.
The Dolphins are looking to
qualify for their first-ever ASun Championship. Lauren
Redfern anchors the offense
with a .378 average and is second in the A-Sun, smacking 19
doubles.
For the pitching staff, the
story has been Katie Dobson.
She's tallied only a 13-10 record
but has shown that she can be
dominating at times, throwing
six complete-game shutouts
during the season,
Troy (39-16, 15-1 A-Sun) is
rolling along, dismissing Mercer last night. If the Trojans
sweep FAU on Friday, Troy will
win the regular season title.

The Trojans have finished in
the top three of the A-Sun during the last three seasons.
, A big part of that success has
been the play of Tamra ·
Howren, The superstar catcher
is hitting .373 and is right
behind Stephanie Best in the ASun home run race, blasting 14
homers of her own and driVing
in 43 RBis. Jenny Boyd leads
the squad with 63 hits on her
way to a team leading 385 average.
Troy's pitching staff has
been amazing this season, topping the conference with a 1.16
staff ERA. As a freshman, Jocelyn Mccallum leads the staff,
registering a 16-6 start, and
leads the A-Sun with a 0.78
ERA. McCallum has fanned
230 batters in only 143 innings
of work. Kacie Flinn hasn't
been too shabby herself, going
13-7, and she too has more
strikeouts than innings worked

on the season,

Around the A-Sun
Florida Atlantic (31-27, 11-3
A-Sun), like UCF, also split with
Georgia State (17-31, 6-10 ASun) over the weekend. The
Owls took ganie one 2-0, before
dropping a 1-0 decision in the
second game.
FAU hosts league-leading
Troy and needs to sweep the
Trojans if it wants any chance
of gaining the No. I seed for the
conference tournament.
Stetson (31-16, 9-5 A-Sun)
rebounded after getting swept
by Lipscomb and blasted Bel- ~
mont 14-3 and 12~1 on SUI\day .
afternoon,
The Bisons (20-18, 7-3 ASun) went 4-0 for the weekend,
slipping past JU, 3-2 and 5-3.
The Dolphins and Hatters
hooked up yesterday for a key
doubleheader, but results were ~
not available at pres!) time.
-

Bulls' early lead seals victory in Tampa·
FROM A12

Drew Butera had more than one
hit, going two-for-four with an
RBI.
,
The loss drops UCF to 35-9
overall, while USF improves to
23-19.

' Notes
1

Of USF's nine runs, only
two were earned ... UCF averaged 11 runs p er game during

the six-game winning streak ... Michael Howell leads the team
The all-time series between with a .389 average and a dozen
the two I-4 rivals is now even at <lingers on the year ... Dee
45 wins apiece ..; Despite hav- ,Brown leads the club in RBis
ing the most total victories in with 48, two ahead of Howell ...
the country, UCF is ranked in Despite
the
loss,
Ray
just one poll (No. 25 in Colle- Rodriguez still leads the staff
giate Baseball Newspaper) ... with a 6-1 record and an ERA of
Mike Billek was named A-Sun 2.56 ... UCF doesn't take to the.
"Pitcher of the Week" on Mon- diamond again until after finals
day after ·his eight-inning,. when it starts a three-game set
three-hit shutout performance at Jay Bergman Field against
against Belmont .... John- FAU April 29.
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How ·KNIGHTRO
places Classifieds in the
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for as low as $4 a week!
By E-mail

1

407-447-4555

. C assifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person
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Most nurses spend their enti r e careers in th e sa m e ho sp ital. In the United
St ates Air Force , it's unlikely you' ll eve n spend it i n t he same state or co untry.
You ' ll have the opportunity to practice nursing in as m any as 20 different fie l ds
in a variety of nursi ng envi ronments. And you'll fe el a greate r sense of shared
responsibility when you have t he· opportunity t o actually lead your t eam .
Sound like the kind, of career you 'd li ke to have? Then .ca ll 1-8 00- 588 - 5260.
AIRFORCE.COM/healthcare • 1 - 800 - 588 - 5260

University Court, Suite 200
· (Univer sity Blvd.'& Rouse Rd.)
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SGA actually
works for you ·

- ~--

l71l7 YOU ~E:NC.' THE:Y
ARE: TRYlt-16 TO GE:T
Rll7 OF' LATI"' AT UCI='?' _.._.....,

T

he UCF Student Govern- ·at Islands of Adventure. Regardscantrons, provide free food for
less of the event, someone has a
ment Association takes a
students between exams and, if
lot of heat for its actions.
complaint. People think SGi\. has that's not enough, they hire proThere's more drama in SGA Sen- wasted money when it has
fessional masseuses to deliver
ate meetings than an episode of
pulled off the Islands of Adven- . stress relief from those evil tests
Dynasty, and SGA presidential
ture events. Students don't take
and all-night study cramming
elections in the past few years
advantage of the free bus rides to sessions.
have been dirtier than national
But it's probably easier to
football games because they
don't care about UCF football.
' complain about the things that
elections.
But SGA continues to provide
But for every tidbit we hear
SGA does wrong than the things
about two senators verbally duk- them because some officials still
the officers do right. Still, one
ing it out, we ignore the fact that
think there's a chance that some- must wonder what kind of platSGA puts on a ton of events that
one is going to eventually care
form affords Johnny Complainer
benefit the student body,
the opportunity to voice his
about our school's athletics prowhether socially relaxing or
grams.
anger with the wrongdoings arid
mentally enriching. A portion of
On top of theme parks and
poor fiscal management of SGA
the student body continually dis- bus rides, SGA also hosts events
What kind of soapbox is there
regards the positive events that
for a student to tell the senators
including Knightstock, a concert
SGA puts on for us despite the
how he or she feels about their
series that brings big-name
fact that Florida Leader magazine bands to UCF at no cost to stuinappropriate behavior?
voted our SGA the best in FloriOh, it's probably those open
dents, tailgates at UCF football
da two years running.
forums that SGA hosts once a
games offering free food and
The truth of the matter is that beverages in an organized atmos- month in order for everyone,
the student body is slowly divid- phere and the Spring Concert
from the president to the senaing into two se.ctions: those who
Series, another concert event
tors, to listen to the things stucare about creating and mainthat brings even more big-name
dents have on their minds. The
taining a sense of spirit and com- bands to UCF.
officers don't have to do this.
munity at UCF and those who
They could simply tum a cold
Some people don't care for
live and die by apathy and sloth
concerts and football, and that's
shoulder and not have the slightin the world of school pride.
fine. Some people are more con- est care what any students think.
Stuck in between the blossoming cerned with their academics, as
But they do. For some reason,
they rightfully should be. SGA is
spirit and the decaying commuthey actually care about what
nity of indifference are the elect- concerned with everyone's acatheir fellow students, the people
ed officials of SGA, the very peo- demics as well, but most people
who put them in office, have to
say.
ple who work day after day to · don't know it because they don't
come up with events that could
Call them optimistic or call
look up from their books long
possibly bridge the gap and make enough to realize that SGA's sup- them a drain on the university's
UCF spirit more of Black and
port for education is all around
finances. Either way, SGA offiGold instead of black and blue.
them.
cials are doing things for every
During finals, SGA provides a student, and they'll keep doing
In the past few years, SGA has
great measure of academic relief. them whether you like them or
put on events ranging from football tailgates to weekend parties
SGA officials hand out free
not.
I
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Ric~ urges Putin

to limit power
S

ecretary of State Condoleezza Rice is visiting
several nations for the
first time in her new position.
Russia was the most recent stop,
as Rice talked democracy with
the Russian President Vladimir
Putin. Rice has urged Russia to
continue its efforts in democratic development, saying that it
will benefit all nations. :
While relations between
Moscow and Washington have
been strained at best, Rice is trying to mend them. As a specialist on the former Soviet Union,
Rice seems to understand the
importance of a strong alliance
with Russia and did her best to
urge Putin to stay on the path of
democracy. This visit is a step
forward for America's foreign
relations - but only a small
one.
Putin has always proven to be
a tough man to appease and
' negotiate with, as his post-talk .
television comments indicated.
Without any elaboration, the
Russian president said he and
Rice briefly discussed a number
of issues of bilateral and international interest, and he looks forward to talking with President
Bush on his scheduled visit to
Russia Bush's visit is for the
May 9 festivities marking the
end of World War II in Europe.
Although she only visited for
two days, Rice also held what
she called positive talks with
Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov

and other Kremlin officials. In
an interview on Russia's Echo
Moscow radio, Rice said the
U.S.-Russian relationship is not
a zero-sum game, with one side
losing as the other side wins.
Rice went on to say, "Russia
has been experiencing a kind of
concentration of power in the
presidency, in the Kremlin, really at the expense of countervailing institutions like a strong legislature, or an independent
judiciary or perhaps most
importantly truly independent
media" Rice contends that without these other forces in place to
check President Putin's power,
then a true effort for democracy
can never be attempted.
The visit was not all about
fixing democracy, as several
Russian leaders have expressed
worries about U.S. intervention
in pro-Western government revolutions. Washington's support
for popular revolutions in exSoviet Georgia and Ukraine
have alarmed Russia, and Lavrov
made clear that Moscow needed
to be cleared on all U.S. action.
"I am convinced the United ·
States, as much·as Russia, wants
stability in the international
relations and will achieve its
goals on the basis of interp.ational law," Lavrov told reporters
after his own meeting with Rice.
While the United States has
curbed international law a few
times, Lavrov is one to talk. Russia has had Chechnya under

lock and key despite an overwhelming majority which
desires to be free from Moscow.
Putin has thrown several political opponents in jail and kept all
criticism of the government off
the airwaves. If Russia is to ever
to be respected as a democracy
and influence American foreign
policy, then it needs to start acting like one.
During the same visit, Rice
praised Russia for being what
she called a strategic partner in
the global war against terrorism
and the fight to halt the spread
of nuclear weapons. All this,
despite the fact that Russia sold
uranium enrichment design
plans to Iran. Rice continued to
say solid progress has been
made in fighting the spread of
weapons of mass destruction,
but she says more can and
should be done to advance this
effort. She was hinting at possible U.S. inspection of all Russian
nuclear facilities before President Bush's visit.
''What we need to do is to be
very clear with the Russians that
the deepening ofU.S.-Russian
relations is in large part pependent on common values and on
continued democratic development in Russia," Rice said.
While Washington may be
hopeful of rebuilding this relationship, it knows what the rest
of the former Soviet Union
already does: Nothing is for certain with Putin at the helm.
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Protest to animal orotest

Taking up any kind otcause is very
admirable; if each person took up one cause
the world would be a much better place.
But of all the causes to choose from AIDS killing millions in Africa; poverty in
third world countries, land mines killing and
maiming millions abroad - why pick animal
rights? Of all the causes to take up, animal
rights is the lowest on the totem pole (after
plants' rights).
Honestly, people problems are far more
significant than animal ones. BARC's protest
of the Shiners Circus was ridiculous and
laughable at best. The Shiners raise a lot of
money for sick children across the country
with their events, which far outweighs the
well-being of a dozen circus animals.
To all the animal activists: You need to get
your priorities straight. I could care less
about animltl. treatment issues when millions
are starving and in poverty throughout the
world.
Find a better cause, people! Besides, an
animal would eat you if it had the chance. So
if poking ari elephant with a sharp hook helps
raise money for sick children, I say keep on
poking!
- GARRISON GREEN
UCFSTUDENT

Democrat ou~ed ·

the entire article to chastising the "millions
of Democratic voters" who he claims "are
still toiling through traffic with their John
Kerry bumper stickers slapped on their cars."
["Take off your Kerry stickers," April 4] He
also asserted "Kerry couldn't best Bush in
their third political debate."
I take serious issue with each of these
assertions. As I drive around Central Florida,
I observe 25 vehicles with "W" stickers on
them to one with a Kerry sticker. The editor
should have directed his annoyance at
Republicans, not Democrats, if h~ is tired of
observing election bumper stickers. Every

(

·'

)

-JACK WAJDA

The Future encouragescomments from readers. Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must include
full name and phone number.We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Sendletters to editor@UCFnews.com,
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions?Call 407-823-6397 (UCF-NEWS).

.MAN ON THE STREET
T H E

WORD

AROUND

CAMPUS

'What are you doing to
prepare for final exams?'
ISAAC MONTILLA

.ZACH HOBKIRK

Liberal studies

Finance

"I'm trying to catch up on the classes
I've been skipping the entire
semester."

(entral 'loriba 'uture

.

In a recent editorial, the editor devoted

poll taken after each of the three Bush/Kerry
debates showed Kerry the clear winner, particularly after the first debate when Bush
totally embarrassed himself. The debates
were not the reason Kerry lost by the narrowest margin in the Electoral College.
In the same edition of the Future, Bryan
Stewart, in a letter titled "Life, Death and
Memos," stated that the "alleged 'Republican
memo' that supposedly revealed GOP skullduggery about Terri Schiavo has turned out
to be false." He continues by blasting the
Future for not checking its facts. He states
that Democratic Partf Senate staffers have
been implicated in passing the memo out.
He claims he will not hold his breath waiting
for a retraction or condemnation of Democrats in the Senate.
We now know that it was conservative
Republican Sen. Mel Martinez of Florida
who was responsible for this memo.
Your erroneous tirade against the Future
and the Democratic Party Senate staffers has
been'proven to be totally false. When do you
plan to issue a retraction or condemnation of
conservative Republican Congressmen who
gleefully sang to the press that it was not any
of them who initiated this scurrilous memo.
I found your vicious attack on the Future
and the U.S. Senate Democratic staffers,
based on no firsthand knowledge that your
"facts" were straight, to be abhorrent.
Regarding your plea to keep Terri alive,
are you aware there are 970,000 terminally ill
patients in hospices throughout the country?
By definition, they are all expected to die in
six to 12 months. Many of them, just like
Terri, will have feeding tubes removed or life
support equipment disconnected. '
Why have you and those of your ilk
focused all your attention on one patient,
Terri, and ignored the thousands of others?
I believe your concern and efforts were
greatly misdirected. While the lifeboat was
filling with water, you were busily fishing off
the bow.

"Nothing at all, you asking me this
question is the first I've thought about
them."

JACKIE SHEARHOD .

I}

Accounting

"Stocking up on Red Bull for those
long nights."

.,

The Centml f.1orida Future is a free independent campus newspaper sernng the Unil'ersityof Centr.i.l Florida. Opinions in theFuturo are tl10se of tl1e indMdual colwn~ and not necessarily those
of tlie editorial stall or the Uni1""5ity Administration. All content is pro(ierty of the Cmrtml Fforlda Futuro and may not be reprinted in part or u1 whole without pennis.lion from the publisher.
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ERIKA JAMES

MATT FISCHER

Health services administration

Undeclared

"Ijust plan 04cramming."

"Hasn't crossed my mind at all yet."

~

JAMIE VANSLETTE
Accounting

"Finals alreadY,? Igotta go to class
more often."
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Fifth year means it's time to
lose your freshman 15
idea what the heck I'm going
to do with my life. Within the
next year, I .need to finish my
marketing degree, find a job,
find a new girlfriend (so she
won't love me for my hardearned post-graduation
money) and get my six-pack
back.
Wotildn't it be nice to be
COMMENTARY
able to live on campus, have
scholarships and/or mommy
NATHAN POEKERT
and daddy's money, not be
StaffWriter
working and be able to sleep
past 9 fl.Ill.? I don't even .
For the past four years, I
remember what the world
have pulled my hair out and
· looks like past midnight anylo~t many hours of sleep trying to get to this point in my
more.
One of my professors jokes
life. College students dream of
the day when they can finally · about now he knows we'll be
say: I will be a fifth-year senior readllig our textbook at ll p.m.
this fall.
on Friday nights. Guess what
I'll be doing this Friday? That's
But seriously, though I will
right, nose stuck in a book
be a "super senior,'' I have no
prepping for my Monday final.
regrets. I am stoked about
I don't ~hink that the butt
how easy my schedule is.
Many of my friends think it clenches I'm doing in my
office chair are helping me
is ludicrous that I only have 15
either. Neither is the electroncredit hours left 'to earn my
ic abs machine that I got. A
long-awaited degree, yet don't
pulsating electronic current .
plan on graduating until
through my torso to give me
Spring 2006.
the abs of Adonis? All that the
Why? Because I have no

machine has managed to do is
singe all the hair on my happy
trail off.
I think that UCF should
classify their gym times for
some students: 6 am. to 10
am. could be for overweight
people; 10 am. to noon for the
extremely scrawny; noon to 5
p.m. for those who shoot needles in their butt. Seriously, are
the muscles worth the shrinkage and the back acne? ·
Then from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m.
for sorority chicks. Guys are
free to sit on the sidelines and
just watch.
Finally, from 8 p.m. till
close would be for normal
people like me. Do I really like
my ego bruised because I'm ·
only benching 150 pounds, and ·
the guy next to me is doing
340? Not really.
Next year I will finally
.
enjoy college for the first time
in four years. After that, I'm
praying to God I'll get into
grad school because I'm pretty
sure I'll still have no idea what
l w~t to do. Maybe by then
my two-pack will graduate to
a four-pack.

Master of
Public Health
Earn this ~arketable degree
at Fl.o rida's most prestigious
univ~rsity!

• Two.- year graduate program
• 15-credit certificate program

The University ofFlorida· College of
Public .Health and Health Professions now
. offers the complete breadth of training
needed for graduates to succeed in the
rewarding public health environment.

Cori'c entratlons in·:
• Bio~tatistics
• Epidemiolqgy.
• Health Management & Policy
· • Environmental Health
• Social & Behavietal Sciences

Blanchard Park

Barnie's Coffee.
Waterford Lakes Town Cent.er
.
.

~eller's

9BQ
Rd. ,_,.

University Blv~, 8( Gol~nrod

-~

Call 407-447-4555 if you would like to be
included among these local establish~ents

1-866-62-UFMPH • www.'!lph.ufl.edu

means you "get away" from high- ·
dasses and those sou~-sucking
We offer many of the same classes as a universi~ so credits
earned atValencia will transfer. Before you apply, go to
facts.org and choose 11Transfer Services" for details.
Take the smart trip this summer. Registration starts April 22.
If you've never attended Valencia, you can also apply online .a t facts.org.
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Services
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SUBMISSION DEADLINE

AD RATES

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

(entrctf 1Joriba 31ttuu Seminole Chronicle ·

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555

By Fax: (407) 447-4556

By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: Unjversity Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

UCF's award,-winning newspaper
published twice-weekly.

PAYMENT METHODS

Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs,
distributed every Friday.

·Classified line ads are published in both the Future and the Chronicle

, Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

• Local rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week
• Economic way to be placed in up to 40,000 weekly issues
• Reaching Oviedo, Winter Springs, UCF and East Orlando
·Ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

(407) 447-4555 • classifieds@UCFnews.com
~HELP WANTED:
~General
Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
No experience necessary!
Training provided. Age 18 +OK.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.
Phone Sales
Experienced, Money Motivated.
Only 20 hrs/wk. 5-9p.m. Mon-Fri
$350 base + comm & other bonuses.
Call Nick 407-467-4102.
Mark/Avon Reps needed in this area.
Call 407-641-4217
or tianaholmes@msn.com

- 6200 International Drive
Orlando, FL 32819

· CAMP COUNSELORS
gain valuable experience while
having the summer of a lifetime.
Counselors needed for Outdoor
Adventure, Arts, Aquatic and more in
the Pocon(I mountains of PA. Apply
online at www.pineforestcamp.com

Orlando's BIGGEST & BEST
Water Theme 'Park
is accepting applications
for the following entry-level jobs:

Two Men and a Truck is looking for
FT/PT team members to move
residential/commercial customers.
Must be neat in appearance, have
clean driving record, strong work ethic, &
exc. customer skills. We offer excellent
wages +tips & bonuses. 407-816-0915.
We are located west of the airport
at 2901 McCoy Rd, between
Conway and Orange Ave.

• Ride Operator
•Lifeguard
•Food & Beverage:

VALET PARKING ATTENDANT
FT/PT weekdays. Must Drive Stick,
Professional,Appearance. Hourly+
tips. Immediate Openings. Call Steve
407-303-8025, leave message.

Cooks and Cashiers

•Front Gate
• M~rchandise Cashier
•Warehouse
•Security

'I

HIRING NOW
Preschool in Oviedo
Teachers, A·s sistants & Bus Driver
(407) 366-2100

Pizzeria Now Hiring
all positions: servers, counter
position, drivers, exp needed.
Apply within 407-736-8001 .
707 N. Goldenrod Rd. Ste A

Appy in person at the
Human Resource Department
6200 International Drive
Orlando, Fl 32819
Or Call M elissa @ 407~354-2085

3 MOTIVATED PEOPLE NEEDED
Work from Home
Earn $500-$5,000 PT/FT
866-355-5476
thenaturallifestyle.com
GET PAID FOR YOUR OPINIONS!
Earn $15-$125 and more per survey!
www.moneyfors\lrveys.com

Would you
turn your ba~k
on·Saving ..
·a Life?
"I don't think they realize. for 2 hours a week,
they can gi,ve someone
a chance at life.
.
.
That's Priceless!"
When You Donate Plasma You Help Create Life Saving Therapies for:

* Newborns and their mothers
* Children and adults with hemophilia
*Burn, shock, and trauma victims
* Vaccine developments
* Surgical patients-Hepatitis patients
* Bone-marrow transplant adult recipients
.* Immunedeficient children and adults
* Research and development in medical testing

Veterinary Kennel Ward Attendant PT
A high-quality veterinary hospital in
East Orlando is seeking a highly
motivated, pet orient.ed ward _
attendant. Training provided. Please
contact Isabel at 407-447-9444.
Entry level position w/ established
Mortgage Co. Hiring loan originators
·full/part-time. Sales/customer service
exp. preferred. Leads provided, great $$
potential. Fax resume 407-826-0451
East Ori Med Receptionist, FT, Mon-Fri,
Med insurance and computer skills pref,
Comp wages excellent benefits. Positive
environment! Fax resume 407-382·9880
or email: hmurphy22@coraheaith.com

SUMMER JOBS IN ORLANDO
Girl Scouts of Citrus Councll Is'
seeking resident camp counselors,
waterfront staff, and program staff
positions. As a resident camp team
member you'll work towards four
fundamental goals that encourage
girls ages 5-17 to:
-Develop their full potential
-Relate to pthers with increasing
understanding, skill, and respect
-Develop a meaningful set of values
to guide their actions and to provide
sound decision making
-Contribute to the Improvement of
society
Spend your summer with us and your
biggest reward will be the impact on
the lives of the girls you serve.
Competitive compensation and
generous time off: $225-$350/week.
Must be 18 or older. For more
information please contact Sharon
Alvanzo/Human Resources
at 407-896-4475 ext. 313,
fax resumes to 407-896-1783,
email s;;ilvanzo@citrus-gs.org
Vista Lakes is now hiring Pool Staff
attendants for our upcoming busy
summer season. Basic job description
consists of keeping a safe and fun
environment for all Vista Lake residents.
You must be able to swim! Wages: $8
non- certified/ $9 with current CPR, First
Aid, or Lifeguard certifications. Spanist1
speaking a plus. Swim team coach and
experience a plus, but is not .required.
For more information call:
(407) 20(-1241

Step straight into
ajob after exams.
Confiden~

outgoing swdenls • Learn tobid at real

on summer break needed to

estateauctions

help our finn invell in the • Opportunities
Florida real estate market. throughout thestate
Great pay, full training,
•Paidtraining
locations all over the state.
GoOd resume builder. Buying, • Jobs runmid-May
thru June
not selling.
MooringFinancial Corporation

866-404-4200

Nation Wide Travel. Will train.
FT/PT. Expenses, housi"ng
furnished. Background check. Drug
free. Good driving record. Over 21.
Call Steve at 407-363-7777
Customer Service/Inside Sales
PT/FT positions avail. Must be happy
and intelligent. Good communication
and computer skills. Fun place to work.
401 k and health plan.
Resume to (407) 679-1699 'Or
jobs@rewonline.COF!l
Experienced Veterinary Technician I
Caregiver Needed
Also PT Kennel Attendant needed.
Pet Hospital in Oviedo area. Team
player wanted. Flex hours. Apply at
255 Alexandria Blvd, Oviedo. '
407-366-7323
Veterinary Assistant/Technician FT/PT
A high quality veterinary practice in
East Orlando is seeking a highly
motivated, people and pet oriented
assistant. Salary commenliurate with
experience; we also offer excellent
benefits. Please contact' Isabel at
407-447-9444.
HELP WANTED FT/PT Flex Hrs.
Will work around school schedule. Must
be fun, honest & responsible for unique
store @ Universal's City Walk. Will train.
Call(407) 903-1633 11°AM - 9PM

Great part or full time job opportunity. Be
part of our winning team I! Flex hours,
competitive pay; benefits avail. Apply in
person at Apartment Hunters 12227 Univ
Blvd or call 407-282-0980

Financial Services Wholesaler in Oviedo
seeks PT/FT office assistant. Must have
good telephone skills. Prefer
accounting/finance coursework or
experience. 407-706-03.41

NOW HIRING

SECRET SHOPPERS

CAMPUS MANAGERS
Ready for the UReps challenge? UReps
is looking for the most outgoing,
enthusiastic leaders for our Campus
Manager position for the fall, 2005
semester! Work 10 hours per week, gain
valuable business experience, and earn
while you build your resume. $100
weekly salary plus bonuses. To learn
more, and apply, visit .www.UReps.com.

Needed for evaluations of
Local Stores, Restaurants, and Theaters
Flexible Hours, E-Mail Required
Call 1~00 585-9024 ext 6339

Mystery Shoppers
Needed for work at local stores.
No exp reqd/Training provided
Up to $19 per hour
Immediate openings FT/PT
Call 1-888-898-4124

ATTENTION UCF STUDENTS!

GET HIRED TODAY!
$8.00 - $15.00/Hr.
BEST PART-TIME
JOB JN ORLANDO
Weekly Paychecks
Paid Training
Flexible Schedules
AM & PM hours available
Two Locations

Orlando 407-243.-9400
Winter Park 407-673-9700

I

190 0 Alafaya Trail, Sui te 500
www.dciplasma.com

32 1 -235-9100

<

Sharks & Minnows Swim School
Swim Instructors FT/PT summer $11-$13/hr,
Computer tech - PT, $8/hr.
407-699-1992 or 407-699-8103 fax
www.sharksandminnows.cl:?m
2-3 FEMALE SOCCER PLAYERS
NEEDED ASAP FOR COMPETITIVE
·- CO-ED WINTER PARK LEAGUE.
PLEASE CALL LIA @ 407-579-7590.
PT Research Assistant in Marketing &
Real Estate. Good communication skills
are req. 25-30 hrs per week. $7.50 $8.00 + commission. To schedule
interview please call 407"252-7700
Female smokers, thin, feminine who
enjoy smoking socially needed for
confidential phone interview. Selected
callers earn $40. Leave name and
number, your call will be returned.
661-255-3940

'

'"

-

.}

WORK IN CANCUN
NOW HIRING
SUMMER STAFF
SALES REPS
877-725-0705
EXT. 903
Need Assistant or After-School .
Teacher with experience .
UCF area. 407-340-4221.
Live In Nanny, Waterford Area.Free
room and board in exchange for a few
hours a day childcare. Call 321-303-8470.
HELP WANTED
Get paid to drive nice cars! ·
Locations in Wtr Pk & Orlando.
· Flex hours, FT/PT Seasonal avail.
( 407) 616-3296
Models wanted, female 18+ for elite
web site. We pay $SO/hr modeling fee.
Professional photographers whose work
is displayed commercially
worldwide. Respond with photo and
contact information to: EMG/MPP; P.O.
' Box 195277; Winter Springs, FL
32719-5277
or e-mail emg0225@yahoo.com
Now Hiring for Cingular Wireless
Training classes start April 25th
Kelly Services is curren~ly hiring
Customer Service Reps for partclime
positions at Cingular Wireless's UCF
Area Call Center. Must have a HS
Diploma/GED, 1+ year(s) Call
Center/Customer Service Experience &
be flexible to work between the hours of
·
7 AM & Midnight, 7 days a week.
- $10.00/hour
- UCF Area Location
- AM & PM Shifts Available
- Part-time Schedules
- Paid Training Provided
Call or visit www.kellyservices.com
(407) 648-9408
KELLY SERVICES
An EOE/Never An Applicant Fee
EARN MONEY AND HAVE FUN!!
SUMMER CAMP JOBS AVAILABLE;
Northeast, USA. Athletic/Creative
counselors/coaches needed. Sports,
Water, Art, Archery, Fencing, Ropes,
Camping; 800-443-6428: apply on-line'
www.summercampemployment.com

1\

Movie Extras/Models Needed!!
Young Faces Needed to Fill a Variety of
Jobs! Candidates Needed for Crowd and
· Background Scenes for·local
productions. No experience required!! all
looks neededll up to $22 hourly!I Call
1-800-280-0177 now for more info
HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED
Worktime, area, days of choice, PT/FT
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & Car req.
Abbey's 407-268-4421
UNFAIR PAY?
PDS is paying self-motivated reps to find
people with hurricane damage. Up to $20
a person you can document.
CALL FOR DETAILS 407-812-1887

II

'

PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus! ·
...www.dogdayafternoon.net•••
Call 407-628-3844.

Become part of the Levy Team at •••

Gymnastics Instructor Needed.
Prior experience in gymnastics required.
Must be Energetic & Creative.
Excellent pay. Call 407-679-6620

f f.

FULTON'S (RAB HOUSE
PORTOBELLO YACHT CLUB
WOLFGANG PUCK (AFE
"]

Levy Restaurants, one of the nation's premier dining leaders, is
seeking enthusiastic & dedicated individuals to join our team!

___io_l~ogicals

Weekend Helper Needed
To work with twin 5-year-old boys. Must
have experience with children.
Call 407-599-7127

ALL LOCATIONS ARE NOW HIRING:
SERVERS • HOST STAFF • CASHIERS
DISHWASHERS • LINE/PREP COOKS
WINE STEWARDS
. We offer competitive wages, great benefits;
flexible scheduling & real advancement oppty's!
Apply in person daily, from 2pm-4pm
at one of the a bove restaurants.
1,,ocated at Downtown Disney, l-4, exit 68.

WWJ\f.LEVYRESTAURANTS.COl\f!

eoe

"

-• 125

t·
1

HELP WANTED:

Part-Time

Help Wanted Prr
3 Afternoons and Saturdays.
Retail experience required,
Dance experience preferred.
Call 407-366-45.85

•

PT overnight babysitter for school age
children. 5:30pm-7:30am. Days
flexible. Oviedo area. Elem. Ed. /
Child De11. student preferred. Contact
407-971-9942 or coopncar@hotmail.com
Customer Service Reps PT
No exp. necessary but always a plus.
~ilingual a plus. Must be able 10 type at
ample speed. Located near Orlando Intl.
, Airport. Flexible Schedule + great pay.
II
AM/PM positions available. Call Jon
@ 407-243-6150 EXT 2168
or e-mail: jnieves@gosafco.com.

FOR RENT:
I~
~ Apartments

~FOR RENT:

~

I

~Sublease

Babysitter wanted Monday-Friday
afternoons-(3:00-5:30) and school breaks
r< for 2 children ages 5 and 7, starting
August, 2005. Driving required.
Call 407-341-8325.

LAB ASSISTANT
...,

Part-time position maintaining .supplies
and equipment in bio-labs. Individual
pursuing science degree preferred.
Research Parkway, up to $10/hour.
Contact: dmoe~vaxdesign.com

.,

Graphic designer-PT, Longwood, Web
Project. Applicant should have exp. in
Adobe Illustrator, Photoshop, html. E" mail resume to tracyc@consolidatedlatiel.com or call 407-339-2626

POTENTIAL TO EARN BIG
Check out
www.newincomestream.coachgenie.com
•
Contact through website.

UCF. Summerfield 3/2/2 1400 sq. ft.
2955 Talladega $1200.
Sanford- 3/2/1 1100 sq. ft.
950 Crows Bluff $1000.
No Pets. (407)234-5665, www.rent6.com
NEW TOWNHOME, GREAT LOCATION
3/2.5, $1500/mo plus util.
Incl lawn maintenance.
Call 407·443-7340.
WATERFORD LAKES No yard work ! Townhouses in
" POOi/tennis community. $12q0.
407-760-0768

·•

Available August.
3/2 duplex in Sherwood Fo_rest
Close to UCF. W/D, dishwasher.
$900 mo. Call 407-496-0888

Spacious UCF Area Home
3 bed/1.5 bath within walking
distance,of UCF. Located in beautiful
,. Bonnevllle. Garden in your backyard.
$850/mo ..386-795·1561
2 BP/ 2 Full Baths Chancellor's Row
Town Home, End_Unit, Assigned ,Parking,
"' Tile throughout. Washer/Dryer & Water
Included. 2 mi from UCF. Access Pool &
Tennis. Call Steve @407-488-9656.
3 Roommates needed for 4/2 for May
and June. If house is full only $375/mo,
utilities included. Contact
rebeccaduke01@hotmail.com or
Call 913-908-8185

"t

•

BRAND NEW MADISON PLACE
ESTATE TOWNHOME
3/2.5/2 Tuskawiila area. $1550/mo
Gated community, Courtyard, Many
upgrades. See Photos at
Http://71167.RentClicks.com
Cail: 407-696-4268
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area Z, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $649 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com. to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.

•

UCF AREA HOUSE
· Huge 4BD 2.5BA w/ office. Wood
floors, fenced-in yd. Pets ok! Avail
03/01. Excellent Price!!!
Call Nick@ 407-810-7622
4 bd/3.5 baths Avalon Park Town Home
2 Full Kitchens, 2 Full Laundries, 2 Car
Garage. Granite Countertops, Hardwood .
., Floors. Walk to town center, across from
Gym and Pool. Call Steve 407-488-9656.

°'

2 BR/2 BA available in luxury condo 1/2
mile from UCF. $1050/mci.
Fully Furnished!
Call Ana @ 407-281-3708.
Available May 2005

Pegasus Pointe Free $500 Towards
Transfer Fee & 1st Month's Rent
,. Male needed for 2/2. Fully furn, all incl.
Great roommate. $595/mo, avail May 1st.
407-905-8105 or 407-340-2793
Hurry Won't Last Longl!!
" 1 Room Avail in Pegasus Landing .4/4
$495/mo incl ail util .. Fully furnished
private room & bath incl central ac/heat,
full kitchen, balcony, w/d, ethernet, cable.
1st month free, lease begins ACfg 1st. .
•
Call Ian at 321-354-9479 or
631-965-1714.
Room available in 4/2 apt in Pegasus
Point. $445/mo. Utilities included.
Lease from.August-May. Internet,
furnished, W/D, cable, full kitchen. No
move in fees. Cail Anna @ 407-926-2798
Big Backyard. 2 Bed I 2 Bath Condo

i walking distance to Blanchard Park &
YMCA. 1 mile from UCF.
$890/mo. 407-658-6699.
~

Huge 2 Bedroom Apt Available.Jun 1st
1400 sq ft, beautiful hardwood floors,
close to downtown near Crystal Lake
exit. Walking distance to two lakes.
$1100/mo incl all util, basic cable, w/d.
Call Hayden 321-662-0773.
1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE 4/4 APT.
for sublease may-july or any portion
of that time. All utilities/wireless
Internet incl. 407·595·7554 or
kristapeckyno@yahoo.com

t

Pegasus Landing 3/3
All util incl. Private rm & be. Lease
runs May through "mid·AUg.
Normally $510, pay only $450/mo.
· l Call Paul at n2-21 4207.

summer? Perfect rm. to rent for
the summer. Huge furnished rm,
walk in closet, personal ba.,
Ethernet, W/D. cable w/HBO, full
· utllities, great roommates, and full
kitchen (including dishwasher).
Clubhouse includes mall-center,
full gym, beautiful pool, and
comfortable lounge. Gated
community, provides shuttle to
campus, personal trash pickup. It's
a Beautiful Place••• so come check it
out! Asking only $500/mo. ($25
less than cost of room). If
interested call {321)!)89·9984, ask
.. for Ro(:). Serious Inquiries only.

AWESOME DEAL!
8 mins from UCF, 3/2 in very nice
house. $400/mo, all utilities and
cable included. Avail immediately.
Rooms are partially furnished.
Call Denise at 4Q7,491·6269

All-Star Cheerleading Coaches Wanted.
Prior cheer and tumbling exp needed,
"' coaching exp pref. Call University Cheer
& Tumble Sports i;it 407-679-6620

•••2 ROOMS AVAIL IN 412 HOME***
5 mins from UCF. $350/mo Incl
water & electric. Clean & fully
furnished.
Contact John at 904-669·2640.

10 _MINUTES TO UCF·
2 F roommates wanted. $325/mo
plus 1/4 util. Quiet 4/2 furnished
house. All house privileges. No pets
-and N/S. Lease. Call 407-319-3751.

Village at Science Drive
Male sublet needed for: 1 bd/1 BA in a
4/4 available ASAP Fully furnished
apartment includes washer and dryer
$520/month/OBO includes utilities, cable
w/3 HBO's,. Ethernet. April Rent paid for!
Perfect for summer months!
Call 407-353-8949

DOWNTOWN APARTMENT
Must be under 23. Female or gay male
preferred. Must be employed, clean, and
a fan of Independent Bar. $450/mo
all inclusive. Need ASAP. Email
biofear1 babe@msn.com or 321-947-0768

Summer Sublease Pegasus Connection
May 1..July 31 . 1bd 1ba in 414.
$450/mo obo. Fully furnished
includes utilities. Pool, tennis courts
gym and free shuttle to UCF.
Call Rich at 850-525-0250
Sublease in a 212 at Pegasus Landing!
$560/mo incl utilities -W/D, cable, internet
3rd fir w/ view. June-July 31. Perfect for
summer session. Renewal avail for
guaranteed housing. Negotiable terms.
Contact David@ 813-391-3137

Christian Female Roommate

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share large
new 412 house. 10 min. from UCF.
Large rooms, furnished. Yard,
comm. pool, tennis court, gym
& security. $500/mo + 1/3 util.
Call Ariel (954) 610·9214.

needed for beautiful house located near
UCF. $400/mo base includes spacious
Bd & Ba, 2 large living areas & sunroom.
Safe neighborhood. N/S, no pets.
1/3 utilities due. Call Meredith
at 407-925-7086.

Waterford Lakes/UCF House
Furn rm, private BA. Many amenities.
$525/mo incl util, cable, W/D, house
privileges. No lease. Only 1
other person in house.
Call 321-695·6111.
.

Summer Sublease at Pegasus Pointe
412 avall for M or F. $455/mo
Incl all util, ethernet,
cable, w/d, and shuttle.
Call Amber at 321-436-4392.

Female roommate needed to share
spacious 2/2 apartment in
Tuskawilla area. Private
bdrm/bathroom. Only 12 minutes to
UCF. $400/mo. Call 407•716·2160.

Sublease in Heather Glen'in 2/2.
May-July. May rent free. $410/mo.
Art student roommate. Cail
850-509-9411 or 239-823-0526
SUMMER SUBLEASE
Looking for female roommate for May
until Aug 1st. Bdrm avail in house
located off Dean Rd. and 408.
Call Chris@ 321-230-7173.

UCF AREA - Female roommate needed
to share luxury gated apt w/M.
Pool/fitness rm, own bath. No pets, no
drugs. I have 2 cats. $550 incls elec &
water. Contact Austin, 321-695-9898

APARTMENT AVAILABLE at Pegasus
Connection. Sublease for summer. 1
or 2 bd & ba avail In 414. 3rd floor
located by pool. $505/mo incl
utilities, internet. No move-in
fees. 1st month half off.
Call Allison @ 850·586-9460

Female Roommate Wanted
2/2, $500/mo incls util, W/D, cable,
internet. 1 o minutes from UCF. N/S
Available immediately. Clean quiet
complex. Call Amanda@ 407-207-1439

UCF area - 10 mins. away. Female only.
$450/mo. including everything.
N/S only. Available in August.
Cail 407-243-2630.

Summer Sublease at The Fountain!:l at
Waterford May-July 31. Only $295/month
+1/4 Utilities No Move In Fees. Great
Location & Complex in Waterford Area.
Females Only Call 717'676-2619.
TAKING SUMMER CLASSES?.
Single bedroom avail @ CV!, May· 1st August. Unlimited meals. Incl util, cable
tv, and internet. FOR MORE INFO
CONTACT MATT: 904-669-0848.

Rent A Room in 3/2 House

Fully Furnished room for $425/mo.
One room available in Pegasus Landing.Incl utilities (dig.' cable, water, e)ec, W/D)
3/3, $510/mo, include utilities, private
Lg. backyard, security sys, big screen TV
room and bath, ethernet, furnished,full
1O min from UCF/Female Pref
'
kitchen, W/D, No move in fees, 1st
Call 407-275-0320 or 954,558-0884
month free, Leasing May-July. Call
$450/mo. 2 bdrms avail, cable, w/d, deck
Sam @772-532-8845
w/grill, util incl, 4/2 home, 10 min- UCF,
$
GET THE POINTE $
· Bi-wkly maid, furnished, large horn~
Prices have risen here at Pegasus
. Rent-Semester (yrly- w/discount) call
Pointe to $470/mo. However, I have the
Mike @ 941-812-5120 or 941-795-3008.
same unit available for only $455/lll{).
Rooms in new house. Fully furn.,
This is a 4/2 apartment and the price
heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool
includes all utilities and is offered to
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
either males or females. Don't be stuck
Female only. All util. incl. $600/mo.
paying for more than you have to.
Call Nikki @ 561·212·6291'.
Contact Ginny@ 954-907-4970.
Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF in
UCF
Area Apartment Available
new 4 bedroom house, new neigh.
Furnished
4/2.5 townhouse style apt.
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve.
Convenient shuttle access. All fees paid.
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
$400/mo incl all util. Call 727-858-8520
high-speed wireless Internet. Room
or joeburnsphoto@gmail.com.
w/other students. $500/mo. all util.
incl. 954-816·3127
·
Room avail in 2/2. All util included,
w/d/, furn. Rent negotiable, ready May.
1 ROOM AVAILABLE
Call Kim@ 786-423-1913
. 4 BD/3 BA, Pool tables, Spa, 5 min.
from UCF, $500/mo. Everything incl.
Move In A.SAP!!
Call 941-685-3954
Female Senior at UCF seeking 2 F.
roommates for a 312 Is Sherwood
Forest. $260/330 for master per
mo. Utilltles not Included, No pets,
smoking outside. Ready In July. CalI
Lisa at 407-923-8880.
2 rooms in big house Smili from UCF.
Pool, Big yard, Patio w/pool table and
Bar! Remodeled, MUST SEEi Includes
all utilities! $580/mo Call: 321:662·1515
Female N/S roommate for 2/2 apt.
$515/ mo. Includes cable, electric,
internet, and W/D. Available in Aug.
Call Heather@ 850-624-8439

LIVE ON YOUR OWN!
One-bedroom apartment sublease from
4/15 to 8/31 in a nice convenient UCF
' neighborhood. It includes living,
bedroom, kitchen, and bathroom.
Discounted rent is $460/mo. Contact
Jackie at zn_lr@hotmail.com or
407-902-6963.

ROOM FOR REN"t:"-MALE
3/2 home, 10 mins from campus.
Tiled floors In great rm, fenced yard,
cable/roadrunner, 2 car garage, w/d.
$425/mo + 1/4 util. 407-521-5563
Roommate wanted, 212 condo in
Aloma/436 area, $390/First/Last,
mature M or F. clean, no pets
321·663-0882,' available now!

a

'

Female for 2/2 @·Pegasus Pointe.
Move in after April 30. $580 per mo.
Includes utilities, cable tv, ethernet, w/d,
ucf shuttle. Quiet roommate,
Call Sarah@ 407-620-7623

First Month's Rent Free
Pegasus Pointe Bd & ba avail in 212.
. $550/mo incl all utll, ethernet,
w/d, and shuttle. Call Jim @
407-365·7293

1 BEDROOM APARTMENT.
Building over pool in Pegasus
Connection. No move in fees. _
All util included. Avail immediately
Call 386-295·2506
Discounted Rent at Pegasus Pointe
Save $15/mo, $455 incl all util,
ethernet, cable, w/d, fully furn, and
shuttle. Pools, tennis, and basketball
courts. Call Jesha 941-661·3038 or
geisha2138504@yahoo.co'!I

Village at Alafaya Club
Room avall in 313. $500/mo Incl all
utll, w/d, fully furn. First month's
rent free. Rent negotiable, ready
Immediately. Call 786·302·0511
Pegasus Pointe room for sublease in
2/2! Everything included, fully
furnished, NO MOVE-IN FEES. Next to
shuttle stop, pool, volleyball, and
basketball courts. $545/mo.
Call 954·914·3950.

Bdrm and private be avall In
Boardwalk 4/4. $490/mo Incl all
utll, fully furnished, cable,
ethernet. Avallable In May.
Call Frances@ 407·325-3031 or
fra·ncy104®tl.com. '
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51 Nest-egg letters
53 Le Pew of
cartoons
54 Ovid's outfit
55 Winter blanket
58 Tibetan gazelle
59 K. Capek play

LOOKING FOR A BARGAIN?

WWW.UCFREALESTATE.COM

Bid on a sublease.
Call 866-837-1309
or visit www.subleaseauction.com.

Dedicated to UCF Students/Families
Real Estate Needs. Avalon Realty
Call Eric Voss 407-489·0877
Email: ucfrealtor@yahoo.com

MORTGAGE - 1st Time Home Buyers
100% Financing-No Income Verification.
Interest Only Option-No/Low Credit Ok
Refinance/ Home Equity/ Investment Ok
Call Rosie 407-616-8359 United First
Tired of not being able to find any1hing,
but don't know where to start? I offer free
consultations to organize your home,
office, and all other messy needs! I also
offer do-it-yourself instructions! So call
Monica@ 407-313-9415 or e-mail me@
MonicabonOS@yahoo.com and let me
help you get on the clean and organized
path!

POSTERS
For Depressed Walls
www.RightBrainTerrain.com

LOOKING FOR DISCOUNTS?
TV'S & ELECTRONICS
including but not limited to.video games
DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc.
·······www.BUYTVSNOW.COM****......
I

Frustrated? Need Assistance?
Term Paper Help?
Call our professionals. With over 20
years experience meeting
your research and writing needs.
Toll Free 1-888-345-8295.

FURNITURE MUST GO!
Items sold separately or as a package
deal, Bed, Dresser, Nightstand, TV
stand, and desk. Prices as low as $50
Call Jessica 407-383-1285
WATERBED FOR SALE!
5 piece set, $500 OBO, Genuine pine
wood. For more info:
Cail Tori @407-716-4162

Test Prep site for social work exam.Multiple choice, case study, simulation,
content material. Free practice exam
online 2417! ·
www.SocialWorkExam.com4

LAPTOP FOR SALE
Dell lrispiron 8200. 2 years old,
very good condition. Price negotiable.
Contact Julianne@ 914-960-1708•

Jump start your job search here!!
www.college-resumes.com

Bedding Mart Mattresses
New/Used Starting Prices :
Twin $70,Full $80,Queen $90,King $100
Delivery Available! 9909 E. colonial
corner of colonial and dean
407-249-2649 open 7 days 10-6:30pm
Sun. 11-4pm

$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS
our free (yes, free) fundraising
solutions EQUALS $1,000·$2,000 in
earnings for your group. Call TODAY
for a $600 bonus when you schedule
your non-sales fundraiser with
CampusFundraiser.
Contact CampusFundraiser,
(888) 923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

MUST SELL 1999 ISUZU AMIGO
New tires, fuel pump, battery, tinted
windows and viper alarm. $3900
407-252-4915

No Deposit fees!! Room avail. in 4/3 @
University House. Lease till Aug, can
renew! $439/mo. Incl,. everything, Shuttle
to UCF. Util. .incl. Save money .Move in
today!!! Call ASAP 305-773-2522.

Hondas from $5001
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $500! For info and listings
800-749-8116 ext V502

TIVOLI APTS 1'/1 in a 3/3
$400/mi, m or f, call ASAP.
Renewable lease for"fall. Cable, highspeed internet, W/D incl.
Call Fabian 407-227-5875

For Sale: Convertible. 1999 Pontiac
Sunfire, 2 door, white exterior, 5 speed
transmission, new battery, SOK.
$6185.00 (407)977-1367, (407)929-5934
· or menards@mailaka,net

Orlando Acappella
Seeks Singers ages 17-29 For
Audition, Call 407-230-6100 or
RNP@rightnote.com

FIRST TWO MONTH RENTS FREE!!
Pegasus Connection (Jefferson
Commons) sublease., $51 Olmo incl. util.
1 BR with private bathroom out of a 4/4.
Includes carport. 407-234-1324
Discounted Rent at Pegasus Landing
Bd & ba avail in any apartment. $495/mo
incl all util, w/d, ethernet, cable, shuttle .
Living & dining rooms, balcony, kitchen.
Call Cristina 772-913-1002 or
cristy44@comcast.net.
·

MARCH FREE
F sublease, 1BD/1 BA in a 4/4 in
Northgate. $400/mo all inclusive.
No move in fees. Avail immediately
Call Sarah@ 321-501-1363

Connection
Old renewal rate only ·$425/mo obol
All utll Incl, 3rd floor, tennis ct view,
fully furnished. Free shuttle to UCF.
Beautiful pool. Call Anthony at
954-461-6939.

•·

9 DisneyWorld
draw
-10.0ceanic
abysses
11 "In Cold Blood"
author
12 Elvis Costello
hit
13 Feel contrite
18 Long period
22 Porkers
24 Rice dishes
25 Unseemly
26 " Loves You"
27 Part of a tour
28 Bell tower
31 Links org.
32 Dashed
33 "The Bells"
poet
34 Big bang letters
37 Happening every
second year
38 _ voyagel
39 Slice
40 Some
necklines
42 Fleet afloat

ROOM FOR LESS THAN $400
F needed for bd & ba in 4/3. Disc. rate of
$325/mo vs reg $459. Incl all util,
etherriet, cable, w/d, shuttle. Fully
furnished. 5 mins to UCF. Avail in May.
Call 321-230-3065

No sec dep. Summer lease, May 'OS·
Aug '05. $465/mo at Jefferson Lofts.
Aug is free. Fully furn, w/d, free
tanning, internet, pool ·& spa.
Call 321·7~0·7665.

!" ·-· ..... ·-i="RE'El.i'f1LiTiE8i-. -· - . "'!
N/S F needed May-July for
I
awesome house 2 miles from UCF I
Only $375/monthl
I
Cail 352-408-7426
..I
~--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·
UCF AREA APARTMENT

All rights re:&arvod.

$100 Off 1st Mo Rent. No Fees

Urgent!! ·Take over sublease with current
rent. No extra fee, at Pegasus Landing.
1/1 all utilities included, Free shuttle to
UCF, Fully furnished. Call any11me
a.s.a.p Marina@ 941-447-6560

I
I

DOWN
1 Brieftime
periods
2 Stratagem
3 Cigar-smoking
comic
4 Powdered
5 Pointed ends
6 A single time
7 Is for two?
8 Can material

© 2005 Tribune Modla Services, Inc.

**$100 Off First Mo. Rent - No Fees**
1 room avail in Pegasus Landing 4/4.
$495/mo incl all util. Starts Aug 1st.
Building next to bus stop and club house.
561-676-2465 or irenegwen@yahoo.com

SUMMER SUBLEASE!!! PEGASUS
LANDING! READY FOR MID MAY
MOVE-IN TO THROUGH JULY.
1 bd/1 bat.n 4/4. $450/mo incl all util,
w/d, cable w/ HBO, ethernet, shuttle and
trash service, fully furn. Great Clean
Roommates! Call Shy@ 407-497-5018.

LOOK
1 bdrm avall. in a large house close
to UCF. Includes In-ground pool,
W/D; full kitchen. $350/mo. +
spilt util. Call 407·641·4205.

***FREE RENT FOR APRIL***
Bd & ba avail for F in Pegasus
Landing 4/4. Discounted rent,
$470/mo incl all util, ethernet, w/d,
shuttle. Great roommates. Lease til
end of July. Call 352-585-3164.

Pegasus Landing Summer Sublease
$450/mo or $1250 up front. Bedroom
avail in 4/4. May 1st - Aug 19th.
Aug free, no move-in fees.
Call 561-504-21(}6
Amazing Deal
1/2 Off first months rent. 1/1
available in a 414 apt.. in Boardwalk.
Everything included. 3 nice girls. No
move In fee. $490/mo but willing to
negotiate call Camlla: 727·743·3610

ACROSS
1 Brief quarrel
5 Covered with a
thin layer .
11 Automobile
14 Ms. Fitzgerald
15 Still green
16 Ginger_
17 Fusing Into one
19 Apple seed
20 Bos'n for
boatswain, e.g.
21 Stand against
23 Berry and
Kesey
24 Dons
(something)
26 Lost traction
28 Interdiction
29 Chap
30 Coop resident
31 Supplants
35 Coop product
36 1 6th-century
warship
37 "Fawlty Towers"
network
40 Jo of "East of
Eden"
41 Debt letters
42 Basilica area
45 Rodent pest
46 House opening?
47 Telpherages
50 Nemean beast
52 Bit of food
53 Mom and pop
56 Barbary denizen
57 Caste system
60 Sandra of
Hollywood
61 Group of actors
62 Othello's
nemesis
63 Want _
64 Gazer
65 Feline weapon

Summer Sublease. 1 bd in Jefferson
Commons/Pegasus Connection.
Rent negotiable. · Starting May 1.
Female only. Utilities included in
rent. 850-206-5915

Roommate wanted for May for 2/2
apartment. One roommate needed.
· Female; Rent $400/mo.
Call Denise @407-375-1862

ATTN: BRAND NEW HOME
Located in Avalon Park, 10 min from
UCF, overlooking three lakes, security
system, fully furnished, students
welcome in this luxury home, Rent $550
all inclusive, community has private
pools, restaurants, and grocery store.
Call 850-291-3183

UCF Area. Pre-leasing for summer & fall.
Large 4/3.house with 2.5 car garage.
Executive homes. All appliances.
Quiet Area. $425/rm/mo including all
utilities. 407-625-0238

Pegasus Pointe Apartment
Available for Summer term. Female
needed for 4BR unit. Quiet & private.
I WILL PAY ALL TRANSFER FEES!!!
Call 321-604-9029

1 room Avail. in 4/2.5 house. Share utils.
Spacious bedrooms, liv. room, din. room,
kitchen, W/D, garage, sun room, lg. yard.
Individual lease. Near UCF off Dean Rd.
$450/ mo. Call Jen 561-351-8906

1/4 mile from UCF
3/2 furnished home. W/D
DSL. ·M/F n/s 23+. Relaxed,
clean, quiet. Utils. incl.
$400 (lg-term discount)
,call 407-971-6748 Iv msg

I

~--·-·-·-·-·-·---·~·-·-· ...

Clean-and quiet 3/2 house 5 mins to UCF!
Large kitchen, living room; dining room,
big screen TV, backyard. 1 semester
lease available. No pets/smoking. $475 +
1/2 utilities. Calt Kellen at (407) 928-2129.

UCF Cypress Bend and Regal Park
4-5 Two-Story Homes •
Gated/Brand New 2005. High Speed
Internet. Prof roommates. Rooms
from $350-700/mo. Big Master
$700 w/ private bathroom. Utll. avg
= $80. Photo: Model home.
(fall Anette at 407·716·0848

Crossword

,.. ·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·,
Looking for a place to live for the .

Two Females Looking for Roommate
3/2 in Valencia Lane new apartment
$330/month + 1/3 utilities
Close to UCF and VCC
Move in mid-June (407)247-8514

TUTOR WANTED
Tutor needed to work with 5 yr. old
autistic boy. Must have basic applied
behavior analysis knowledge.
Mornings, afternoons, and weekends
available. Weekly training with a
tt BCBA. Located in Baldwin Park. Call ·
now 407-599-7127.

Classifieds
407-447;.4555
olasslfleds@uofnews.com

Room Avail In Pegasus Landing 4/4
Fully furnished. Lease Aug '05-July '06.
M or F. Private bd & BA. Cable, internet,
util incl. No move-in fees. Earlier
move-in can be arranged.
Call .Kevin @ 352-406-2824.

3/2 House 5 Min. away from UCF
N/S F. Roommate wanted who is
clean, Quiet, Prof 23-32, No Pets
$450/mo includes utilities + cable
Gall Ann 407-657-1976 leave msg

t;,

Sell them in the

W.tral ::Jlotiba :htun

Bd & ba avail in any Pegasus Landing
4/4. Discounted rent incl all util, cable,
'ethernet, w/d. No move-in fee. May is
free. Call Michelle 954-494-3689.

2 Female Roommates Needed ASAP
$430/mo incl all util, water, W/D. $300
deposit returned once lease expires.
Brand new house, 10 mins from UCF.
Must be clean. Call Lima 407-341-2416:

1 & 2 bedroom
Floor Plans
We Take Co·Signersl

. Don't Pack All Your Thl.ngsl

Need a Plac;e To Live?

3/2 house in UCF area. Large master
. bedroom with private bath available,
satellite TV , high speed Internet,
$500/mo, utilities included. Available
immediately! Call 407-729-9846

FREE RENT

MOVING?

·

Best of Summer

Europe

1/1 in 4/4 at Pegasus

¥our

Summer Travel

Pegasus Landing Female needed.
Room for rent In 414 apt. $495/mo.
Cable, electric, water, WID, free
Internet. Fully furnished. Available
now-July 31. Call 561·716·9301

Headquarters

No Application Fee or Deposit
Bd & be avail In 212, p"referably
female. $575/mo all utll Incl, fully
furn. Lease ends July 31, 2005.
Call 321 ·948·3281

(800)965.0343
for more great travel deals visit

Iwww.ucfnews.com/travel

·(il;1'TRAVEL I
Iwww.statravel.com I
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Fresh Sanderson Farms \
Chicken
Drums and
Thighs .

Sweet Corn
on the Cob
"

ea.
0

On the Vine
Tomatoes

B
Cross Rib
Steaks

.~

68

ii"

"

lb.
?

Pork··
Rib Tips . .

¢

,

Yellow
Onions

a-Piece
Fried Chicken

3 lb. Bag

Includes 4 Drums, 4 thighs

~--

lb.

Top Ramen
Noodles

Sunny
Delight

Select Varieties

64 oz., Select Varieties,
Limit 4

24-pack, 3 oz.

Oven Fresh
Round Top .
Bread

98

White, 20 oz.

ww .su ersaverfoods.com
t re hours AM o 11PM

·•

f

RAIN CHECK: We strive to have on hand sufficient stock of advertised merchandise. If for any reason we are out of stock, a Rain Check will be issued enabling you to buy the Item at the advertised price as soon as it becomes available. Savings may vary. Check price tag to,r details. We reserve the right to limit quantities. Please, No Salas to Deale;;.
AVAILABILITY: Each of these advertised items is required to be teadily available for sale at or below the advertised price in each Albertsons store except specifically noted in this ad. © 2005 Extreme Inc. Super Saver and the Super Saver logo are trademarks owned by or licensed by Extreme Inc. All Rights Reserved.
'
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If you've got a fever, go see a
doctor -- a dance doctor
Get yourself a real
. education, live
\

-PAGE 2

Brett says 'Los
Angeles, I'm yours'
-PAGE 8

When success is a
_Drive-Thru away
-P'\GE 12

..

•

•

If this house is a-rockin,
then do come a-knockin'!
'

;

'Fondly remembered educational 'TV show School House Rock
btjngs smart and memorable ditties to the Orlando stage
NICHOLAS MARKOVICH

based groups were getting on the network to
clean up.its act. The Saturday mornllig lineup was
also drawing special attention for the commercial
t's time to unpack your adjectiv~s, count to content of the network ABG needed something
zero (my hero!) and take your favorite Inter- to take the heat off. ABC's Director of Children's
planet Janet down· to Conjunction Junction. Programming, Michael Eisner (yes, the Michael
That's riglit - School House Rock Live! is coming Eisner), fell in love with "Three is a Magic Numto town. The show, playing at the Orlando Reper- ber," anc;l, on Jan. 6, 1973, School House Rock was
tory Theatre from tomorrow through May 15, is a born.
The School House Rock Live! show brings all of
live musical interpretation of those wonderful
(and educational!) shorts that ABC snuck into our the old favorites out of the ·animation studio and
onto the stage. "Three is a Magic Number," "InterSaturday :mornings from 1973 to 1985.
Here's a little background for the uninitiated planet Janet," "I'm Just a Bill" and "Conjunction
School House Rock was created in 1971 by ad Junction" will be featured, among others.
agency chairman David McCall, who had noticed Although everyone is finishing up ~ exhausting
that his son knew every Beatles and Rolling year of slogging through UCF academia, and
Stones lyric but couldn't do simple multiplication more education is the last thing on anyone's mind,
tasks. Sure enough, the lightbulb went off in his School House Rock Live! is crazy-good fun, damn
head, and he tasked the creative wing of his it. Some of-these songs are much better than the
agency with coming up with catchy tunes that junk that you hear on the radio (I'm not kidding).
could help to teach basic lessons to young chil- Besides,_who doesn't need a little refresher traindren. In a stroke of genius, they hired Texas jazz ing on the circulatory system or how adverbs
musician Bob Dorough, who used his daughter's · work? You've already wasted $10,000 in tuition
math textbook to develop the first, and perhaps by sleeping your way through pointless acabest known, School House Rock song - "Three is demia and disappointing career prepaa Magic Number."
·
ration. Come down to the Orlando
All they needed was an outlet. The ABC net- Repertory Theatre and spend
work was, at the time, under fire for the violence $12.50 ($8 for kids) on a
and sexual content of _its programming. Parent- real education.
Staff Writer

I

The indie is the Thursday arts and entertainment section of the Central Florida
Future, the free independent campus newspaper of the University of Central
Florida. Opinions in the indie are those of the individual columnist only and not
necessarily those of the editorial staff. All content is property of the indie and
may not be reprinted in part or in whole without pennission from the publisller.

EDITOR: 407-823-6397 x214 indie@UCFnews.com ·
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This is almost it, folks. The sec- most lewd comics in quite a while.
ond-to-last indie until August. What
Our resident Cinescenist Brett
will you possibly do for quality read- Ryan Bonowicz jetted off to LA. for a
ing over the break? Ration these · press juriket; and he's here to tell us
issues ou,t over every day of the sum- all about Hollywood, airplane lavatomer. Only read two or three words a ries.and little Pringles cans.
day; it'll ensure suspense and make
We've also got a spotlight on
the issues really last.
Orlando singer/songwriter David
But if you're so impatient, we've Melillo and CD reviews from the
got two doses of Raborn, in the form Eels, The Mountain Goats and Ben
.of a delightful interview with UCF's Folds.
Dance Fever Club next to one of his
- JOHN THOMASON

'.I

I
SHOWS:
The Little, Philler, DannY. Morris Band,
Early Next Year, Runnin Blind,
Rawtones, Pretty Ugly, Gasworks (rock)
·April 21,8 p.m.,$12-$18
The Club at Firestone
578 N. Orange Ave.
407-872-0066

, B~wl!n~ ~or Soup, American Hi-Fi,
R1ddhn Kids, MC Lars (rock)
April 21, 7:30 p.m., $14-$16
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

The Samples (rock)

Degas, Lost in Progress (hard rock)
April 22, 9 p.m., $5
Orlando Island Oasis
2716 N. Forsyth Rd.
407-657-6047

isentNinjas, Boutrous Boutrous, Buffalo,·
ASoft Perversion (rock)
April 22, 8 p.m., $5
Back Booth
37W.Pine St.
407-999-2570

The Angry Samoans, Car Bomb Diver,
-The Sharp Objects, The Hex Tremors, The
Obscene (punk)

April 21,8 p.m., $13-$15
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

April 22, 5 p.m., $12
Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570

Mars ILL, Playdough, Listener (hip-hop)

Divine in Nature, Iron Cross, Blood Moon
(metal)

April 21, 9 p.m., $7-$10
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

The Roots, Keller Williams, Virginia
Coalition (various)
April 21, 6 p.m., free-$15
UCFArena
407-823-6006

Drowning Pool, Nonpoint, Slunt (metal)
April 21, 7 p.m.,$17.50-$20
Hard Rock Live
CityWalk at Universal Orlando
- 407-351-5483

Bobby Koelble, Ito Colon (fock)
April 21, 10 p.m., $4
The Peacock Room
1321 N. Mills Ave.
407-228-0048

The Ocean Floor, Gertie Fox, Dodger, On
Cassette (indie)
April 21, 9 p.m., $5
Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570

Amy Steinberg, Justin Beckler (pop)
April 22, 9 p.m., $5-$10
Austin Coffee and Film
929 W. Fairbanks Ave.
407-975-3364

John Korbel (acoustic)
·April 22, 8 p.m., $3
Natura Coffee and Tea
12078 follegiate Way
407-482-5000

April 22, 9 p.m., $5
The Haven
6700 Aloma Ave.
407-673-2712

Gargamel!, Gadwell Lane (metal)
April 22, 9 p.m., free
Holly and Dolly's
500E.SR436
407-834-0069

Something Corporate, Big Ten-4, David
Melillo (rock)
April 22, 6 p.m., fr~$16
UCFArena
407-823-6006

Chronic Future, Whole Wheat Bread, The
Go Aways, Pretty Ugly, Knup (punk)
April 22, 5 p.m., $4-$6
Will's Pub
·1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Dove, Hope and Suicide, Railsplitter,
Fortitude (hard rock)
April 22, 9 p.m., $5-$7
Will's Pub
1850 N.Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

The Marshall Tucker Band, Georgia
Satellites (rock)
1
1

April 22, 10 p.m., $5
Copper Rocket Pub
106 Lake Ave.
407-645-0069

April 23, 10 p.m., $5
.AKA Lounge
68 E.PineSt.
407-839-3707

Shades of Nothing, There for Tomorrow,
After It's Over, Sundown Haze,
lnTension,_GettinDeep, Rigid (rock)
April 23, 8 p.m., $12-$18
The Club at Firestone
578 N. Orange Ave.
407-872-0066

George Clinton &Parliament (R&B)
April B, 7 p.m., $25-$27.50
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Nelly (hip-hop)

Killjoy, Dissever, Divine Proportion,
Delusional the Platinum Punk (rock)

Killjoy, Falling Short, Raza, Ed Self,
Atrophy, Overlord (rock)
April22,8p.m.,$12-$18 .
The Club at Firestone
578 N. Orange Ave.
407-872-0066

MDC, E.I., EMA, Stillborn, B.T.T.S. (punk)
April 25, 6 p.m., $5-$7
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

· Verloren, Libyan Hit Squad (rock)

April 22, 7:30 p.m., $17.50-$19.50
House ofBlues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

-

April 23, 9 p.m., $5
Orlando Island Oasis
2716 tHorsyth Rd.
407-657-6047

April 26, 5 p.m., $7
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

The Curve, Berg, Cris Williams (rock)
April 23,8 p.m., $3
Austin Coffee and Film
929 W.fairbanks Ave.
407-975-3364

Billy Idol (rock)

Kickball, Fallen Heroes, Reckless Dream,
Bad Influence (rock)
April 23, 7 p.m., $8
, 0-ZoneCDs
1002 W. Hwy 436
407-862-1002

April 27,8 p.m., $15-$17
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Hawkeye (rock)

April 24, 7 p.m., $15
Screamers
360 State Lane
407-244-0299

Blowfly, One Drop (hip-hop)

RunnAmuckS, The Slurps, The F-Pipes
(punk)

Macy Gray, Angie Stone (R&B)
April 23, 6:30 p.m., $39.95-$59.75
Universal Studios at Universal Orlando
407-363-8000

Rick Birkbeck (rock)
April 23, 8 p.m., free
Dexter's of Winter Park
558 W.New England Ave.
407-629-1150

April23, 10p.m.,$4
The Peacock Room
1321 N.MillsAve.
407-228:-0048

Dave Matthews Tribute Band (rock)

Hand to Hand, Blinded Upon Arrival,
Last Winter, Beneath These Words (hard
rock)

April 22, 9 p.m., $8
The Social

April 23, 9 p.m., $5
Back Booth .

April 26, 7:30 p.m., $38.50-$41.50
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Soilwork, Dark Tranquility, Hypocrisy
(metal)

April 23, 10 p.m., $5
Copper Rocket Pub
106 Lake Ave.
407-645-0069

April 23, 9 p.m., $8
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

April 26, 7 p.m., $45-$55
Hard Rock Live
CityWalk at Universal Orlando
407-351-5483

Suburban Legends {hip-hop)

Mindless Self Indulgence,
Gargamel!, lndorphine
(hard rock)

Vascular Symphony, DJ Spank (rock)
Skinny McGee and His Mayhem Makers,
Big Jeff Special(rock)
. ·

37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570

ID Required

April 24, 9 p.m., $5
Back Booth
37W.Pine St.
407-999-2570

.

WEDNESDAYS

OPlllMlcilght

whhRamez

THURSDAYS

Karaoke
SUN.DAY

.

Bines Jam. 5 - 9 p.m.

Greg Davis, Kieth Fullerton Whitman,
The Bird Show (experimental)
April 24, 10 p.m., $3
· The Peacock Room
1321 N. Mills Ave.
407-228-oo48

FRIDAY

The wvnn Brothers

10pm-close

Delegates, Insufficient Numbers, The
Corks, Spread Eagle, The Go Aways,
Playground Heroes (punk)
April 24, 5 p.m., $6
Will's Pub
1850 N.Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

~~~$3cover~~-

SATURDAY
The Boulderfield
10Pm-close
~~~$3cover~~-

Plain White T's, The Matches, Roses are
Red, Waking Ashland (punk)
April 24, 6 p.m., $10
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

SMOKERS WELCOME
CLASS A PLACE

401-211-1665

12727 East Colonial Drive• Orlando, Florida

(At 408 & E. Colonial)

Spanish soap operas. If you've seen his Comedy
Central Presents special or any of his numerous
From the comedian who brought you the
late-night show appearances, you'll probably have
impersonations of the "movie previews guy," it's
Pablo Francisco live at the Orlando lmprov tonight a pretty good idea of what to expect. All the
action, all the excitement and overall, a great
through Sunday. The Tucson, Ariz., native is best
night of comedy. See him at 8 p.m. and 10:30
known for his action-packed Arnold"Little Tortilla
p.m. Friday and Saturday, and 7 p.m. Simday qt
Boy" Schwarzenegger movie previews, but he has
the lmprov Comedy Club for $20.
also appeared'as part of Fox's MADtv sketchcomedy show. With three full-length CDs,
MC LARS
Francisco has plenty of material to share and
In the overcrowded world of music, MC Lars
plenty of laughs to evoke. His stand-up offers
seemed to come out of nowhere and take
many impressions - celebrities, icons, etc - and
everyone by surprise. The creator of selfalso stories about his life, like going clubbing, his
male exotic dancer roommate an_d bi~ views on . - ~rocl~imed"post-punk laptop rap," MC Lars_has

PABLO FRANCISCO

sampled songs from Brand New and Piebald and
tweaked them in pro tools to create what he is
known for, as well as writing his own songs.
Adding to his style is his ability to throw out popc.ulture references. The result is, for a lack of better
word, hilarious. Don't take him for some secondrate Weird Al Yankovic, though; he doesn't do
parodies. But like Weird Al, MC Lars is actually
well-schooled and knows what he is talking
about. MC Lars will be opening for Bowling for
Soup and American Hi-Fi, so expect that show to
be high in the both the laugh and rock category.
The doors open at 7:30 p.m. Thursday at the
House ofBlues.Tickets are $14 to $16.

fligb Society Pipes &Cigars

•

JiFine Glass Smoking Accessories//
• Phat Pyrex Pipes
·Wood Pipes
• Metal'Pipes .
• Sherl~/Bubblers

·"Detoxify''Oeaners
·Scales
• Hookahs
·Water Pipes

• Hand Blown Glass
·Ceramics/Acrylics
·Incense/Pipe Cleaner
·Body Jewelry

543 S.Semoran Blvd, Winter Park· 407-679-8365
10% Discount with Student ID
Must be 18 to enter, ID required

What if

EA takes

your life
was a film?

a shot at
Bond

Think like you're in a
movie, but don't be cool
NICHOLAS MARKOVICH

The developer looks
to remake 007 classic

Staff Writer

I

IVANVELEZ
Staff Writer

L

icensed games have often been a
running gag in the video game
industry. From the Atari 2600's
unprecedented·train 'Wreck E.T. The ExtraTerrestrial to the more recent multi-system dud Enter the Matrix, most licensed
games are doomed because game designers are adapting materials from sources
that aren't meant to be video games.
Most licensed games fail by regurgitating a movie and then stuffing in poorly
designed, redundant ''video game" filler
such as fighting hordes of agents, zombies
or whatever unimaginative enemies fit.
Platforming about as fresh as Super Mario
Bros. and switch -puzzles straight out of
Doom usually round out the rest of the
actual gameplay to help create a deriva·tive, crappy game that cost an embarrassingly huge amount of mon~y to produce.

But some licensed games escape such budget game rivaled the production of
a horrible fate. Bioware's Star Wars: recent Bond movies.
After this successful attempt at creatKnights of the Old Republic became the
most successful video game set in George ing an original ·story with a blockbuster
Lucas' dorkiverse, not by forcing Darth license, EA is now directly challenging the Vader and Luke Skywalker down our near-impossible task of translating an
throats again, but instead by crafting a - existing Bond movie into a competent
new, fresh tale while retaihing the spirit of video game. And it's not just a recent
Bond movie - the developers go straight
Star Wars.
Even the immovable juggernaut Elec- for the classic From Russia with Love. How
tronic Arts has been taking chances with does a developer have a chance of turning .
its James Bond license. The last few Bond a 42-year-old film into a contemporary
games have focused on stories independ- video game? Sean freakin' Connery.
ent of the movies, with the previous game
Despite dropping off the face of the
Everything or Nothing even receiving a fair earth post-Finding Forrester, Mr. You'reamount of critical acclaim. With Pierce the-man-now-dog has given the green
Bronsan, John Cleese, Judi Dench, Willem light to use his likeness - and his voice..
Dafoe, Heidi Kl.um and even Richard Kiel
PLEASE SEE EA'S ON iS
(Jaws!) rounding out the cast, this big- .
I

The only thing that really matters
After five years, a single
realization in dating: We
simply think too much.

that I've been going to UCF I've dated
and watched my friends date plenty of
people. I'm not saying I'm an expert on
anything, but as an animal of observation
I can tell you that we all spend a lot of
time getting in our own way.
MARILYN MANNO
What do I mean by that? Well, how
Staff Writer
many times have you talked yourself out
t's 1:36 a.ill., and I'm deliriously tired.
of taking a chance on somethffig great?
Lucky for me though, that's when I
How many times did you let the fear of
write the best. I'm a little sad tonight
rejection, embarrassment or foss of pride
too, beqmse this is the last time my little
keep you from doing what your heart
latenight thoughts will be published a columnist/student, Leo who enjoys long really felt? How many times did you act
couple hundred times over, Yep, I'm walks on the beach warning (well, it's not differently from the way you felt,
outta here. If my professors pass the really a warning, it's kind of a mission):
because, well ... you were scared to just
mediocre senioritis-infected work that I
Don't think things through. Go do be yourself?
managed to churn out this semester, then something you wouldn't normally do. If
I've lost count.
I will be finally walking down the aisles you're afraid to call that guy or girl, then
Just do it, whatever it is. Give your
at graduation come August, ·and you all pick up the phone. If you can't get the brain a rest, or better yet, stay up all night
will be in need of a new love columnist in guts to say what you mean, fake it. If you until you have lost all mental capacity to
the fall.
would normally hold back, don't.
reason with yourself. Trust me, it'll be
, So I'll make_this one good1 ~d leav~ .
, f9r ~e ~as~ four~ ~cough) fiv~. years .. easier t? _t~ ~~azy. Look at.me and Ni~_ ..

I

you with the one thing that I've .learned
from writing this column and from all of
my experiences with dating i:ri the past
year.
We think too much. We all think way
too much. And writers, well, they ·can
think themselves right into a heart
attack.
I know Nick has gotten into the habit
of giving you a "friendly columnist warning" every week, so I'll give you somethin' ... Friendly, exhausted, overworked

like to look at segments of my life as if
they were movie scenes. Some of the
more quiet interpersonal moments
equate to Woody Allen's early work. If I
find myself in a strange and comically esoteric situation, it reminds me of something out of The Royal Tannenbaums or
Rushmore. And when I'm flying F-14's or
getting all greased up to play homoerotic
volleyball, well, just call me Maverick.
' We are each the lead character in our
own story. You don't have to look at in
terms of a movie, that's just something I
do because I'm a product of the cinema
age. If you're a bit more highly refined,
your mind may see things in the context
of a :µovel, an opera or a personalized
vignette from the stories of world history.
• _ You are the protagonist who everyone
is rooting for. Your character has been
well-established and the audience (also
you) is finnly invested in the outcome of
your life. The hero (or heroine) has te:ITific successes and painful failures~ He learns
from his experiences, and he emerges
wiser in the next chapter. Each page that
passes by adds more layers to his story,
and makes for the finished product to be a
mu~h better read Who would be interested in a story with no conflict? No controversy? Vindication is so much sweeter
after you've dealt with adversity.
What does this mean? It means everything. Ei;nbracing this idea can change
your life. Realizing that everything that
happens ·to you is interconnected and ·
congruous to a greater working can
change your mental outlook forever. I
recently had an epiphany regarding this,
and let me tell you, I'm bouncing off the

walls.
Here's a sidebar point: Everyone
should stop trying to be "cool" You know
who is really "cool?" Nobody. That
guy/girl you know who you think is the
arbiter of"cool?" Not cool Goqfy and silly,
just like everybody else. We need less
"cool" and more "fun" Who cares? Spend
a Friday night at home watching I Love the
'90s on VHl without feeling like there's
some secret Narnia-esque place where
fabulously coiffed Stepford people are
engaging in incomprehensible levels of
sexy good fun that you're missing:out on
'
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The most feverish club spotlight
Doing the jive with ·
two members of
UCF's Dance Fever
ROBBIE RABORN

.freakit-. ~1 le.1.:..'5

T

cJc.

"'ybJf' ~1

~ trv.JSI.:.. be. ~.tNr..~ "'1"0I\.!}

Staff Writer

~ ~ mi~;

RR: Then why is that rumor
that I· made up spreading like
wildfire among the student body?
NC and NR: <looks of puzzle·
ment>

his particular interview
was really difficult for me
to conduct without getting
out of my chair to dance,
COURTESY DANCE FEV.ER
Dance, DANCE! However, . I was - She's got a fever, and the only prescription is
able to restraiii myself to speak more dancing!
. RR: Are there any dance-relatwith Natalie Campbell, president
ed events coming up soon that
of Dance Fever, and Nicole the guys is Orlando and he's a those interested could come and
Rodriguez, event coordinator for hip-hop genius.
watch?
the club. I know, I cannot believe
NC: Aww, we just finished our
it either; I was actually talking
RR: When and where does last big event But we'll have plenwith two girls at the same time DF have meetings?
ty more in the fall.
and they were not my mom and
NR: Monday and Wednesday
grandma! Enjoy!
evenings at 7:30 in the Student
RR: Who would win in a
Union.
brawl: Dance Fever, UCF Dance
RR: Hi, how are you today?
Team, or RUKUS (the stomp
NC: Uh, good.
RR: I read that this week is team)?
voting time for DF officer posiNC: We definitely could take
RR: Aren't you going to ask tions. Is your title of president in the UCF Dance Team. RUKUS,
me how rm doing?
jeopardy?
however, are pretty tough and
NC: Oh, sorry.
NC: I guess you could say that could.kick our ballerina asses.
But I'm graduating and getting
RR: <waiting>
riiarried this summer so I ...
RR: . I recently attended a
NC: ... how are you?
birthday party where there was a
RR: Let's say there's a tie for lot of dancing. It was awesome
RR: Great! Is Dance Fever presidency. Is there some kind of and I was flossin'! But none of the
related more to Yellow Fever or "dance off" that involves .major hotties would dance with me.
Scarlet Fever?
bloodshed followed by an amaz- Why, Natalie, why?
NC: You obviously don't ing three-day feast for the winNC: You need to come to our
understand ...
ner?
meeting so we can get your skills
· NC: We should do tfutt! ... Uh; · on.
RR: You see, I recently went to but we don't We have a run-off
RR: boes your organization
the Student Health Center to ask . vote using e-mails.
about treatment for Dance Fever
have any plans for the summer? .
NC: Not as of now. But check
and they told me to get a life.
RR: What was it like for you
when you saw the movie Dirty out our Web site at http://pegaWhat was up with that?
NR: Well ... we're UCF's best- Dancing for the first time?
Sll:S.cc.ucf.edu/-dfever for any
kept secret, obviously. We're
NR: It was inspirational!
updates.
underground. Not even the
RR: And what abQut the secHealth Center knows our style!
RR: Orlando has plenty of
dance clubs, but which ·are the
ond time?
NR: I guess I re31ized how hot best to get your dance on besides
RR: So, if Dance Fever isn't a
disease or illness, then what is it? Patrick Swayze is? But he's old Rachel's (where my .mom
works)?
NC: Basically, we're a group of and gross now.
NR; Hmm, '80s Night at
dancers of all skill levels. We
RR: What comforting words Antigua is probably the most fun.
choreograph our own dances,
would you like to say to the stufrom hip-hop to kick-lines.
RR: What final thoughts can
dents that. are too shy or think
RR: How many dancers are they are not good enough to even you share with our four readers?
think about having Dance Fever?
NC: Just remember, regardless
currently in your club?
NC: We're not intimidating! of age, sex or s.kill leveL there is no
NC: We have -about a dozen
regular attendees. Our mailing We teach all skill levels. And we excuse not to check out Dance
know there are people out there Fever in the fall! Plus, we are a
list is over 150 members. .
with unique style of dance. We charitable group. We have done
would love to have those people Relay for Life, HIV awareness,
~ JlR: Are there any guys out
come out of their shells and show and other fundraisers.
there that have Dance Fever?
us what they got
NC: We have three guys.
RR: Oh! Oh! One last question
RR: There's a rumor around ... May I have this dance?
RR: Would you say these guys
campus that upon a recent chariNC: Uh, sure.
are "sassy guys?"
·RR:·O:r<, give it to me then.
···
· NC:· No, they're not. One of ty visit to a · retirement home; ·

w

~~bac.~

Dance Fever gave five elderly
men massive strokes due to the
use of risque dance moves. Is that
true?
.
NR; No, we're pretty PG. I
promise.
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E:Rs takfug a big risk,
but just may pull it off
FROM i4

No .over-the-top Darrel -Hammond-style impersonator, just the
timeless voice of 007.
EA is taking a huge risk basing
a game off a series that's been losing steam in recent years, but
going back to the source of what
made James Bond famous is a step
in the right direction. Connery
made James Bond a badass and a

We shall
all be
thanked
FROM i4

while you sit at home being
"lame." We didn't worry about
stupids*** like that when we were
kids. Why do we do it now?
I believe that I've turned a corner in my life that just happens to
coincide with my final column for
the year. My final question to
throw out there· is this: What do

sex symbol Other actors stepped
in and tried to fill.his gun holster,
but no Bond carries a Walther
PPK like Connery. From Russia
with Love may be one of the most
oddly timed video games ever
co~ceived, but if EA successfully
captures the essence of James
Bond - and Sean Connery is a
huge part of that - it may be on
its way to producing one of the
greatest licensed games ever.
we really gain out of holding on to
the negatives in life? Flash them a
smile and vow to get 'em next
time. Since this is close to the end
of the indie for the semester, rd like
to close with a "thank you" or two:
Thank you to Messrs. Thomason
and Hardin for giving me a chance
to write. Thank you to the staff of
the indie for being the creative,
sharp and entertaining group that
I was hoping to find on campus.
Thank you to Marilyn for proving
that good looks and brains are not
. mutually exclusive. Thank you to
all of my friends for tolerating my
faults and appreciating my virtues.
Thanks to everyone for reading
this. I wish everyone luck, love
and happiness. E-mail me:
sga_wknt@mail.uct:edu.
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Real life could

use a good edit ·
BRETT RYAN BONOWICZ
Staff Writer

T

Theatres across the country fought censorship battles for the right to show Deep Throat, the most profitable independent film of all time.

.

.

·Porn doc a little hard to swallow
Though it is a penetrating look at ·the effect of governmental censorship
PAUL HAYNES
Staff Writer

M

otion pictUres about the adult
film industry always have at least
a hint of sadness. The new documentary Inside Deep Throat, produced by
Brian Grazer, is about the genesis, production and cultural impact of the legendary
1972 porno film Deep Throat, and it's a film
slanted heavily in sympathy with its subjects.
Poor Linda Lovelace, who died in 2002
- -after a car accident. Reportedly dominated
by her sociopathic Svengali lover Chuck
Trainer, who gave her bruises visible on
her body in her movies, Loyelace became
a feminist and renounced her early pornographic career only to return to it later
because she was penniless and desperate.
Poor Harry Reems, who was paid a
niere $250 for his performance in Deep
Throat only to later be scapegoated by a
conservative U.S. government and faced
with five years in prison. Reems sank into
a substance-induced depression, and ultimately reverted to Christianity and
became,a real estate broJ:c~r:- ,

Poor Gerard Damiano, the director of
Deep Throat, who claims he never saw a
dime from'his film's success, and who now
decries the lack of artistry and soul in the
contemporary adult entertainment industry.
We saw composites of these characters
in the 1997 feature.Boogie Nights. Directors
Fenton Bailey and Randy Barbato unimaginatively recycle some of the music from
that film for 'Inside Deep Throat. Eric Burdon's "Spill the Wine" and Melanie's
"Brand New ~ey" are, one would guess,
songs we're supposed to associate with the
'70s porno industry. Indeed, there's a lot of
suspect biases in Inside Deep Throat,
amongst which is the indication that the
porno directors of the '70s and late '60s
were the true forerunners of contemporary independent filmmakers, and that
they were merely tragic crusaders for free
expression whose associations with
organized crime and other shady outfits
were unwitting, and that .the porno icons'
drug-accelerated meltdowns were only
avenues of escapism after government
persecution.
· ·ane.is inclined to take mu.ch of,thi$ at

face value, though. The importance of
Iriside Deep Throat is that it not only challenges the demoniz.atlon of these people,
but it presents a valid argument against
government-imposed censorship and a
scary examination of American culture's
regression in the realm of sexual maturity
and awareness. The movie not only says
that yes, we've regressed, but it maps out
why.
. In an interview with one of the regional prosecutors involved in an early obscenity case against the film; the former prosecutor reveals how the presiding judge did
not know what a clitoris was, and that both
he and the judge learned a good deal about
human sexuality during the trial. Indeed,
one of the cases against the film was based
on the allegation that it promotes clitoral
· orgasm, and that clitoral orgasm is
unwholesome and morally dangerous.
That only 30 years ago our government
was so puritanical about sexuality and
zealous in imposing its morality on the
masses is frightening. More frightening is
that we've devolved since then.
..

PLEASE SEE
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hese past few weeks I've been
watching the new season of Project
Greenlight on Bravo. Not having
HBO when the frrst two seasons premiered, this is the frrst time I've actually
watched it during its original run. This is
exciting, as I'm a hardcore Ben Affleck fan
(way hardcore - I saw both Gigli and Surviving Christmas in theaters). So after Ben
and Matt both disappear after episode one,
the show shifts to the guy who won. This
year 47-year-old John Gulager is the wimier.
He's a little dimwitted, he appears to be
vecy anti-social and he's just a little portly.
Now, when one watches.The Real World
on MTV; one knows this is a show edited
for conflict. It has to be; with no conflict
you'd just be watching your life, and your
life is way boring. But the person in question seems to believe that Project Greenlight
is exactly the way movies are made, that the
show is not edited for content, and now on
sets she uses Project Greenlight as a measure to hold all things against
I believe it's time America stood and
remembers that reality isn't reality unless
it's your life. Project Greenlight is a TV show
made for entertainment purposes, and one
must remember that the network wouldn't
show you an episode where everything
goes right because that would be bonng television. There's a reason you don't see the
director and editor cutting the movie ...
because watching someone edit is boring. ·
Reality TV should be called Glimpses of
Reality, because that's all you're ever gonna
get and even then you'll have after-the-fact
interviews to play over the otherwise banal
footage of Gulager looking surly and possibly wasted
I think everyone out there sl).ould try an
experiment. Videotape a friend of yours for
one week. Then watch all of the raw
footage. You'll.notice that it's boring, and
you'll want to edit it. Then use a simple
editing software to cut it. You'll start to
notice your friend's life looking more interesting than your own. Soon enough you'll
have your own reality Tv; and you'll learn
.in the process that you've made events that
have no correlation in our reality be directly correlated in the edited reality.. Such is
the juxtapo1)ition of two images.
And though I may not be getting tired of
the constant bickering behind the scenes
week after week on Project Greenlight, I am
getting tired of watching Gulager shower
every week One week he showered in the
sink, the next he sat alone in the tub staring
at a wall. Does this have anything to do with
anything? I think not. But then again, his
editor's life is probably much more boring
than his.
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Fenton Bailey (standing) and Randy Barbato wrote, produced and directed Inside Deep Throat.

·A long, hard fook at sex
is not really arousing
FROM i6

What the film also reveals is
that our freedoms are more
hinged upon who's in office than
cynics may think, as Reems and
the others were all left alone
once the Democrats superseded
the Republicans in office. The
most vocal of the detractors
against Deep Throat were Roy
Cohn, Richard Nixon, . and
Charles Keating, all of whose private proclivities, we now know,
significantly contradicted their
public images. Conservative
viewers may argue that it's
become old-hat for films to
demonize Republican politicians, but these films are merely
representing historical facts.
Inside Deep Throat is an
entertaining and important do.cumentary film, but it's rather
unabashed in its affiliations and
could have, at times, benefited
from a more critical distance
from its subjects. It's too cozy.
The movie features obligatory
interviews with virtually anyone
as~ociated with the sexual n:!vo-

lution, including Erica Jong, ·
Hugh Hefner and Larry Flynt.
Dennis Hopper's narration often editorializes rather than reports, ·
and the movie, which is formally
traditional, would have found a
more comfortable home on
cable or PBS were it not for its
subject matter and its uncensored hardcore clips.
When hardcore footage is
shown, however, it's always with
discretion and relevant to the
material. Sorhe many attend this
documentary seeking cheap
thrills, but it's careful not to
adopt the attitudes of pomography by gratuitously showcasing
pornographic footage.
Inside Deep Throat is victorious in its~ succinct cataloguing of
an age, an aspect of cinema
whose significance has been
broader than some may find ,
comfort in acknowledging, and a
nation whose attitudes toward
sexuality continue to be amongst
the world's most juvenile. This is
a film to be shown in sex education classes.
. _ _Opens tomorrow at Enzian.
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L.A. isn't'· a lot like
love-- for the indie's

•

.

'

Brett Bonowicz
BOX OFFICE
U.S. movie revenues for April 8-10
All dollar figures in millions
RANK • FILM- WEEKEND GROSS
GROSS TO DATE· WEEKS IN RELEASE· SCREENS

1. The Amityville Horror- $23.5
$23.5 ·One week· 3,323
2. Sahara- $13.1
$36.4 ·Two weeks· 3, 154
3. Fever Pitch- $8.5
$23.7 ·Two weeks• 3,275
4. Sin City- $6.7
.
$61.3 ·.Three weeks • 3,002
5. Guess Who- $4.9
$57.5 ·Four weeks· 2,999
6.BeautyShop-$3.7
$31.2 ·Three weeks· 2,260
7. Robots- $3.6
$115.8 ·Six weeks· 2,476
.
8. Miss Congeniality 2: Armed and Fabulous- $3.0
$41.7 • Four weeks • 2,625
9. The Pacifier-$2.4 ·
$103.7 ·Seven weeks· 2,068
10. The Upside of Anger-$2.1
$15.1 ·Six weeks· 1, 166
SOURCE: AP

MOVIE TIMES

REGAL WATERFORD LAKES
541 N. ALAFAYA TRAIL,407-977-1107

The Amityville Horror (R)
12:0012:50 2:50 3:30 4:10 7:00 7:30 9:20 9:50
10:3012:00a 12:20a

Beauty Shop (PG-13)
12:10 3:007:1010:1012:40a

**
Guess Who (PG-13) *
Hitch(PG-13) ***
Fever Pitch (PG- ~3)

12:20 3:20 7:209:5012:30a

12:20 2:50 6:50 9:30 12:1 Oa
12:306:50

Ice Princess (G)
• 1:10 4:00 6:40 9:20 11 :40

The Interpreter (PG-13)
12:1012:50 3:10 4:00 7:107:4010:0010:30

King's Ransom (PG-13)
12:00 2:407:0010:2012:40a

* ***
ALot_Like Love ('PG-13) * * *
Kung Fu Hustle (R)

12:401:20 3:50 4:107:508:1010:2010:40
1:00 3:507:3010:1012:50a

Miss Congeniality 2: Armed and Fabulous
(PG-13)

****

12:20 3:00 6:409:3012:10a
PLEASE SEE
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The critic spends three
lonely day~ in a brown L.A.
haze and reviews the
decent Kutcher and Peet
vehicle A Lot Like Love
BRETT RYAN BONOWICZ
Staff Writer

A

t one point during the press conference, Nigel Cole, the director of A lot
_
Like Love, said, "When you come to
Hollywood you expect to see movie stars on
every street comer." .
1bis is a statemep.t that stuck in my craw
as, in my brief 40-hour jaunt in Los Angeles, I
managed -to bump into Jemilier Lopez, Paul
Rudd and Sydney Poitier. Of course I was
there for the A Lot Like Love press junket, so
Seeing Ashton Kutcher and Amanda Peet was
. a given, but anyone else was just a bonus. ·
A Lot Like Love begins much in the same
way my weekend journey did: on a crossOverall it was a surreal thing being in the
country flight. In the film Kutcher meets Peet,
and they have a romp in the bathroe>in and same room with people who had previously
then a meet again/leave again relationship existed only · in -a two-dimensional reality.
over the next seven years. I had never beeii on Every step of the way from getting my ticket
a.·cross-country flight before and assumed : to checking into the hotel, I expected some,,.
that maybe a bathroom quickie.was part of the , one to turn ~ouild and tell me this was all a
-.
prank, perhaps a low budget stunt in the vein
routine. It was not.
. Upon arriving in L.A. I went straight to the of a Kutcher Punk'q episode.
Four Seasons Hotel. By far the swankiest hotel
On the flight back, around .5 am. Eastern
I've ever stayed in, I was most surprised by the , time, I woke up to find almost everyone on the
tiny little Pringles can_next to the television.
flight sleeping. I got up and went to_· tlfe .lavaThe press conference was a bit of a sur- tory. I noticed a girl smile at tne as I walked in
prise. Anti:-technology, I brought pen and and locked the door. I did my business and
paper, while mostly everyone else had a small stared in the mirror, .wondering if maybe at
tape recorder. It was surreal te watch the bar- any second she would knock on the· door like
rage of journalists running up to set therr Peet did for Kutcher.
After 30 minutes of waiting, finally there
recorders near the stars of the film. Through:..
out the press conference, an awkward Scottish was a knock - it was the flight attendant. We
mc:µi who looked like the distant cousin of were about to land, and everyone needed to
Liam Neeso11 kept referring to coitus, the mile take their seats. I passed the girl.again on the
high club scene from the film (repeatedly) way back. 1bis time she was leaning her head
and peoples' "bits and pieces." Though Kutch- ' on someone. I looked over. Someone else was
er, Peet, Nigel Cole and the screenwriter C9lin looking at me this time. I think it was her
Patrick Lynch all attended the conference, it boyfrienq. He didn't smile. ·
was this strange Scottish gentleman who really stood out from the pack. Kutcher did reveal,
though, that "people fancy me having sex in
toilets" after his scenes in both A Lot Like Love ALot Like Love
· and Just Married.
The meeting begµis<Several studio execu-

*** • •
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tives sit in a, room. One of them clears his or
her throat and begins tp .speak: "You know, I
was watching When Harry Met Sally last
nighf on the local cable affiliate. You know,
that movie's1 pretty awesome. Like, "it's really
_good. And I bet nobody even knows that ·
movie anymore. Especially teens. What were
they, like 4, when it came out? I bet we could·
make that same movie, cast it younger and
make like a butt-load of inoney."
That film is A Lot Like Love. Ashton Kutcher and Amanda Peet star in this remarkably
similar film in which two people meet and
meet and meet again only to find that in liv:mg their.lives without each other they come
to realize they ·need each other. Though the
film does lift some design points from the
aforementioned Harry/Sally film, the rest of
the film is fairly original in its design.
A Lot Like Love follows the spaces
between relationships for its two main characters, Oliver (Kutcher) and Emily (Peet). In
traditional romcom fashion, they meet, they
part and they meet, and in between all those
passings they fall in love; but by the time they
realize it, it might just be too late. Sadly, if
you've seen the trailer for the film, the movie
is entirely spoiled, but then again it's not
aboµt destination; it's about the road trav-
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COMING TO DVD -
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One disc or two
is the choice for
Lemony Snicket
Plus, an Orson Welles
fiJm and Blade: Trinity
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU
Staff Writer

Lemony Snicket's ASeries ofUnfortunate Events
The "other" Jim Carrey movie of 2004,
Lemony Snicket's A Series of Unfortunate
Events comes to DVD in both a single-disc
edition and a two-disc collector's edition.
Included on the double-disc are two commentaries by director Brad Silberling. One
commentary is Silberling alone, and on
the other he is joined by Lemony Snic
There are also 11 deleted scenes, three featurettes entitled Bad Beginnings, five featurettes called A Terrible Tragedy, three
featurettes about the sound design, four
special effects galleries and three still
photo galleries.

FForFake

eled.
Director Nigel Cole keeps the pace of the
film lighthearted and speedy, at times too
speedy. A few more moments with the characters would have been a plus, as much of
their journey has to be filled in with imagination.
This is Kutcher's best performance. That
might not be saying a whole lot judging from
Guess Who and Dude, Where's My Car?, but
for perhaps the second time in his career
(the other time being the only sometimes
laughable The Butterfly Effect), Kutcher
effectively displays emotion on screen. His
Oliver is the most complete and real character he has ever played - emotional and
funny, precise and relatable. While Peet
doesn't always feel like the perfect foil for
Kutcher, she does a good job of being his costar.
A Lot Like Love does a good job of taking
a formula that works and applying it to a
younger generation of moviegoers. By no
means a classic, A Lot Like Love is a nice romcom that is pleasing and simple, a Kutcher
movie where, thankfully, he's wrangled like a
herd of cattle gone berserk, drugged up like a
young child on Ritalin and is, surprisingly,
not so bad.

Ashton Kutcher:
Hey, let's play a
game of Spin the
Baby!
Random Guy: I
think that's supposed to be Spin
the Bottle.
Kutcher: Oh. Well,
help me tape a
bottle to the baby's
head, then.

COURTESY TOUCHSTONE PICTURES
•

•

l

· Criterion does it again with an impressiye treatment of Orson Welles' documentary F For Fake. The two-disc set includes
a video introduction by director and professional Welles know-it-all Peter Bogdanovich. An audio commentary featuring the director of photography Gary
Graver is also included on disc one. Disc
two includes Orson Welles: One-Man
Band, an hour-long investigation of
Welles's unfinished projects from 1988.
Also included is Almost True, a 1992 Norwegian Film Institute documentary on art
- forger Elmyr de Hory. Rounding out the
disc is a 10-minute trailer and a new essay
by critic Jonathan Rosenbaum.

Blade: Trinity
By far the crappiest of the Blade series,
this two-hour co~ercial for Jessica
Biel's iPod comes in an unrated
widescreen edition with 10 minutes of
added footage. How much of that footage
is iPod is not known.
Also included is the original R-rated
version of the film. Also on disc one are
not one but two commentaries by writerdirector David Goyer, Jessica Biel, Ryan
Reynolds, producer and crew. Disc two
finds a 16-part behind-the-scenes documentary entitled Daywalkers, Nightstalkers & Familiars: Inside the World of Blade:
Trinity. For those who hated the endfug,
there's an alternate ending. And for those
who like to see Wesley Snipes flub lines,
there's a blooper reel. A sure-to-be-pretentious featurette is included called
Goyer on Goyer: The writer interviews the
director.
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Bhutan film manages to pull a few rabbits ·out of its sleeve
But overall, the slow Travellers and
. Magicians suffers from uneven pacing
MtKEFERRARO
Staff Writer

~avellers aiid Magici°:ns

T

mterweaves two stones
about two different men
who are bored with their lives.
One of them, Dondup (Twesang Dand,up), is tired of the boring and slow pace of the tiny village he lives ~ so he decides to'
leave it. He has a connection that
can get him a visa and a i;ide to

FROM

America. This trip seems perfect
for hiin at first, since he has a lot of
infamous American traits: He _is
selfish, unappreciative, and not the
kind of guy who appreciates anyone else's company.
The other story follows another ·unhappy young man, Tashi
(Lhakpa Dorji), whose father sent
him to magic school, a place he·
cares nothing about. He'd rather
be chasing the ladies around His
younger brother is smarter .and

wishes to be in his place, yet their
father decided to send the older
one _instead. - One - day, Tashl
attempts to ride the new family
stallion even though he was
warned about the animal's wild
instincts. This horse, of course,
leads him into the middle of the
woods and throws Tashi off, were
he remains lost to the rest of the
world
'
After a day of walking, Tashi
find shelter with an. old. man and
his extremely younger wife. The
old man warns Tashi about Iriarry. ing someone so young because
they· usually end up wanting
someone their own age. He -was

right, because Tashi begins a
romantic relationship with her,
regardle~s of how nearby the old
man is.
It's obvious that the _film is
about being unhappy with your
surroundings, and it shares two
messages about what should be
done with it. In Dondup's case, he
decides to pack up his bags and
make change for himself On the
road, he encounters an old apple
seller, a monk and an older merchant with his young daughter.
They share experiences with
Dondup, especially the monk, who ·
is actually telling him the story
about Tashi to try and convince

him that normal village life isn't
thatboringorhorrifyingafterall.
Shot in Bhutan (the first film
ever to do so), Travellers andMagicians shows off the country's vast
mountain scenery and peaceful
village atmo·s pheres. The slow
pace of the film, however, leaves
much to be desired The interlac.ing of the two stories either has
ohe story lasting too long or cutting just as it gets interesting. The
director, Khyentse Norbu (Thf!
Cup) has certainly shown that he
can handle pace, but sadly it prev:ents this film from being more
enjoyable.
Opens,tonwrrow qt DMAC.
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The Pacifier (PG)
12:30 3:30 7:209:4012:20a

The Ring Two (PG-13)
3:409:40

*

***
:.ahara(PG-13) **
SinCrty{R) *****

Robots (PG)

12:00 2:40 6:40 9:10 11 :40

12:401:10 3:404:20 7:007:4010:0010:30
12:50a

. 12:10 3:107:1010:0012:50a

REGArnv1rno MARKETPLACE
1500 OVIEDO MARKETPLACE BLVD.,407-977-1107

The Amityville Horror (R)

·

12:301:001:30 2:50 3:20 3:50 5:10 7:00 7:30
8:00 9:30 1o:oo 10:30 11 :50 12:2oa

Beauty Shop (PG-13)
1~:20 3:307:2010:00

Fever Pitch (PG-13)

**

12:001:302:30 4:20 5:10 7:10 7:509:5010:30
12:20a

Guess Who (PG-13)

*

12:10 2:50 5:30 7:10 8:109:4010:4012:10a

Hitch (PG-13)
.

***

LOEWS UNIVERSAL CINEPLEX
6000 UNIVERSAL BLVD.,407-354-5998

The Amityville Horror {R)
1:001:30 2:00 3:05 3:35 4:05 5:10 5:40 6:10 7:15
7:508:209:2510:0010:3011:3512:20a

12:104:006:5010:10

Ice Princess (G)

Beauty Shop {PG-13)

1:204:107:209:50

1:30 3:55 6:35 9:0511:40

The Interpreter {PG-13)
12:20 12:50 3:40 4:10 7:30 8:00 10:40 11 :30

**
Guess Who (PG-13) *
Fever Pitch (PG-13)

1:35 4:00 6:259:0011:30

King's Ransom (PG-13)
12:404:307:4010:1012:30a

****
ALot Like Love (PG-13) * * *
Miss Congeniality 2: Anned and
FabulOU$ (PG-13) * * * *
Kung Fu Hustle (R)

1:20 3:45 6:15 8:4511:10

* *-*

12:40 4:407:5010:30

Hitch {PG-13)

12:30 3:20 6:509:4012:30a

The Interpreter (PG-13)

12:00 2:40 5:207:5010:20

2:10 4:30 7:05 9:3511:50

1:404:307:209:5012:10a
12:1012:50 2:40 3:30 7:109:4012:00a

12:001:104:004:40 7:-007:4010:0010:40
12:30 3:507:0010:00

.17:20 4:207:3010:20

*·* * *
ALot Like Love (PG-13l * * *
Kung Fu Hustle (R)

Robots (PG)

The Upside of Anger {R)

1:051:50 3:35 4:25 6:15 7:10 8:509:5011:25
12:25a

Kings Ransom (PG-13) ·

The Pacifier (PG)

***
Sahara {PG-13) * *
SinCity(R) *****

1:05 3:40 6:20 8:55 11 :30

1:002:10 3:25 4:30 6:05 6:55 8:309:4011:05
12:00a

1:55 4:20 6:50 9:30 12:05a

* * **

Miss Congeniality 2: Anned and
Fabulous (PG-13)
1:404:10

****

2:404:50 7:10 9:3512:05a

The Ring Two {PG-13)

*

6:509:3012:10a

** *
Sahara (PG-13) * *
Sin-City (R) * * * * *
Robots (PG)

1:25 3:30 5:35 7:45 9:5512:10a ·
1:151:45 4:15 4:45 7:00 7:30 9:4510:1512:30a
1:10 2:05 3:504:35 6:30 7:209:2010:1012:15a

ENZIAN CINEMA CAFE
1300 S. ORLANDO AVE., 407-629-1088

Inside Deep Throat (NC-17)

***

. Friday: 4:30 7:00 9:30
_ Saturday and Sunday: 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30

D.MAC
39 S.MAGNOLIA AVE.,407-992-1200

Tamation {NR)

Friday:3:30
Saturday: 5:30
Sunday: 9:00

** **
,

Travellers and Magicians (NR)
Friday: 5:30 7:30 9:30
Saturday: 3:30 7:30 9:30
Sunday:3:00 7:00

.

***

All listed times qre for the weekend and subjectto change.
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MIDNIGHT SHOWS EVERY THURSDAY,.
FRIDAY, SATURDAY AND SUNDAY!!
T
(407) 354-5998 FOR MORE INFO
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MUSIC
Park Ave CDs Jr.: Top 25 for
the week of April 10..:16
.
1.Garbage

Bleed Like Me ·

2.Mudvayne
Lost and Found

3. Mindless Self Indulgence
You'll Rebel to Anything

4.Mae
Everglow

S. Millencolin
Kingwood

6. Mariah Carey
Emancipation of Mimi

7. Gatsby's American Dream
Volcano

8. Mars Volta
Frances the Mute

9.Amoslee
Amos Lee

10.1n1<we11
Chaos Reveals Rhyme

11. Jack Johnson
In Between Dreams

12.Bravery
Bravery·

13. Bloc Party
Bloc Party

Rufus Wain~right may not be able to get a break in the.covers department, but his rendition of Leonard Cohen's "Hallelujah" is better than versions by Jeff Buckley and Nick Cave.

From staples~ like Jhni
·H endrix 3nd .UB40 to .
obscurities.by Travis

14. Hot Hot Heat
Elevator

lS.Beck
Guero

16. Reggie and the Fult Effect

Songs Not to ~et Married To _

17.M.l.A.
Arular

18.John Butler Trio
Sunrise_Over Sea

19. Kills
No Wow

20. Reel Big Fish·

'

We're Not Happy'Til You're Not Happy

21. Self Against City
Take it How You Want it

22. Queens of the Stone Age
Lullabies to Paralyze

Jimi Hendrix,"All Along the Watchtower"

23. Lifehouse
Lifehouse

24. Aqualung
Srange and Beautiful

25. Emanuel

-

~oundtrack to a Hea~ru~~

. ...
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·ix or seven years ago we started a
feature on the 20 best cover songs iri
pop music history, as a follow-up to
our two-part "Worst Covers Ever" feature.
You may remember that we only gave you
-the first 10, and we've spent countless
hours since then, toiling ln the offices until
5 a.m., sometimes ~nding in fisticuffs
(After all, Dinosaur Jr.'s· "Just Like Heaven"
didn't make the cut ... grr), while we whittled the maminoth list down to a sizable 10
more.
Actually, the list -has be~ri done for a
month, we just haven't had the space for
the second half. But now we <:fo. Hooray!
·
Enjoy...

This may be the gold standard for cover
songs. It's.hard enough to do a respectable.
job with someone else's song, but to sWipe
one of the best .songs by .(arguably) the
greatest .songwriter in popular music history and make it your own? I'.>amh. Searipg
·guitar runs and spacey production effects
spip. .Bob Dylan'~ folk~y .~pie into a roe}.<
-,.. ..,.

... ..

-
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classic from the outer reaches of the cos- · matic and lame. The Donnas, whose cover
mos. Future cover artists take note - this can be heard in the crapfest Drive·-Me
Crazy, was also not the right band. Its veri? how it's done. All hail Jimi.
sion,
in contrast to REO's, was more robot- NICHOLAS MARKOVICH
ic and melodramatic than whiny· and
melodramatic, blJ.t was it an improveGary Jules, "Mad World"
· Perhaps the greatest achievement for a ment? Not quite. Lisa Loeb and Dweezil
cover song is to almost entirely obliterate Zappa, on the other ·hand, were the right
the memory of th~ original, convincing musicians. Shocking? Absolutely. Loeb
people th,at the cover is the only way the. manages to imbue the words with some
song has ever been played. It's a testament actual feeiing, without inaking the song
to Gary Jules, then, that for anyone who's. overly dramatic or whiny. It's incredibly .
seen Donnie Darko, his version of "Mad unnerving·to hear this version and realize
World" is the definitive v~rsion. · Jules that it's actually quite a good song. For
. slows the pace and strips the song down Loeb, that's quite the feat .
- DIANNA ZISMAN
entirely, giving us a piano and violin in
place ~f the bells, whistles and synth~pop .
wizardry of the '80s. It's a change that does Lostprophets, "Cry Me a River"
wonders for the ·song, giving it an extra
Hearing this take on Justin Timberemotional resonance that's har-der to l~e's "Cry Me a River" for the first time is
an unusual experience. At the beginning
come by in the original.
- DIANNA ZISMAN of the so~g - which stays fairly true to the
original, only ... better - it's easy to smirk
and
chuckle over how hipster ironic
· Lisa Loeb, "Keep on Lovin' You"
Reading the lyrics to "Keep on Lovin' · you're being. It' s a testament to the LostYou," a person coutd be forgiven for think- prophets, then, that by the end of the song,
ing that the song had the potential of as they're going nuts and thrashing on
being fairly decent. With the right band, their instruments, it's almost impossible
the ~,ong could have been quite poignap.t. to keep from smiling gleefi,illy and rocking
REO Speedwagon, however, was not the out. To cry me a river. 1Jie lunacy of that
right band, and in its hands, "Keep on
• PLEASE.SEE SOFT ON. ·12
Lovin' You" comes off as 'whiny, melodra-

Want a record ·contract? Just·hit the.Drive-Thru
but in the end it really doesn't matter can't be all that bad."
Recently Melillo got to play the Floribecause both labels are run by the same
da dates on the Taste of Chaos tour,
amazing stfilt" said Melillo.
·
Long and messy also means compli- opening for Something Corporate on Fricated, with some drama thrown in. While day and is ·e ven slated to play at New Jersome solo singer/songwriters go by a sey's three-day Bamboozle festival. "My
band name (The Rocket Summer, Dash- management team knew a guy who knew
RICKY SURILLO
board Confessional), Melillo decided to a guy who knew the guy who runs Taste
Staff Writer
take the alternate route. "Honestly, I of Chaos, so as a favor I got to play the
ost kids who pick Up a guitar couldn't come up with a good name, plus Florida dates, which was a great learning
dream of someday making ~t big most of the musicians I idolize used their experience for me," he said. "Each show
.
and getting signed to a label. own names [like Frank Sinatra, Elton is different, though. I got the Something
Corporate s'1ow on my own through my
David Melillo had that dream at one John, and Billy Joel]," said Melillo.
point, but now he doesn't have to dream
Playing acoustic guitar might bring managers, but I got hooked up with a
so hard.
·
some skeptics to what Melillo's music show at Bamboozle through DTR. It realAt only 16 years old, Melillo was might sound like, but once you hear him ly depends on the situations."
During the summer Melillo will tour
signed to Drive-Thru Records, which has hit the high notes, any doubts go flying hosted bands New Found Glory, The out ·the window. Nevertheless; there are with Adelphi, Self Against City, and
Starting Line and Something Corporate. still those who just can't accept a good Houston Calls on the Sound of SomeSti' technically, Melillo isn't a Local Band thing when they see it and feel the need thing More tour on select dates,. then
Spotlight, after being signed and all, but to name-call. When the news of Melillo's plans to release a CD in the late sumhe still lives in Orlando, and that counts signing got posted on the news thread of_ mer/early fall.
.
for something.
Absolutepunk.net, one user even made a
'~full-length plan is being thrown out
Originally, however, Melillo was sup- comment that he looked like a "retarded the window," he .said. ·"I'm pretty sure
posed to be signed to Rushmore Records, Orlando Bloom." Melillo takes those there is going to be an EP this summer,
the sister label of Drive-Thru, but he took comments with stride and· says, "It was but this all changes constantly. I have
everyone by surprise when he suddenly . on absolutepunk.net, so it must be true!" around 20 songs completed and ready to
!1.ppeared as a splash page on the Drive- and goes on to say '1\.ll the riegative com- demo, and I hope-to put around 12 on the
fhru Web site. "It's a long, messy story, -ments just make me work harder, so it . album. I've been talking to James Wisner

Orlando's David Melillo
secures opening slot for
Something Corporate

M

[Dashboard, The Academy Is, Underoath, New Found Glory] about producing the album and it seems like it's going
to head in that direction."
Even though Melillo plays all the
instruments on the demos he currently
has on his Pure Volume page (which
already has over 55,000 plays), he plans
on bringing a full band with him on stage
that includes Matt Mendes and Anthony
Gardrier (the bassist and drummer of the
band formally known as Forever in a
Day) and two other friends to fill in for
second guitar and keyboards. While
some may be too quick to judge him and
throw him in with other acoustic guitar
singer/songwriters (Chris Carrabba of
Dashboard Confessional), Melillo wants
to make one thing clear: "Tl).ere will be
no way for people to compare me to him
·after the record comes out."
.. The one burning question that has to
be asked .i s if girls really do dig guitar
players. Melillo's only response is "It hasn't got me laid." [laughs]

. To see Dave Melillo in action you can
catch him with Something Corporate for
free at the UCF Arena on Friday. Also,
check him out at www.davemrock.com.

SOft Cell rides two golden oldie claSSiCs onto a new wave
FROM i11

statement isn't lost on us, but g~
ahead and give it a listen one of
these days. And remember: Just
because Justin ·Timberlake has
sung it, doesn't mean ies automatically a bad song.
- DIANNA ZISMAN

The Pixies,"Cecilia Ann'
This song is an instrumental, so
if you're curious about what's so
damn great about this "Cecilia
Ann," don't look for any lyrics to
help you rn,J.t. The Pixies sound like
the official surf-rock band of Hell's
waitipg room on this fuzzed up
. cover of the Surftones. This song
makes great exercise music; it
rocks, gallops and chai:ges all in a
little over two minutes. Why do
they call this song "Cecilia Ann"
anyway? rm tired of titles that have
nothing to do with the song. I'm
renaming this song "Kick-ass
Metallic Surf Guitar Meltdown."
Do I have to fix all of the world's
problems?
- NICHOLAS MARKOVICH

Soft Cell/'Tainted Love"

Who doesn't start bobbing their · acoustic ballad Lead singer Fran
head when this one comes on? I'll Healy moans like a wounded aniadmit it - those electro-beeps get mal, but in such a way that morphs
me every damn time. Contrary to the tune penned by. Bubblegum
popular belie£ this is not the origi- virtuoso Max Martin into legitinal version; Gloria Jones recorded mate art (Martin also wrote "I
"Tainted Love" in 1964, almost 20 Want It That Way'' for the Backyears before the Soft Cell cover street Boys, as well as several other
everyone knows today. You should juggernauts of the late '90s teen
check out the original; ifs got a nice pop radio-gold rush). As the perlittle foot-stomping groove to it. formance ends, the audience claps,
But Soft Cell gets bonus points for sounding somewhat confused,
ripping off not one, but two golden almost as if saying "Holy crap, I
-oldies in the span of just one song. hate that song, but that was brilJust when you settled in to feel the liant" .
sting of the love that .hath been
- CURTIS MEYER
tainted, Soft Cell gives you a bonus
couple, minutes of "Where Did UB40,"Can't Help Falling In Love''
Our Love Go?'' by The Supremes.
A stone-cold classic. Jamaican
That has to be a first But, hey, you eight-piece UB40 took on The
can't argue with results; the song King himselt: and in so many ways,
works.
out-did him. The sheer magic of
- NICHOLAS MARKOVICH them covering one. of Elvis Pres-ley's best love ballads comes not
Travis,"Baby One More Time"
from the gorgeous lyrics ("Wise
British Rockers Travis have men say, 'Only fools rush in,'/ But I
gone under-appreciated even in can't help falling in love with you''),
their native homeland, often dis- but from the ·astonishingly
missed as "The p6or man's Cold- arranged horn section. "Can't
play." On this live, soul-shattering Help" is not only one of the best
b-side, they spin Britney Spears' covers of the '90s, but easily one of
premiere hit into a rejching the greatest re-vamps of a song

ever. .While UB40 is Reggae's
equivalent to Kenny G, having
made its entire career of memorable covers (see also: Neil Diamond's "Red Red Wme"), nothing
compares to this masterpiece now
heard throughout the solar system
at weddings everywhere. As the
song says, "Some things were
meant to be."

That's no easy feat.
- DIANNAZISMAN

The Wallflowers,"Heroes''

Soundtracks seem to be a great
source to fmd obscure but noteworthy performances of musi-_
clans, especially when it comes to
cover versions. Be it Marilyn Manson's version of "I Put A Spell On
-CURTJS MEYER ' You'' for Lost Highway, or Christina Aguilera's revamped "Car ·
Rufus Wainwright,"Hallelujah"
Wash" for the recent Shark Tale
Poor Rufus. Every time he goes soundtrack, the general rule is
and c.o vers a song someone else "The more bland the movie, the
has to come along and steal his better the soundtrack." Witness
spotlig};lt with one of their own. The Wallflowers' mournful spin
He covers '~cross the Universe." on David Bowie. Probably the last
Most people only remember great song the band did before fad·Fiona Apple's shoddy duplicate. ing off radio entirely, (anyone
He covers "Hallelujah." Rolling remember
"6th
Avenue
Stone puts Jeff Buckley's version HeartacheH? "The Difference"?
on its list of the 500 Greatest "One Headlight"?), Jakob Dylan
Songs. Well, that stops here as we emotes this fantasizing love song
go on record to say that, while into glory. Naturally, as it perboth versions are excellent, Wain- tains to the ."Bad film = Great
wright's is the better one. Wain- soundtrack" !1J.le, you can find
.wright managed t9 bring some- this jewel on the Godzilla
thing new to the table when soundtrack. Yes, the horrible
covering ~onard Cohen's classic American
version
with
while, at the same time, preserving Matthew Broderick.
some of the tone of the original.
- CURTIS MEYER
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THE MOUNTAIN GOATS
The Sunset Tree
Genre: indie rock
Label:4AD
Release date: April 26

Since releasing hiS first tape in 1991; John
Darnielle - who for all purposes is The
Mountain Goats - has released, according
to one fansite's count, 415 songs. The Sunset
Tree is his ninth full-length albuµl and his
third for record label 4AD. Like his other
records for 4AD, 2003's Tallahassee and
2004's We Shall All Be -Healed, the new
album is professionally recorded, unlike his
earlier work, much of which was recorded
direct to boombox.
Amazingly for such a large body of work,
Darnielle has never seriously faltered, and
his fans know any The Mountain Goats
record they pick up is going to be, if not
wonderful, at least solid and enjoyable. He is
a. man who knows his strengths. The vast
majority of his songs all follow the same
basic musical template: rudimentary
acoustic guitar strumming (occasionally
tastefully augmented With additional instrumentation) accompanying his earnest, artless, nasal voice. It's Darnielle's lyrics that

Ben Folds writes songs like Woody Allen
movies - with common themes
streaming through each one. The venerable
Mr. Allen makes great films, but they're
almost all about well-off artsy-fartsy types in
New York City. Same goes for Ben Folds.
-Many of his songs have the same setting and
many of the same sentiments, primarily love
lost, old weird friends, memories of the past
· and the pains of being male, middle class and
white. But one thing rings true for both of
these artists: if you love anything they do,
you're bound to love everythirig they do.
Songs for Sjlverman does not deviate from
this path. You've heard the essence of these 11
songs before, and maybe not even from
Songs for Silverman Folds. If your childhood included a lot of
Genre: alt-rock Elton John, .Billy Joel, Joe Jackson and/or
Label: Epic watching a lot of Charlie Brown, then you've .
the majority _of this album.
.
Release date: April 26 heard
Thing is,.that's why you'll like it. And that's
why Ben Folds is still a relevant artist: He
makes music that creates instant nostalgia In
mak~s

BEN FOLDS

THE EELS
Blinking Lights and Other
Revelations
Genre: alt-rock
Label: Vagrant
Release date: April 26

The shortest review the indie's history:
The Eels' latest albmn, the double-disc
. Blinking Lights and Other Revelations; is
everythirig you hoped the previous two Eels
albums, Souljacker and Shootena.nny!; were
but weren't. In other words: It's breathtaking,
soul-crushing, uplifting and just plain damn
good And that's an understatement.
From here on out, it's elaboration.
As soon as disc one starts with "Theme
from Blinking Lights," you know it's The Eels.
A slow~tz with the tinkling of a xylophone
combine with the soft scratchy voice ofsinger
Mark Oliver Everett to bring you a sound
uniquely Eels. There are no actual words, just
soft da-da-da's to ease into the album. It's a fitting start: One that feels both happy and sad
Once -the lyrics ·start in the next track,
''From Which I Came/A Magic World," a reverence for life in both good and bad comes
around and doesn't leave. And where more
appropriate to begin than a_t _qirth? "Tel].

are the maih attraction: they're mostly short
stories; humane, unpretentious, subtly
funny and with a great eye for telling details.
All these things are continued on The
Sunset Tree. What's new on this album is the
presence of more nakedly autobiographical
songs. Several tracks chronicle Darnielle's
youth and his relationship with his abusive
stepfather. In the context of the album, "Pale
Green Things," the final track on the album,
is particularly moving. It's about Darni{!}le
finding out his stepfather has died "at last, at
·last" and although he "turns it over in" his
"mind like a Chinese finger trap," he thinks
to one good memory of the man ~hose
abuse is chillirigly captured elsewhere on
the album. Unfortunately, "Pale Green
Things" is musically not p_arg.cularly noteworthy.
Perhaps the standout track is "Dance
Music." It's a paean to the escapist value of
the titular subject in the face of domestic
abuse and troubled relationships and, yes,

you can dance to it. It's one of the catchiest
songs Darnielle has ever written, although
oddly, the
"Eleanor Rigby" -esque "Diluadad" has
been picked as the first single.
Despite these and a few other standout
tracks ("This Year," "Hast Thou Considered
the Tetrapod") The Sunset Tree doesn't rank
among his better albums. It's worth picking
up if you're planning on seeing him on his
current tour and want to be familiar with tlie
songs he's likely to play. Otherwise, if you're
a neophyte to the world of The Mountain
Goats, you should pick up some ofhis other
albums first - starting perhaps with 2002's
All Hail West Texas, his last lo-fi album. If
you have a few The Mountain Goats records
and aren't in a huge hurry to get more, this •
one doesn't break much new ground The
autobiographical lyrics are certainly
poignant at times, but that's not a quality
The Mountain Goats lacked before.

their folklore and structure, they bring us
back to the 70s and early '80s that most of us
were too young to remember. But he usually
presents this seemingly throwback material
with a new edge, be it humor, chariningly
spun Southern suburban folklore or even a
guest appearance by William Shatner.
However, some of that humorous edge
has been taken off this album. His independent EPs for the past couple years have contained witty gems such as 'M U C~ Eat"
and "Rent-a-Cop,': but little of that wit is
found here. The most amusing of all of Silverman's tracks is "Jesusland," but one listen
affirms that this song is memorable more for
its beautiful arrangement than its sarcasm. In
terms of the stories Folds is famous for
telling, there don't se~m to be many on this
album. The best we get is "Bastard", which
could arguably retell the story of William H
Macy's character in Magnolia.
But for what this album might be missing,
it makes up for in gorgeous simplicity. One

thing that is thankfully absent on this albU'ffi is production value. His 2001 record Roclcin'
the Suburbs was muddled up by lots of studio
engineering, and while many of Silverman's
tracks feature strings, guitars and varied percussion, there is a more organic, less ·computerized feel to the whole album.
The tone of the song-writing here can best
be described as wistfuL a feeling captured ir
the rightly chosen first single, "Landed" It
seems that Folds no longer considers himself
to be ''The Luckiest," but chooses to explore
loss and heartbreak more deeply with these
songs. Two of Silverman's standout tracks,
both highly personal, are ''You to Thank'' and
"Give Judy My Notice," both meditations on
faded loves and 4isting damages.
Overall, Ben Folds serves up classic, mellow, simple, beautifully arranged bluesinspired melodies on Songs for Silverman.
And like any classic, this album is worth careful, thoughtful, and repeated listenings.

-BRYAN COX

-EMILYSCOTI

pounds and and a head of hair ; ·came into back to '60s Brit-pop. But the lyrics change all
without a care .. ~ I was happy to be alive I In that Singing about curling up in the fetal posia magic world."
tion under your desk, E predicts, ''You're
Everett doesn't just sing the words in any gonna love it you really try I You just lay
of these songs. He forms the words, runs down like you're gonna die."
them through everything he's experienced,
The second disc rolls along much the
then somehow transfers this through his same way as the first, but rrµmages to not be
throat to make you feel it, too.
repetitive. Highlights include the energetic
Everett, a k a E, gloriously transfel'.'S a feel- "Hey Man (Now You're Really Living)" and
ing of space and openness to the listener in "Losing Streak," and the soft, w.ell-spoken
"Blinking Lights (For Me)," as he does for advice of "Things Grandchildren Should
many other tracks throughout the album Know," which closes out a phenomenal liswith an acoustic guitar, barely there percus- tening experience.
sion and mellow strings. Listeners are sitting
It's a rare occasion when a band comes out
outside with E, watching the same blinking · with a double-CD album. It's even more rare
lights as he, and finding calm in the vast feel- when both albums are solid throughout.
ing of emptin~ss associated. When he sings
In summation, in case you skipped to the
"One day I'll be all right again," you believe he end: It's like The Eels rolled the previously
will. And that you will be too.
released, morose Electro-shock Blues and
E brought along his sense of ironic humor upbeat Daisies of the Galaxy into one magas well, evidenced on the track "Going Fetal." num opus. Delicious.
Starting oH: wit!). scr~ girls, it hearkens
• • .. -;--6Pv\NDON HA~OlN

RAMBLINGS

An imagination saves
the day with TNMT
THE GEEK LIFE

1

What better way
·to get away than
with ·creativity?
ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ
Staff Writer

I

love the Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles. Now and forever,
baby. How could I not? They
ate pizza and were mutants living
in the sewers. These are very
attractive qualities. And yet,
there's more - they are ninjas on
top of it all
I w~ hooked right from the
first episode. In fact, I still enjoy a
good heaping of turtle power to
this day. Thank you again, Cartoon
Network for allowing me to bask
in the beauty that is the Ninja Turtles, sans Corey Feldman and
Vanilla Ice, 5 times a week I wiSh I
~as unemployed sometimes.
I truly miss those days when all
life consisted ofwatching cartoons
and eating ice pops. I would go
weeks without brushing my hair
as a little tomboy, much to my
mother's chagrin, and come in
every evening covered in leaves
and dirt, my toys grungy and far
too dirty to clean.
Those summer days of youth,

the dog days before all those
damned adolescent hormones
kicked in and messed everything
up, had a flavor to them that got
lost somewhere along the way.
The air was magical and pure, pnd
imagination of course had no
bounds.
The days just stretched on for
so long, pulled like taffy through
childish mental filters that made
each second so meaningful yet so
simple all at once. It seems so
unfair that now time slips through
my fingers at such a speed I didn't
believe it at the time, I suppose,
when I was warned. I was enjoying
myself too much.
My brother and I would play
with our toys with almost maniacal creativity. This is what happened when you get two writers in
a family. We didn't just have pre-.
tend cities, we had whole nations
· and governments. Our toys lived
within domed countries surrounded by wilderness that
they could bear only for
limited times due to the
overexposure of a
atmostoxic
phere.
. Captain
Planet and his
Planeteers probably inspired us to
imagine our world gone wrong
due to our own inattentiveness.
We ran with the idea. We created
twin citi~s within the domed
nation that was our twobedroom wooden house,
with most of the
· other nations and

the outside world
degenerated into a
wasteland ofMad Max proportions.
Two men Bruce and
Michael Wayne, the twin Batmen,
led the government. I remember
niine was silver ice Batman or
some such nonsense, while my
brother's Batman was the
traditional black. Somehow, without fighting,
we ruled the nation,
along with help from
our _resident genius
PLEASE SEE

MICHAEL LAWRENCE

T

HYBRID ON i15

CRAZED INDIE ROBOT

Oh, these are a few of my nonfavorite things
DIANNA ZISMAN

.
P

Staff Writer

et peeves. Everybody's got
'em. The little things that
don't matter at all in the
grand scheme of things, but drive
you insane anyway. Here are a few
of mine:
The little separation in the

middle of a b~g street is called a
l•median," not a "medium." It's not
communicating with the dead, it's
dividing the street, OK? And,
while we're at it, "wary" and
''weary'' are two different words.
Look'emup.
You don't "kill'; anything
"dead." If you killed it, it's dead.
That's the whole point of killing it.

Inaccurate subtitles. Going
hand in hand with this one is the
old trick of having Eastern European characters speaking Klingon
and passing it off as one of our
earth J.anguages. If the character is
supposed to be Russian, either
hire an ACTUAL Russian, or stick
to English.
I don't care what you're ninth
grade science teacher said; it's
NOO-CLEAR, not NOO-CU-

Don't be
so critical
·of all the
• •
cr1t1cs .
Staff Writer

COURTESY FOX

Pet peeves for a crazed indie robot

NEAR-LIFE EXPERIENCE

LARI learned how to pronounce
"nuclear" correctly from War
Games. Kids, watch more television!
Things that belong in a bar:
cigarette smoke, noise, music,
drunken a-holes. Things that
don't belong in a bar: people who
complain about the above. If people want an evening of quiet,
PLEASE SEE

BAD ON i15

o quote Rorschach from
the classic Alari Moorepenned comic series
Watchmen: "Never compromise. Not even in the face of
Armageddon."
That's the view I've always
held toward criticisms. With
any opinion it's better to stay
the course than to acquiesce
and sugar-coat. I don't just say
this as reviewer to fellow
reviewers, but as a person to
everyone. Without our opinions, there's nothing to distinguish us. What's the easiest way
to remember someone? By
their tastes. "The guy who liked
Starship Troopers,''
"that
schmuck who hated: Citizen
Kane,'' "that girl who still owns
a KISS album." Trust me, it's a
lot easier to go by that than it is
by names.
Now I bring this up because
often my friends will discredit
my opinion on a film because,
according to them, I'm too negative. Just recently I saw the
wretched blockbuster Sahara.
The action scenes were forced
and awkward, the plot was ludicrous and the acting outside of
the adorable Rainn Wilson and
the always reliable goofiness of
Steve Zahn (who's made many a
bad film watchable) was atrocious. This was a hundred million-plus explosion with a 10cent dud of a script.
But I can't say that to most of
the people I know because I say
it too often. It's not like I don't
recommend the film if it fits
within their tastes. A few of my
dumber friends would probably
gush over Sahara and clap with
glee at every explosion. Vice
versa with films I like. Two of
my favorite films in recent
memory, Sin City ·and Team
America: World Police are
·strictly acquired tastes. The
over-the-top cartoony violence
PLEASE SEE

l'M ON i15

Web Less Traveled-gets unplugged
d.rtuµ<en revelry. The thread grew slopping of our shoes in the deep declared our tent ''probably good
and blossomed as the fated hour red clay-mud, we followed our enough." We hid the "excess
drew near - the hour dreaded by flashlights and our ears to find a parts" under the tarp and threw
elcome to Web Les·s elderly folks throughout that quiet greeting from our brave host, who our crap down to go and get a lay .
Traveled, dear reader. mountain town: "that computer was surprised to learn that we'd oftheland '
just arrived He pointed us toward
Internet camp was split
This week, I've got webnet thing:'
My woman (whom I met at two of the last pieces of ground . between two sides of a creek,
something different for you. A tale
bridged by a very shaky piece of
of a forsaken place few have dared another Internet party) and I not already defiled by tents.
A lanky dude introduced him- plywood. On our side were Camp
to journey: Internet Camp. Hear_ · joined up with another friend, his
the tale ofwhat befell your favorite wQ..man and her friend for a self as a pseudonym we can't print Awesome, Hobocamp and TCC
columnist the weekend nearly a wilderness adventure of the cal- here and offered me a shot of Camp. The other side was Barteriber not seen. since Homeward mango vodka. We were to be stay- town. These factions would spend
fortnight ago.
Every year, it begins with a tiny Bound: The Incredible Journey. ing in the region he'd dubbed the weekend having a faux-war
post inside a massive forum only Due to some unfortunately timed "Camp Awesome," marked with a with each other involving many,
frequented by the most hardened, exams, we didn't begin until noon cardboard sign by the campfire many fireworks. My woman and I
jaded and cynical of Internet on Friday, well after some folks surrounded in nearly identical settled into our newly erected tent
addicts. A user from a small town would have already begun to tents from Wal-Mart and Target. for our first night in the cold After
in North Carolina has relatives arrive and drink. We, on the other Immediately, people stumbled in falling asleep despite much shout. who own several tree and sod. hand, had a 12-hour drive ahead of our direction with lanterns and ing at the Gampfire 10 feet away,
farms. Despite close encounters in us. Nine .4ours of speeding later, began to drunkenly assist our we'd awaken in the morning to our
the past with explosives and.the our directions ended between a helpless selves with setting up the first and only full day of adventure.
police, he'd thrown caution to the burned-out barn and a trailer. We tent. About 45 minutes and a few What would greet -us when we
wind and once again invited got out, grabbed our gear and third-degree burns froin the Cole- opened the zipper to the world
hordes of goons to descend upon wandered in. Barely able to hear a . man lantern later, our motley outside? Find t>ut in next week's
his property for a weekend of murmur in the darkness over the brigade of helpers and onlookers edition of Web Less Traveled!

CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZ

Staff Writer
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Hybird Pee~Wee Herman good for what ails you
FROM

i14

and advisor, Pee-wee Junior. This
young tyke was· a cannibalization
of two vastly different toys~ We
stole the head off a Pee-wee Herman action figure and placed it on
the body of a headless Lego man.
This created a hybrid, a tiny boy
with a man sized grinning head,
adorable yet so very tragic. He was

brilliant but trapped and powerless, weak ap.d unable to defend
himself except with his wis m
and cleverness. No matter what,
he never lost his charm, always
kept his head and found reasons to
smile. Believe me, to two precocious little lonely kids like, us he
was a hero.
When we were qone playing
with our toys, we'd go inside and

watch the Turtles fighting to
defend truth and April O'Neil, my
favorite journalist at the time.
Sometimes, we would even play
with our N'mja Turtle toys while
we were watching the show
because we were just so excited I
adored Michealangelo, the surfer
·edition complete with wetsuit,
though to be honest at this point I
can't remember who exactly he

belonged to. When I lost him, on
the beach, ironically enough, I was
devastated, but I consoled myself
in imagining the adventures a surfing Mikey would have once set
loose upon the Vast oceans.
I still do, when things get tough.
I imagine, that is. It doesn't hcive to
-be about Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles. Sometimes, though, it
helps.

Bad DJs, escalator crowds, the list goes on and on
FROM

i14

healthy reflection, we'd be at the
library, not the-ale-house.
Guys who think just because
they have four-wh~el drive, they.
can disregard road conditions.
Really, guys, if the road is a sheet
of ice· and you're going 60, you ·
won't be able to stop. I don't care
what they told you at the Range
Rover dealership.
University administrations
who tell students "don't walk on
our super-special, super-sacred
school seal" immediately after
placing that seal in the middle of
the floor of the busiest building on
campus. What did ·the brainstorming session for that decision .
look like? "Ladies and gentlemen, .

we need a location for the Pegasus: Somewhere it won't be trampled on. Suggestions?" "Hey, I
know. How 'bout the floor of the
Student Union?''~ "Brilliant!"
Disc jockeys who never identify a song they've played How will
I know what I want to. buy, if you
don't tell me? I don't understand
why record companies tolerate
this practice. I mean, what's the
point of paying perfectly good
payola to DJs if they don't identify your songs?
. People who say "disorientated." You can disorientate something. You can be disoriented.
You can't ~e disorientated. Just
stop it.
The continu4ig failure of science to fmd a cure for the com-

mon cold~ one I contemplated recently as I lay in my bed
sneezing, coughing, and blowing
my nose. Curse you, medical
experts!
Customers who tell me "I'll tell
yo~ what you're going to do for
me." You will? Wanna bet?
Don't gather with your friends
at the top or bottom of the escalator. Move away from them.
'Cause believe you me, Tm getting
off whether you're there or not.
It's not achoice, I have to get off. I
can't go around one more time to
accommodate you.
People who want to walk up
the down escalators or down the
up escalators. Hey, kid, this isn't a
gym. You're not on a treadmill. If
you try walking up when I'm

coming down, I will kick you in
the face.
Similar to escalator etiquette,
there's elevator etiquette: When
the doors open, wait until .the
people inside step out before you
try to get in. Otherwise, it's a big
mess. And, no, I worrt stop or hesitate if I'm,coming out and you
break this rule. I'll bump into you
and I won't apologize, you twit,
because you knew damn well I
was coming out -That's why the
elevator doors opened The fact
that I refuse to defer to your selfishness, like too many people do,
is your problem, not mine.
I don't care what your junior
high school principal said;
respect is hard to give and hard to
get. Show courtesy instead

COURTESY PARAMOUNT PICTURES

I'm just
trying to
help you
FROM i14

of the former and the crudeness
of the latter would tum off a lot
of people. Heck, it was probably
the intention of the filmmakers
to do that. I won't even get into
the disgust my generation show$
for foreign films because of all
the reading you have to do during them.
So I won't tell everyone to see
a good film if I don't think it's
going to be good for them. But
bad movies? If I respect the person, I'll do everything in my
power to warn them. And you
know, maybe I'm not so negative.
Maybe people need to realize
that yes, there are that many bad
movies out there. If anything, I'm
being too lenient, by only being
verbal. If I truly did care, I'd burn
their copy of Superbabies before
they ever had a chance to get it
- home ancf soil their DVD player
with its wickedness.
Friends don't let friends
watch crappy movies without
warning unless. they-want them
to go blind I'd hope that if someone sat through Cellular, they'd
be kind enough to keep me fr.s>.m
doing it too. Hey, if you get food
poisoning, let those close to you
know what restaurant you
acquired it froQ.L That's fair,
right?
When I write reviews, I view
each of my readers as a friend.
They're spending time with me,
after all. I value the time they
spend and hope that with their
quality in taste (they're reading
me, after all), they only want the
best movies. Or at least something better than Sahara. Not
- that that's hard to fmd
'
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